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Preface
At the beginning of the 3rd millennium, digital Information Systems (IS) rule our economies, and have reshaped our social and everyday life, especially with the advent of the Internet and the cheap and ubiquitous access to its countless services – services that require
well-designed, cost-efficient IS at the provider side.
EMISA has been focusing very successfully on IS design for 35 years now. This year’s
anniversary workshop will be an excellent opportunity to draw a balance on what has been
achieved (and not), and what is state-of-the-art in the domain of enterprise modelling and
IS architectures. Based on this “where are we?” consideration, the question of “where do
we go?” will be equally interesting. What are current and foreseeable future topics and
trends in IS research, and what is the impact on modelling? Considering on-going technology changes like mobile and cloud computing, and still evolving new methodological
approaches like service oriented and model-driven architectures, the main question is: Do
we have the right methods and tools to design the new and emerging systems?
EMISA 2014 is the 6th International Workshop in a series that provides a key forum
for researchers and practitioners in the fields of enterprise modelling and the design of
IS architectures. The workshop series emphasizes a holistic view on these fields, fostering integrated approaches that address and relate business processes, business people
and information technology. It provides an international forum to explore new avenues in
enterprise modelling and the design of IS architectures by combining the contributions of
different schools of Information Systems, Business Informatics, and Computer Science.
have asked for contributions covering the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise modelling: languages, methods, tools
Patterns for enterprise modelling and IS architectures
Model life cycle management and model evolution
Model configuration and management of model variants
Model quality: metrics, case studies, experiments
Process modelling and process-aware IS
Collaborative enterprise modelling
Model-driven architectures and model-driven IS development
Component- and service-oriented software architectures
Service engineering and evolution
Service composition, orchestration and choreography
Complex event processing and event-driven architectures
Human factors in enterprise modelling and IS
Modelling social information and enterprise innovation networks
Cloud computing infrastructures and their influence on IS engineering
Security and trust aspects
Mobile enterprise services
Individual-based IS strategies
Software product line architectures and modelling
Visual aspects of modelling and modelling languages

•

IS for large scale data and related design questions

We invited papers that outline research in progress as well as completed research papers.
Submitted papers were reviewed by at least three members of the program committee, and
were evaluated on the basis of significance, originality, technical quality, and exposition.

The Workshop Papers
In 2014, nine papers were accepted for presentation at the workshop. The selected articles
provide a snapshot of current examples for how IS research can be conducted, and what
insights such research can uncover.
[Session 1: Enterprise Modelling]
In their position paper “Towards An Analysis Driven Approach for Adapting Enterprise
Architecture Languages”, De Kinderen and Ma argue for an approach for assisting lan‑
guage engineers in adapting enterprise architecture languages in a controlled manner.
The paper “Outlining a Graphical Model Query Approach Based on Graph Matching”
by Breuker et. al outlines a graphical model query approach based on graph matching. It
consists of a graphical query specification language and a matching algorithm based on
graph matching that takes the query as input and returns all matches found in a model to be
searched. The graphical query specification language can be used to draw model queries
much like a model would be constructed.
[Session 2: Process Modelling]
The paper “Suggested Guidelines for choosing an adequate Level of Detail” by Nissen et.
al deals with the challenge to determine an adequate level of detail in process modelling.
In literature, only few and rather unspecific recommendations exist how to solve this prob‑
lem. In their paper, the authors look at which measurable factors influence the adequate
detail level, and on this basis make proposals for guidelines how it can be determined in a
specific application situation.
The paper “Designing and Implementing a Framework for Event‑based Predictive Mod‑
elling of Business Processes” by Becker et. al deals with predictive modelling techniques
to event data collected during the execution of business processes. Specifically, the paper
presents a framework developed to support real‑time prediction for business processes.
After fitting a probabilistic model to historical event data, the framework can predict how
running process instances will behave in the near future, based on the behavior seen so far.
The paper “BPMN Extension for Business Process Monitoring” by Baumgraß et. al sug‑
gests an extension to BPMN, which implements the connection between process models
and events. Bridging this gap is an important challenge. Generally, the execution of busi‑

ness processes generates a lot of data, which can be utilized for process monitoring and
analysis. In manual executing business process environments, however, i.e., in environments not driven by a process engine, the correlation of occurring events to activities of
the corresponding process model is far from being trivial. Typically, process event monitoring points (PEMPs) are utilized to specify the locations, where particular events are
expected, in the process model at design-time. Therewith, process execution information
can be assigned to a process during run‑time.
[Session 3: Process Management Technology]
The paper “Towards Schema Evolution in Object-aware Process Management Systems”
by Chiao et. al presents fundamental requirements for enabling schema evolution in the
context of object-aware processes. These requirements are then discussed along PHILharmonicFlows, a framework that targets at comprehensive support of object-aware processes.
In her paper “On the Usability of Business Process Modelling Tools – a Review and Research Agenda” Maria Shitkova picks up the challenge to select a business process modelling (BPM) tool with respect to the aspect of usability. She conducts a literature review
to find out the current state of research on the usability in the BPM area. The results of the
literature review show, that although a number of research papers mention the importance
of usability for BPM, real usability evaluation studies have rarely been undertaken. Based
on the results of the literature analysis the possible research directions in the field of usability of BPM tools are suggested.
[Session 4: Process Implementation]
The paper “Visual Analytics for Supporting Manufacturers and Distributors in Online
Sales” by Parisot et. al presents basic concepts of OPTOSA, a Visual Analytics solution
for the optimization of online sales, designed to support manufacturers in all phases of
the online sales process from the product specification to the price fixing and more. OPTOSA combines a data processing module that builds and constantly updates operational
knowledge related to sales positioning with a decision assistant that uses relevant aspects
of the knowledge for helping the tasks of the different teams along the integrated chain of
the sales.
Finally, in their paper “Business Process as a Service – Status and Architecture” Barton
and Seel deal with business process as a service (BPaaS) as next level of abstraction. Specifically, they present a literature analysis of the current state‑of‑the‑art in BPaaS. In order
to investigate how a process can be built on top of a cloud service, a prototpye of an external application is presented, which is built on top of a cloud service using a RESTful API.

We hope you find these papers stimulating and the presentations interesting. We would
like to thank the authors for their efforts, and also the program committee in dedicating
their time to evaluating and selecting these papers.
Luxembourg, September 2014
Fernand Feltz, Bela Mutschler, Benoît Otjacques
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Keynotes

Flexibility and Evolution in
Process-Aware Information Systems:
All Problems Solved?
Stefanie Rinderle-Ma
University of Vienna
Faculty of Computer Science
Research Group Workﬂow Systems and Technology
stefanie.rinderle-ma@univie.ac.at
Flexibility and evolution in Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS) have been intensively investigated for almost two decades and mature solutions [RW12], academic
prototypes, e.g., the CPEE [MRM14], and even commercial systems, e.g., AristaFlow
[LKRD10] have been developed. Starting from this statement, one could ask the following questions:
• Are there still open challenges and questions?
• Is the adoption of ﬂexible PAIS still behind expectations in practice? And if yes,
why is this?
The talk tries to answer these questions along the following building blocks:
1. Current situation and state of the art. As surveys [RRD04a, SMR+ 08] and books
[RW12] show, ﬂexibility and evolution in PAIS cover several dimensions ranging
from design time ﬂexibility (by underspeciﬁcation or based on declarative models),
runtime ﬂexibility where we can distinguish between “foreseen” exceptions (to be
dealt with by compensation or rollback) and “unforeseen” exceptions (dealt with
by, e.g., ad-hoc changes of single process instances) to process evolution (meaning
the migration of running process instances after changing the process schema). In
addition, different kinds of ﬂexibility might arise in interplay [RRD04b]. But not
only process models and instances might be subject to change, also other aspects of
the PAIS can undergo adaptations such as the organizational structures and access
rules [RR07].
2. Challenges and requirements from practical projects. Insights from developing ﬂexible process technology for the manufacturing domain (cf. ADVENTURE1 project),
the care domain (cf. ACaPlan2 project), and collaborative process scenarios (cf.
1 http://www.fp7-adventure.eu/

2 http://cs.univie.ac.at/project/acaplan
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3. Challenges and directions in research and technology transfer. One important conclusion that hence can be drawn is that ﬂexibility and evolution in PAIS cannot be
considered in isolation. This insight has been already gained when stating that different aspects of the PAIS might be subject to changes and changing one aspect
might have more or less severe effects on the other aspects as well [RR07]. Speciﬁcally, if we understand ﬂexibility in PAIS as a non-functional requirement, it cannot
be considered in isolation from other non-functional requirements such as compliance and security, interoperability, or usability. Figure 1 sketches some of these
requirements that might coincide with ﬂexibility in PAIS. It it is obvious, for example, that without providing users with some understanding of what a change means
and what effects it might have, the adoption of ﬂexible process technology might be
low [KWRM13, RWRW05]. Moreover, violating existing compliance or security
requirements by changing a process model or instance is not constructive as well
[LRM14]. Finally, providing ﬂexibility only for centralized process scenarios (“inhouse processes”) is not enough. In turn, interoperable process scenarios between
different partners or organizations can be also subject to change and it becomes even
more important to be able to control the change effects potentially spreading over
the collaboration [FRMR12].

Compliance
and Security

Flexibility and
Evolution in PAIS

…

Flexibility and
Evolution in
PAIS

Usability

•
•
•
•
•

Process Models
Process Instances
Organizational Models
Services
…

Interoperability

• (Health) Care
• Production /
Manufacturing
• Logistics
• …

Figure 1: Flexibility in PAIS: Requirements, Aspects, and Applications

In summary, the talk will raise the claim that ﬂexibility and evolution in PAIS are still “en
vogue”, i.e.., crucial in practical applications and still posing many challenges questions
3 http://www.wst.univie.ac.at/communities/c3pro/
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and research directions, particularly, at the interfaces and combinations of different aspects
and requirements.
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On the Role of Process Models in
Risk and Disaster Information Management
Horst Kremers
CODATA-Germany
PO Box 200548
13515 Berlin, Germany
office@horst-kremers.de
There is considerable effort to cover the broad variety of types of risk including natural disaster
risk, technical disaster risk, biological disaster risk, transport and energy, research and innovation,
critical infrastructure protection, cross-border health threats, implications for the health service
systems, environmental impact assessment, green infrastructure, integrated coastal management,
agriculture, food and nutrition security, water, flood risk management, major industrial accident
prevention etc.
The complexity of actors and their information needs in all phases of risk and disaster management
(from alarm and first aid through prevention measures) is in due need to be structured not only
semantically by appropriate methods of meta-information but at the same time, pragmatics
structures (workflows, service orchestration, etc.) need an appropriate corresponding framework of
business process models.
Currently, the strategic programs of the Hyogo Framework of Action [HFA2] are under global
discussion and the corresponding discussions at EU level (Union Civil Protection Mechanism
(2013), Manging Risk to Achieve Resilience (2014)) also clearly indicate on the methodological
and technological challenges that are faced in this domain.
An overall strategy for information exchange for and between sectors of information society
members (including private business, industry, the health domain, agro- [CL01] and food supply
chains, lawyers, chambers of professions, etc. etc.) is not developed.
In the future, data flows should be much more specified on the basis of user decision process
requirements engineering, centering on actors’ information requests [KRE10].
The development (modeling, specification, and implementation, tests etc.) of information
standards in these domains is a process of broad involvement of competences from all actors’
domains. “Big Data in RISK” (massive and at the same time structurally very complex and
heterogeneous data) is in due need for not just “being available” but instead being interoperable for
detailed analysis and decision support in a technically controlled way to allow measures of
information services quality and contribute essentially to the requested high level of transparency
and accountability.
Compared to the current situation of making data of different type and different analysis available
for use in risk and disaster management, it is necessary to anticipate and model the broad effects of
risk situations and potential disaster on population and economy in an actor-oriented much more
differentiated manner and to support the appropriate alternatives of responses based on extensive
informational and communicational principles.

19

The application of complex process modeling will allow control and analysis of information
services for decision making in humanitarian situations in a much more reliable way and
especially would lead to document and control alternative fact sets as well as contexts and thus
contribute essentially to transperancy and accountability in all phases of the disaster cycle.
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Enterprise Modelling

Towards An Analysis Driven Approach for Adapting
Enterprise Architecture Languages
Sybren de Kinderen1,3 , Qin Ma2,3
1

2

University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Public Research Centre Henri Tudor, Luxembourg, Luxembourg
3
EE-Team, Luxembourg, Luxembourg∗
sybren.dekinderen@uni.lu, qin.ma@tudor.lu

Abstract: Enterprise Architecture (EA) modeling languages are increasingly used for
various enterprise wide analyses.
In most cases one needs to adapt EA languages to an appropriate level of detail.
However such an adaptation is not straightforward. Language engineers currently deal
with analysis driven language adaptation in an ad-hoc manner, adapting languages
from scratch. This introduces various problems, such as a tendency to add uninteresting and/or unnecessary details to languages, while important enterprise details are not
documented. Moreover, adding detail increases the complexity of languages, which in
turn inhibits a language’s communication capabilities. Yet experience from practice
shows that architects often are communicators, next to analysts. As a result, one needs
to ﬁnd a balance between a model’s communication and analysis capabilities.
In this position paper we argue for an approach for assisting language engineers in
adapting, in a controlled manner, EA languages for model-driven enterprise analyses.
Furthermore, we present the key ingredients of such an approach, and use these as a
starting point for a research outlook.

1

Introduction

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is increasingly recognized as a steering instrument that covers the complete business-to-IT stack of an enterprise [AW09, OPW+ 08, Lea13], interrelating an enterprise’s products and services, business processes, IT applications and physical IT infrastructure. By emphasizing such a holistic perspective on an enterprise [Lea13],
EA can act as an instrument for various enterprise-wide analyses (brieﬂy enterprise analyses) to support decision making, such as the enterprise wide impact of access control
concerns [FDP+ 12], the modiﬁability of an enterprise-wide IT system [LJH10], cost management [Lea13], and more. Two recent surveys among practitioners [MLM+ 13, LJJ+ 06]
also show a need from industry for such analyses.
∗ The Enterprise Engineering Team (EE-Team) is a collaboration between Public Research Centre Henri Tudor, The University of Luxembourg, Radboud University Nijmegen and HAN University of Applied Sciences
(www.ee-team.eu)
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EA modeling languages, prominently the Open Group standard ArchiMate [IJLP12, Lea13],
provide a model driven approach to capture enterprise architectures. Because of the holistic nature, these languages are often on purpose designed for expressing an enterprise at
a high level of abstraction [IJLP12]. As a consequence, resulting EA models of such
languages are more used to facilitate communication among stakeholders than to support
enterprise analyses [IJLP12, MLM+ 13].
Yet to do a proper enterprise analysis (be it for cost management, security concerns, or otherwise), we also need domain-speciﬁc details that provide us with a detailed expression
of analysis concerns. Thus, to perform an enterprise-wide analysis we essentially need to
perform both (1) inter-layer analysis, whereby models with a high level of abstraction allow us to connect different enterprise layers, e.g., business, application and infrastructure
layers as deﬁned in ArchiMate, and (2) intra-layer analysis, whereby detailed domain speciﬁc models can express analysis concerns to a level of detail that is sufﬁciently amenable
for analysis purposes.
A case supporting this argument is the ArchiMate language. As illustrated by the authors
of [Lea13, p. 189 - 219], ArchiMate is enriched with domain speciﬁc details to enable
enterprise analyses, namely:
• either extra attributes assigned to concepts and relations of ArchiMate to capture
measures relevant for analysis, e.g., response time of a service and utilization of a
resource for performance analysis [JI09], and e.g., importance of a business process
and effectiveness of an information system for portfolio analysis [QSL12] (more
syntactical details);
• or more details about the meaning of these attributes and the inter-relation between
their values [JI09, QSL12] (more semantical details);
• or a higher degree of formality by translating ArchiMate models into mathematical
formalisms to support static impact-of-change analysis [dBBJ+ 04, BBJ+ 05] (more
formal).
As hinted above, it is impractical, if not impossible, to have a universal language that
caters to all types of analyses [MLM+ 13, LPJ10, KGP12], because the diversity of types of
analysis and their distinct requirement on the level of detail. Therefore, a tailored solution
pertaining to the level of detail for each type of analysis is a better option. Note here that
Sect. 3 elaborates further on what we mean by “analysis” and “level of detail”.
The right level of detail is not straightforward to achieve. Currently, it is mainly done
in an ad-hoc manner, where for each analysis task, a language engineer basically has to
start from scratch. This gap is also reﬂected in literature. The authors of [MLM+ 13,
p.18] state that, for analysis purposes, architects call for extending current languages with
extra properties to enhance their expressiveness for a particular domain. Yet this language
extension is not considered a trivial task as one may tend to add excessive detail to a
language [MLM+ 13, p.13], describing aspects of a system that are trivial or uninteresting,
while the most interesting discussions are not documented.
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Furthermore, [MLM+ 13] observes a tension between the architect’s dual roles as an analyst (the “introvert” architect) and as a communicator (the “extrovert” architect). On the
one hand, as stated, architects as analysts call for extending current languages with extra (e.g. domain speciﬁc) properties. On the other hand, for communication purposes
architects prefer a language that is “simple enough to communicate the right message to
stakeholders”[MLM+ 13, p.18]. To this end, [MLM+ 13] states that architectural languages
should be generic and semi-formal, rather than domain-speciﬁc, and detailed.
The above two challenges further emphasize that, for model-driven enterprise analysis,
dealing with the model’s level detail is a non-trivial issue. In this position paper, we
argue for an approach that tackles the challenges from a model-driven, language-based
perspective. We envision a generic analysis-driven EA language adaptation approach to
assist language engineers in evaluating and adapting, in a controlled manner, EA languages
for model-driven enterprise analyses.
As elaborated in Sect. 4, such an approach will address the problem from the following two
aspects: ﬁrstly, a framework will be established to evaluate the ﬁtness of a candidate EA
modeling language for the targeted analysis purpose; secondly, language customization
and model integration techniques will be studied to realize the suggested adaptation.
As a starting point for the evaluation part, we can take inspiration from existing work
such as model quality [KSJ06, Moo05] to assess the level of detail. For the adaptation
part, we can exploit model integration techniques [ZKK07, KM10] to make languages ﬁt
for analysis purposes. Each of these elements is a valuable component for creating our
language adaptation approach. However, these elements by themselves are not sufﬁcient
for our research purposes. First, model quality work is generic, thus lacking a capability
to speciﬁcally assess the capacity of models for dealing with a particular analysis. Second,
how to specialize and combine these individual works in an effective approach to indeed
support model-driven enterprise analyses has not received much research attention yet.
Meanwhile, in developing the approach, we will give special care to achieve a balance
between using EA models for communication and analysis purposes. We require such
attention since the addition of details adds complexity that may inhibit communication.
As a starting point we can use literature on (1) the design principles behind the ArchiMate
language [LPJ10], which are explicitly aimed at model complexity reduction through, e.g.,
conceptual integrity principles, (2) model (de-composition), which subdivides models into
smaller relevant models to aid communication [MKG13], and (3) model complexity management [Moo09], which provides techniques to construct a visual notation that does not
overload the human mind.
As such, the main contribution of this paper is twofold (1) to argue for an approach that
can adapt, in a systematic way, EA languages to cope with various enterprise analyses, (2)
a ﬁrst impression of what we consider to be the key elements for such an approach.
This paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 discusses how the state of the art forms useful
input for analysis-driven language adaptation, and where it falls short. Thereafter Sect. 3
argues for systematic analysis-driven language adaptation, whereas Sect. 4 provides a ﬁrst
impression of what we consider to be important elements for such language adapation.
Sect. 5 concludes, and provides a research outlook.
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2

Background

2.1 Enterprise Architecture modeling
Various enterprise architecture frameworks provide ingredients for enterprise analysis.
To name a few: ARIS [SN00, STA05], CIMOSA [KVZ99], DoDAF/MoDAF, ArchiMate [Lea13], MEMO [Fra02], and UPDM [OMG13].
UPDM (Uniﬁed Proﬁle for DoDAF/MoDAF) is an OMG standard language that uniﬁes concepts and viewpoints from the enterprise architecture frameworks DoDAF and
MoDAF 1 . It provides a standard UML proﬁle for expressing DoDAF/MoDAF concepts
[OMG13, p.17]. Furthermore, UPDM provides a mapping to SysML, which provides a
starting point for model driven analysis of EA models created with UPDM.
CIMOSA and ARIS are frameworks for creating and managing enterprise architectures,
which both provide a process-oriented modeling language for expressing enterprise architectures. Particularly, ARIS provides the well known Event Process Chain (EPC) language [STA05].
While the above mentioned frameworks and languages may provide a starting point for
different analyses, they provide few guidelines for adaptation to a particular EA analysis.
Dealing with different levels of detail, or how to instantiate SysML models for analyses, is
not further speciﬁed. This is also true for EPC. While various formalizations of EPC exist
in academic literature, they typically remain on a detailed workﬂow level. Thus, how to
deal with the different enterprise perspectives required to do an enterprise wide analysis
(e.g. strategic goals or computational resources) , or how to deal with different levels of
detail, remains - to the best of our knowledge - underresearched for EPC models.
In summary: while various EA modeling languages provide a good starting point for analysis they remain just that: a starting point.

2.2 Model quality
Work on model quality provides us with hints on how to assess the ﬁtness of a language for
a particular purpose. Here frameworks evaluate the general quality of a model [KSJ06], for
example if the syntax of a model is appropriate for the modeling task at hand. Furthermore,
some model quality frameworks focus on evaluating a particular type of model, such as
UML activity diagrams [GFSN+ 11].
However, as emphasized by [Moo05], the ﬁeld of model quality is still immature. In particular, a multitude of academic propositions for model quality exist, but few have been
extensively validated in practice [Moo05]. Furthermore, there is no agreement on what different model quality characteristics mean. The latter is more recently reﬂected in [HFL12],
who try to build a consensus around the model quality attribute “understandability”. Fur1 DoDAF and MoDAF are frameworks that provide a standard way for planning and managing enterprise
architectures, but are not languages.
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thermore, to the best of our knowledge, no model quality work exists pertaining to assessing the ﬁtness of a model for analysis purposes. Yet we expect at least some characteristics
to be speciﬁc for model based analysis, such as the level of formality of a model.

2.3 Enterprise analysis
As mentioned before there exist several instances of model driven enterprise wide analysis,
e.g. [JIV+ 14, JI09, dBBJ+ 04, QSL12]. These analyses often require models to express
the enterprise at different levels of detail. Particularly, this is illustrated by the proﬁtability
analysis exposed in [JIV+ 14].
[JIV+ 14] introduces an approach for reasoning under uncertainty about proﬁtability analysis of to-be business networks, by extending the net present value calculations from the
e3 value modeling language with probabilities on the occurrence of future scenarios.
In line with the e3 value language, [JIV+ 14] performs a proﬁtability analysis based on the
value exchanges of the actors participating in the business network. Thus they remain at
a high level of abstraction. However, [JIV+ 14, p.25] admits that many of the details to
do a in-depth, substantial proﬁtability calculation require them to “zoom in” on various
modeled elements of the business network. They then go on to argue that such details
could typically be obtained by relating their business network proﬁtability approach to
approaches for enterprise architecture cost analysis and prediction, prominently [JI09].
Yet, in contrast to [JIV+ 14], [JI09] remains at a very detailed level of abstraction. For
example, their insurance case analyzes business processes such as “store damage report”,
as supported by a “report scanning application” (see [JI09, p.66]). Thus here there is
an apparent gap in level of detail between the two types of analyses, which needs to be
addressed by language engineers if one wants to perform an in-depth proﬁtability analysis.
Dealing with such differing levels of detail in a controlled manner is not a straightforward
task to achieve, as mentioned in the introduction. We actually observed the problem of
dealing with different levels of abstraction in our own work, particularly regarding an
experiment on bridging the value modeling technique e3 value with ArchiMate via the
transaction modeling technique DEMO [KGP12]. Here, a key idea behind this experiment
is to use DEMO transaction patterns to analyze what business process steps are required
to realize economic transactions stemming from e3 value, and to subsequently use these
business processes as a starting point for ArchiMate modeling. Yet, applying the DEMO
transaction patterns yielded detailed process models focused on communication acts, such
as “send an acknowledgment receipt”. As a result the produced process models were not
fully suitable for ArchiMate, which typically expresses process models at a high level of
abstraction. As a result, as part of future work, [KGP12] suggests to assess the ﬁtness of
connecting DEMO and ArchiMate due to their differing level of detail, and how to deal
with this connection. This is actually one instance of the more general problem statement
described in this paper.
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2.4 Model driven language engineering
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an engineering discipline where models are systematically used as the primary artifacts throughout the engineering lifecycle. A model is a
sound abstraction of an original, being a software system or an enterprise for example,
allowing predictions or inferences to be made [Küh06]. Models are expressed in modeling
languages. The deﬁnition of a modeling language consists of the speciﬁcation of the following components: abstract syntax, concrete syntax and semantics, as well as mappings
between them. Model Driven Language Engineering (MDLE) applies MDE to language
engineering [Kle09]. More speciﬁcally, models are exploited to capture all the components of a language speciﬁcation. The mapping between these artifacts are established by
model transformations. Models used to deﬁne languages are referred to as metamodels,
namely, models of models [Küh06, OMG03].
The main contributions of the proposed approach, namely (1) the deﬁnition of the notion
of level of detail and the evaluation of a candidate EA modeling language for a targeted
analysis purpose, (2) the techniques to adapt languages towards the right level of detail, and
(3) the support to balance EA model communication capability and the presence of extra
complexity, will be largely following the mindset from MDLE. Various types of (meta)models and model transformation techniques will be identiﬁed, deﬁned, and exploited for
achieving our goals.

2.5 Language adaptation
Adapting a candidate EA modeling language towards the right level of detail to serve a
given analysis purpose involves two directions of manipulations: to remove unnecessary
details, and to introduce missing details.
For the former, existing works on metamodel pruning provide inspiration. The idea is to
eliminate unnecessary details of a modeling language and obtain a minimal set of modeling elements containing a required subset of elements of interest. Metamodel pruning
techniques have been investigated for various purposes such as the construction of model
transformations [SMBJ09]. In our own previous work, we developed a generic (meta)model decomposition technique and applied it to the Eclipse Modeling Framework to improve language comprehension [MKG13]. However, analysis oriented purposes that we
will address in adapting languages have not yet been considered by pruning techniques.
For the latter, language integration techniques provide methods to actually enrich current
EA modeling languages with analysis capabilities. Such techniques allow for capitalizing
on the complementary strengths of languages by (1) merging two languages, or subsets
thereof, into a new language. [KBJK03, ZKK07] propose example techniques for this;
(2) keeping a federated set of languages, thus establishing links between metamodels of
individual languages, but leaving the original metamodels untouched. An exemplar set
of federated enterprise models is MEMO [Fra02], which consists of a set of models that
each express a relevant perspective on the enterprise; (3) having an intermediate enterprise
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modeling language (a “hub”), through which different enterprise modeling languages (the
“spokes”) are linked. The Uniﬁed Enterprise Modeling Language (UEML) [Ver02] is a
prominent example of this strategy.
Furthermore, given the model-driven nature of the proposed approach, we can also exploit
existing model composition techniques and aspect-oriented modeling techniques when
missing details need to be introduced. Examples of such techniques include [BBDF+ 06,
WS08, ODPRK08, SSK+ 07, KM10].
Yet, current language integration techniques do not sufﬁciently deal with tensions between
languages existing at differing levels of detail, neither do they take care not to sacriﬁce the
communication capability of a language while integrating it with others.

3

Research Objectives

Our objective is to develop an approach for adapting the level of detail of EA modeling
languages to cope with different enterprise analyses in a controlled manner.
This section rationalizes such as an approach. We do so by breaking down our main
objective into four sub objectives, that we subsequently discuss in further detail.
1. Deﬁne the level of detail of a modeling language.
Different persons may have a different interpretation of abstract vs detailed granularity. Consider two example languages: the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) and ArchiMate. Here, one may argue that ArchiMate is more detailed
than BPMN because, syntactically, it allows one to express the IT applications and
physical IT infrastructure, in addition to business processes. However, one may also
argue that BPMN is more detailed than ArchiMate because, semantically, the processes captured in BPMN express more speciﬁc temporal dependencies (e.g. task A
ﬁnishes before task B starts).
The above example illustrates that there is a need to clarify the term “level of detail”
so that we can assess languages accordingly. Moreover, we consider that at least
syntax and semantics are two important dimensions.
2. Provide a diagnosis of the level of detail of EA languages along different dimensions
with respect to an analysis task.
A language might not be detailed enough for one type of analysis, but sufﬁcient for
another. Consider cost management for two stakeholders: an enterprise architect,
and a process manager. On the one hand, the enterprise architect concerns himself
with having a global overview of costs. To arrive at the global costs overview,
he requires syntactical details to capture an enterprise holistically. ArchiMate is
an example language having the required level of detail. On the other hand, the
process manager is concerned with ﬁnding out the costs of each step in a process,
and for computing the cost of a process within a time frame. To achieve these, he
requires both syntactical details to capture the structure of the business process and
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semantical details to capture the dynamic behavior of the process. Languages such
as BPMN would be more appropriate candidates to consider than ArchiMate.
The above example shows a need to assess the ﬁtness of a language for performing
a particular analysis in terms of level of detail. Furthermore, in case of mismatches,
one should also pinpoint discrepancies.
3. Adapt the level of detail of EA languages pertaining to a particular type of analysis.
Following up on the diagnosis of ﬁtness of a language for an analysis, we need
a systematic approach to language adaptation. As we observed from the existing work, languages adapted in an ad-hoc manner have the following shortcomings [MLM+ 13]: (1) unnecessary details might be introduced which makes the resulting models too complex; (2) necessary details might be overlooked which prevents the provisioning of analysis results relevant to end users; (3) inconsistency
might emerge in the adapted language as a result of introducing concepts that overlap and/or conﬂict with existing ones. Hence, we need techniques to adapt EA
languages in a controlled manner towards the right level of detail and meanwhile
following guidelines to avoid unnecessary complexity.
4. Balance extra level of detail required for analysis with communication.
In line with [MLM+ 13] facilitating communication is deemed important for industry uptake and use of architecture modeling languages. Yet, [MLM+ 13] also shows
that the focus on analysis for languages - as predominant in academia - has at least
partly hindered their communicability. Hence, while designing our approach for
currently used EA modeling languages we should take care not to sacriﬁce communicability of the models for the sake of analysis.

4

How to adapt

Now that we have discussed the objectives for and rationale behind an analysis driven
approach for adapting enterprise architecture languages, we discuss a ﬁrst version of the
envisioned approach. Particularly, we envision that our approach will consist of the following three parts: (1) a granularity scale framework, (2) an analysis-driven language
adaptation method, (3) techniques and tools for balancing between a model’s level of detail and its communication capability.
1. Granularity scale framework We deﬁne a framework to clarify the notion of level
of detail of EA modeling languages and to assess the ﬁtness of an EA modeling language
with respect to an analysis task.
Based upon previous work on enriching enterprise modeling languages with analysis capabilities, e.g., [JI09, QSL12, BBJ+ 05], we initially identify three dimensions along which
EA modeling languages can be adjusted, namely the syntax, the semantics and the level
of formality. The ﬁrst two dimensions are aligned with the components of a language
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Stakeholder
Enterprise
Architect

Process
Manager

Concerns

Analysis Description

To find out the
costs of all
enterprise level
components

Examples of enterprise level components include:
products and services, business processes, IT
applications, and physical infrastructure.
The cost of a component can influence the cost of
another due to the interdependency between them.
For example, the cost of purchasing and maintaining
an IT asset should find its way to the costs of
business processes supported by the asset,
proportionally to their execution.

To find out the
cost of a process
within a time
frame

Required Information

The cost of a process depends upon the costs of
each step in the process, and how often they are
executed, which is influenced by the frequency of
process execution and probability of branch choice.

Products and services, and their costs
Business processes, and their costs

Language Evaluation
ArchiMate
BPMN
1
0
1
1

IT applications, and their costs

1

0

Physical infrastructure, and their costs

1

0

Interdependency among enterprise level
components

1

0

FineMgrained business process model

1

2

Business process execution semantics

0

1

Cost of carrying out a process activity

0

0

Table 1: Granularity scale for cost management analysis with ArchiMate and BPMN. Scoring: 0)
no support, 1) partial support, 2) full support.

speciﬁcation in model driven language engineering, and the last dimension determines the
analysis capability of a language as witnessed by [MLM+ 13]. These three dimensions
together constitute a so called 3D “granularity scale” that will be used by the framework
to frame the level of detail of EA modeling languages.
With the granularity scale, the framework will follow a method to assess the ﬁtness of
EA languages along different dimensions with respect to an analysis task. For the design
of such a method, the procedural methods proposed for assessing model quality [KSJ06,
Moo05] provide us with a useful starting point. Furthermore, we seek inspiration from
guidelines proposed by ontology mapping literature [CSH06] to identify syntactical and
semantical heterogeneity between ontologies2 for the purpose of pinpointing various types
of mismatches along all the dimensions.
The envisioned framework takes as input an EA modeling language and a given analysis
task, and produces a qualitative “ﬁtness for purpose” diagnosis elaborated along the three
dimensions. Note that, since we aim at focusing our effort on the level of detail, we
consider a language’s concrete syntax out of scope for our approach.
An early version of such a granularity scale framework is presented in Table 1. Here
we see the cost management analysis example for two languages, ArchiMate and BPMN,
discussed in Sect. 3, analyzed on: (1) the involved stakeholders, (2) their analysis concerns,
(3) the information required for addressing the concerns, and (4) the ﬁtness of a language
with respect to the required information. At this point in time, we aggregate the ﬁtness
status on our three dimensions into a single score ranging from 0 (no support) to 2 (full
support). For example: we see that an enterprise architect requires information on different
enterprise components, and that ArchiMate is more suitable in expressing this information
than BPMN. This is reﬂected in the scores: 1 versus 0 (note: ArchiMate natively does not
support expression of costs, hence we score it as 1 instead of 2).
2 Here ontology refers to a formal ontology: “a formal speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualization” [BAT97].
Similar to a modeling language, ontologies are usually speciﬁed in terms of concepts and their interrelations, and
are formalized to the point that a computer can process them. Furthermore, discrepancies between ontologies are
analyzed in typical modeling language terms, prominently syntax and semantics.
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2. Analysis-driven language adaptation In line with the “ﬁtness for purpose” diagnosis, we develop adaptation techniques to integrate EA modeling languages at different
levels of detail.
We mainly consider two types of language integration techniques: loosely coupled, i.e.,
federating a set of languages in coherence by mapping the concepts from different languages; tightly coupled, i.e., decompose existing languages into language fragments then
compose the fragments into a Domain Speciﬁc Language (DSL) with the right level of
detail. An exemplar set of federated enterprise models is MEMO [Fra02], which consists
of a set of models that each express a relevant perspective on the enterprise. The Uniﬁed Enterprise Modeling Language (UEML) [Ver02] is another prominent example of this
strategy. For the DSL based approach, we need techniques in two directions, namely: to
remove unnecessary details, and to introduce missing details. For the former, we explore
techniques such as metamodel pruning [SMBJ09], model slicing [BLC08, BCBB11] and
model decomposition [MKG13] which help in identifying the part of the language relevant for the analysis at hand. For the latter, we explore techniques such as language
merging [KBJK03, ZKK07] and model composition [KM10].
We reason that the federation based approach is light-weight in the sense that instead of
cutting them off, unnecessary details are simply hidden and the original languages remain
untouched. As a consequence, existing tools and models of these languages can be reused.
Moreover, in cases where the users are already familiar with the individual languages
(which remain untouched), the learning curve of the adapted language might be less steep.
However, these advantages come at a price. For example, for automated analysis, extra efforts in terms of model transformations are needed to ﬁlter and gather relevant information
from original models.
On the contrary, we posit that the DSL based approach calls for more efforts at the language adaptation and EA modeling stage. However, it enjoys all the advantages a DSL
brings about compared to a general purpose language [MHS05], being gains in domain
expressiveness, ease of use, etc. Moreover, by deﬁnition, once created, the DSLs are precisely at the right level of detail for the targeted analyses.
In order to be generic, we will support both approaches and provide guidelines in selecting
the appropriate techniques.
3. Balancing communication and level of detail We develop guidelines to control
model complexity, and model visualization techniques, implemented into a software tool,
to facilitate communication of EA models.
On the one hand, the proposed guidelines aid language engineers during the language
adaptation process. Particularly, we aim at controlling model complexity when enriching
a language with analysis capabilities. To this end, we can capitalize on literature pertaining
to (1) the design principles behind the ArchiMate language [LPJ10], which are explicitly
aimed at model complexity reduction through, e.g., conceptual integrity principles, (2)
more generally, design principles for engineering complex systems (e.g. [Bro87]) such as
“do not introduce what is irrelevant”.
On the other hand, the model visualization techniques, and corresponding tools, aid in hid-
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ing a model’s complexity while communicating. More speciﬁcally, we aim to exploit (1)
model de-composition, which subdivides models into smaller relevant models to hide unnecessary complexity [MKG13], (2) model complexity management techniques [Moo09],
which provides a means to construct a visual notation that does not overload the human
mind.

5

Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we have argued for an approach that assists language engineers in systematically adapting EA languages to make them ﬁt for various enterprise wide analysis. Furthermore we provided an overview of what we consider to be the key elements for such an
approach.
We are aware of the ambition level of this research effort. In line with this we foresee the
following more concrete research challenges for each of our three key language adaptation
elements:
Concerning the granularity scale framework we have to clarify further how we actually
assess the ﬁtness of a language for a particular analysis purpose. One challenge here is
to decide on objective versus subjective measuring, the difference being that (1) with objective measuring, one assesses language ﬁtness by analyzing a language speciﬁcation in
the light of the analysis purpose, whereas (2) with subjective measuring, one assesses language ﬁtness by eliciting stakeholder opinions on the ﬁtness of a language for the analysis
purpose at hand. Furthermore, we should elaborate on the grading scale compared to the
initial version in Table 1, in particular regarding the derivation of scores along each of the
three granularity scale dimensions: syntax, semantics, and level of formality.
Concerning the analysis-driven language adaptation, we should exhaustively and systematically compare existing language enriching approaches, so as to provide for a road map
for selecting a suitable language enrichment approach. To the best of our knowledge such
a systematic overview, that covers multiple ﬁelds (enterprise modeling, model driven engineering, ontology mapping), does not yet exist.
Finally, concerning the balancing of analysis and communication, we should further analyze literature on the design of complex systems. In addition, in testing a model’s communicability, we should ultimately involve model end users, such as enterprise architects
with a modeling background. We plan on involving them in case studies, which will be
the primary means for practical validation of our proposed approach.
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Abstract: This paper outlines a graphical model query approach based on graph
matching. It consists of a graphical query specification language and a matching
algorithm based on graph matching that takes the query as input and returns all
matches found in a model to be searched. The graphical query specification language can be used to draw model queries much like a model would be constructed.
To achieve applicability in many different model analysis scenarios, the query approach provides structurally exact and structurally similar pattern matching as well
as semantic comparison of model node and edge contents. Following a design science research process, we derive functional requirements for the query language
and matching algorithm from the literature, outline its syntax, formally specify its
matching principle, and demonstrate its functionality by providing a working prototype implementing previously identified requirements.

1 Introduction
Conceptual models are labeled and typed graphs that can be used to describe and analyze
an organization and its information systems. Examples of conceptual models are process
models that describe the order in which a set of business activities are executed, data
models that capture the data necessary to execute business tasks, or organizational charts
representing the relationships of employees and departments of a company. Conceptual
models do not only serve to document but also to analyze specific aspects of corporate
reality. In this context, we understand “analysis” as the task of extracting relevant structural and semantic (i.e., label) information out of conceptual models for a given task. In
many cases, such an analysis results in querying a collection of models to identify model
fragments with (partly) given structural characteristics and (partly) given contents. Such
an analysis may serve various business objectives (for a detailed discussion on model
analysis purposes, including different kinds of conceptual models, cf. [De14]):
• One reason for analyzing conceptual models is compliance checking against laws and
regulations [Aw07]. Compliance management has become an important management
task that – if done incorrectly or not at all – can be very costly for an organization.
Compliance checking requires identifying model fragments, either in process models
only or in combination with other types of models (e.g., data models, organizational
charts, etc.), whose structure and contents indicate a compliance violation [Kn10].
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• Identifying weaknesses in process models serves to improve business processes according to efficiency, effectiveness, or quality. It aims at avoiding double work or
unnecessary manual processing, for instance [Bec10]. Identifying such weaknesses
requires finding process model fragments whose structure and contents typically indicate a shortcoming of a business process.
• Model translation is about transforming conceptual models from one notation into
another one, for instance from a conceptual into an executable specification. Notable
examples discussed in the literature include translating BPMN models into BPEL
code [ODA08, Ga08] or transforming data models into relational schemas. Model
translation requires identifying model fragments of a source notation that are to be
translated to model or code fragments of a target notation.
• A further purpose of model analysis is checking models for structural or behavioral
conflicts to ensure their syntactical correctness and – in case of process models –
their proper execution semantics [Me08]. Syntax errors or improper execution semantics may disrupt runtime execution. Hence, identifying such problems can help
assuring proper model execution in the case of automation. Identifying structural or
behavioral conflicts requires identifying model fragments that indicate such conflicts.
Querying conceptual models to identify fragments with particular characteristics thus
serves an abundance of analysis tasks that are performed to design, redesign, or improve
corporate information systems in different ways. Hence, many companies have started to
create large collections of conceptual models [DRR12]. Such collections mostly include
process models but may also include other types of conceptual models like data models,
organizational charts, or ontologies. They may contain hundreds to thousands of models
and, in turn, each model may consist of hundreds to thousands of elements [Di11]. Given
the complexity of these collections, the task of analyzing conceptual models is becoming
increasingly difficult [Di11]. Analyzing conceptual models is even more complex considering that such an analysis may serve different business objectives as described above.
The scientific community has put forth a great number of different model query approaches (cf. Section 6). They allow for querying a model collection automatically in order to
identify particular pattern matches in the models. A pattern match in this context refers
to a model fragment that complies with a predefined query pattern defining the fragment’s structure and labels.
A common characteristic of many recent model query approaches is that they are specifically designed to support one particular business objective (e.g., [YDG12]). In addition,
some of these approaches are designed for analyzing models developed in a particular
modeling language (e.g., [Aw07] or [Be08]). Instead of developing such customized
query approaches, we follow the argument of [Aa13] arguing that it is more beneficial to
develop a query approach that can be used to support multiple business objectives. Furthermore, we argue that it is beneficial to develop an approach that is by default applicable to multiple types of conceptual models (i.e., process models, data models, etc.) and
models of any modeling language. Companies that wish to automatically analyze their
models may not be able to use a given, specialized query approach if it does not fit their
use case or modeling language. Furthermore, for reasons of economy and internal conventions, they may not be willing to change their preferred modeling language for every
new analysis purpose to render some specialized analysis approach applicable [Aa13].
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A previous utility evaluation of a multi-purpose and language independent model query
language [De10] revealed that process managers perceive such a mechanism to be highly
beneficial to support model analysis [Be11]. The query language presented in this study,
however, uses formal set operations to define pattern queries. We argue that the ease of
use of this language is rather low as pattern specification is cumbersome (cf. application
examples in [Be11]). We argue that a query language is much easier to use if it allows
for graphically modeling a pattern in much the same way as a model is developed.
In this paper, we thus present a multi-purpose and modeling language independent model query approach that allows for specifying patterns graphically. The approach consists
of a graphical pattern editor and a matching algorithm. The theoretical foundations of
our approach are based on graph theory, because any conceptual model is essentially a
graph consisting of nodes and edges, no matter what modeling language is used. These
nodes and edges are usually attributed with a type and a label, sometimes multiple labels,
such as a name, cost, time, etc. A BPMN model [BPM13], for instance, contains nodes
of type “task” and may have a name containing the value “grant credit”.
In graph theory, the problem of pattern matching is known as the problem of subgraph
isomorphism [Ul78]. Corresponding algorithms are able to detect exact pattern matches
(i.e., the pattern match and the pattern have to be structurally and semantically identical).
In the context of analyzing conceptual models however, it is often necessary to identify
paths of model elements that are of previously unknown length (cf. requirements described in Section 2). Consequently, a matching mechanism is required that allows for
identifying subgraphs in a model that are not strictly identical to a predefined pattern, but
may contain paths of previously unknown length. In graph theory, this kind of pattern
matching is known as the problem of subgraph homeomorphism [LW09]. Unfortunately,
corresponding algorithms produce a huge number of pattern matches because by default
all pattern edges are mapped to paths of all possible lengths in the model. This, however,
is often not necessary, because only few pattern edges may need to be mapped to paths
in the model. The resulting huge number of potentially irrelevant matching results leads
to increased runtimes [LW09]. We therefore introduce a new type of graph problem that
we call relaxed subgraph isomorphism, in which a node in the pattern graph has exactly
one equivalent node in the model, but an edge in the pattern graph may – if so specified
– be mapped to a path of elements in the model.
The purpose of this paper is thus to formally specify, implement, and evaluate a graphbased query approach for conceptual models using relaxed subgraph isomorphism detection. It takes into account that nodes and edges of conceptual model graphs can be annotated with various attributes as described above and that these attributes may have to be
checked within the pattern matching process. Furthermore, we take into account that
conceptual models may contain both directed and undirected edges, as well as more than
one edge between two given nodes (e.g., hierarchy structures in Entity-Relationship
Models (ERM), [Ch76]). Summarizing, the contribution of this paper is as follows:
• From a theoretical point of view, we introduce a new type of graph problem called
relaxed subgraph isomorphism designed to address the particular requirements of
pattern matching in conceptual models. We furthermore present a novel approach to
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solve this problem, including specifics of conceptual models such as mixed directed/undirected edges as well as node and edge semantics. Up to now, only related
work on subgraph isomorphism and subgraph homeomorphism exists. It does not
take into account configurable edge-path mappings as described above. Also, it is restricted to either undirected or directed edges and mostly ignores node and edge semantics, which are both of utmost importance when analyzing conceptual models.
• From a practical point of view, the query approach supports a wide variety of different model analysis objectives involving pattern matching (cf. examples above). It is
thus not restricted to supporting one objective alone.
• The query language is furthermore not restricted to finding pattern matches in conceptual models of a particular type or modeling language, but can be used on models
of any type or modeling notation – as long as they are based on graphs.
• The query language allows to graphically model a pattern in much the same way as a
model is developed. We argue that it is thus easier to use than query languages that
rely on text-based pattern specification and follow the evaluation results of [Be11].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we formulate functional requirements for pattern matching in conceptual models that were derived from typical
patterns coming from literature on model analysis. In Section 3, we formally introduce
the notions of a conceptual model, of subgraph isomorphism, and of relaxed subgraph
isomorphism as a basis for the matching process. In a next step, we describe the graphical specification of patterns and briefly outline how our matching algorithm realizes
relaxed subgraph isomorphism (Section 4). Section 5 presents a prototypical implementation of the model query approach using a meta-modeling tool. In Section 6, we evaluate our solution by arguing for its utility in comparison to existing model analysis approaches. The paper concludes with a summary of its contribution, limitations and an
outlook to future research in Section 7.

2 Requirements of Pattern Matching in Conceptual Models
Several patterns that are relevant for model analysis purposes have been discussed in the
literature and stem from research fields already named in the introduction. In particular,
in order to identify model sections that match such patterns, a model query approach
should comply with the following requirements (for a detailed discussion related to these
requirements and an empirical derivation cf. [De14]):
• Requirement 1 (R1): The matching algorithm of the query approach should be able to
return model subgraphs that structurally exactly match a predefined pattern graph.
For example, this is needed to identify neighbored model elements, as it is necessary,
for instance, for syntax checking (e.g., if two nodes of different types are not allowed
to be connected by edges).
• Requirement 2 (R2): The matching algorithm of the query approach should be able to
return model elements that have a particular type like “BPMN task”, “EPC function”,
etc., whenever this is specified in the pattern. If such types are not specified, elements of any type should be returned. This is necessary for all of the business tasks
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outlined in Section 1. For instance, for compliance checking, we need to know if two
activities follow each other in a process model.
• Requirement 3 (R3): The matching algorithm of the approach should be able to return model elements that have a particular label like “Check invoice” whenever this
is specified in the pattern. If such labels are not specified, the algorithm should return
elements with any label. For instance, we need to be able to evaluate labels if we
search for weaknesses (e.g., a “print” activity followed by a “scan” activity).
• Requirement 4 (R4): The matching algorithm of the query approach should be able to
return model fragments containing a path of previously unknown length. This means
that it should be possible to specify a pattern that contains simple edges and edges
that are mapped to a path in the model. For example, compliance incorporates rules
that prescribe that before an activity is performed in a process, another one must have
been performed before, but it is not necessary that these both activities directly follow each other. So, we must be able to check whether there is a path between them.
These requirements have been derived from the structure and the label semantics such
patterns typically have. In the following, we provide a brief example for each requirement. For a comprehensive list of patterns, we refer to the literature (e.g., [Bec10],
[Ga08], [ODA08], [Me08], [Be11], [ADW08], [Me07], [PGD12], [Ba05], and [De14]).
In addition to these requirements, we argue that a query language for conceptual models
should be applicable to not only process models, but also to any other type of conceptual
model like data models, organizational charts, ontologies, etc. It should furthermore not
be limited to analyzing models developed in a particular modeling language [Aa13].
Also, the approach should provide a graphical model editor (cf. [SA13] for an additional
discussion on the benefit of graphical pattern editors compared to text-based approaches). We therefore add two additional requirements as follows:
• Requirement 5 (R5): The query language should be applicable to conceptual models
of multiple types and languages.
• Requirement 6 (R6): The query language should provide a graphical pattern editor
that allows for modeling a pattern graph according to R1 to R5. This pattern graph is
then augmented to include modeling language-specific type and label information.

3 Formal Specification
In this section, we formalize the functional requirements identified above. To do so, we
first introduce the concepts of a conceptual model in terms of a graph and then proceed
with defining the problem of subgraph isomorphism (cf. R1). Finally, we note that subgraph isomorphism must be relaxed to account for the requirements we identified (cf.
R4). To account for the variety of conceptual modeling languages, we keep our definition of a conceptual model as abstract as possible. The goal is to ensure that the model
query language can be used flexibly, no matter what modeling language is used or in
which way a language was adapted (cf. R5). We assume that conceptual models consist
of nodes representing any domain object of interest, and of edges describing relationships between them. Additional information regarding the nature of objects and relationships are conceptualized as attributes annotated to nodes and edges (cf. R2, R3).
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Definition 1 (conceptual model): A conceptual model is a tuple M=(O,R,A,α), with O
being a non-empty set of objects (nodes) and R being a non-empty set of relationships
(edges). We write E=O∪R to denote the set of all model elements. R=RD∪RU consists of
directed and undirected relationships. As in many modeling languages, multiple relationships are allowed between the same two nodes (like, e.g., hierarchy structures in ERMs),
we use multi-edges to define relationships as follows: RD⊆O×O×N is the set of directed
relationships between the objects of a conceptual model (i.e., directed edges of the model
graph). RU⊆{{ox,oy,n}│ox,oy∈O, n∈N, ox≠oy} is the set of undirected relationships between the objects of a conceptual model (i.e., undirected edges of the model graph). N is
the set of natural numbers used to number multi-edges. Numbering of multi-edges always starts at n=1 and increases by one for each additional edge. A is a non-empty-set of
attributes carrying all information that can be associated with elements of E. It can be
used, for example, to assign an element a type (e.g., a BPMN “task” or an EPC “function”, cf. R2) or a label (e.g., “receive goods” to describe an activity in a process, cf.
R3). In general, elements from A can be high-dimensional vectors of attributes assigned
to either objects or relations via the function α: EA.
As the goal of the model query language is to map elements of one conceptual model (a
pattern) to those of another one (the model), we must define which elements are compatible with each other. Clearly, this depends on the context of application (cf. Section 2). It
may be a simple equality check of element types (cf. R2) or a full-fledged check applying similarity measures to textual descriptions (cf. R3). Again, to keep things general, we
define only an equivalence relation ~⊆A×A on attributes. As an example, this equivalence relation could be implemented as a simple equality check on types. More complicated equivalence relations taking into account multiple attribute dimensions and based
on, for instance, string similarity, linguistic [DHL09] or ontological [TF09] similarity
measures are easily conceivable.
We use the notation M'≤M to denote that M' is a model that can be obtained from M by
removing objects from O, relationships from R, and by reducing the domain of α accordingly. Formally, this reduction can be described as O'⊆O, R'⊆R, and α'=α|E'. In terms of
graph theory, M' is called a subgraph of M and exactly matches a fragment of M. We
define a pattern query P as a model that is searched for in another one M (|OP|≤|OM| and
|RP|≤|RM|). Given a model graph M and a pattern graph P, P is isomorphic to a subgraph
M’≤M if there is a structure preserving one-to-one mapping ϕ between all elements of P
and all elements of M’ (cf. R1) satisfying the equivalence relation α(eP)~α(ϕ(eP)). The
following definition formalizes this subgraph isomorphism relation.
Definition 2 (subgraph isomorphism): Given a pattern graph P=(OP,RP,A,αP), a model
graph M=(OM,RM,A,αM), and an equivalence relation ~⊆A×A, P is subgraph-isomorphic
to M if and only if it exists an M’⊆M such that there exists a bijection ϕ: EPEM' satisfying the isomorphism condition:
(ox,oy,nP)∈RP ⟺ (ϕ(ox),ϕ(oy),nM)∈RM'; {ox,oy,nP}∈RP ⟺ {ϕ(ox),ϕ(oy),nM}∈RM';
α(oPj)~α(ϕ(oPj)), α(rPj)~α(ϕ(rPj)), nP,nM∈N
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To extend this definition towards relaxed subgraph isomorphism, we first have to introduce the notion of a path. A path in a model graph M can be understood as a sequence of
objects <o1,…,on> such that (oi,oi+1,zi)∈R ∨ (oi+1,oi,zi)∈R ∨ {oi,oi+1,zi}∈R ∀ i∈{1..n-1},
zi∈N. We write paths(ox,oy) to denote the set of all paths between nodes ox and oy. Special types of paths are those obeying certain constraints on the directions of their edges.
pathsd(ox,oy) shall denote the set of all directed paths from ox to oy, meaning all sequences of objects <ox,…,oy> such that (oi,oi+1,zi)∈R ∀ i∈{x..y-1}, zi∈N. Conversely,
pathsu(ox,oy) shall denote the set of all undirected paths between ox to oy, meaning all
sequences of objects <ox,…,oy> such that {oi,oi+1,zi}∈ R ∀ i∈{x..y-1}, zi∈N. Finally,
pathsa(ox,oy) shall denote the set of all paths between ox and oy, ignoring the direction of
the contained edges, that is, all sequences of objects <ox,…,oy> such that {oi,oi+1,zi}∈R ∨
(oi,oi+1,zi)∈R ∨ (oi+1,oi,zi)∈R ∀ i∈{x..y-1}, zi∈N.
Based on paths, we define the notion of relaxed subgraph isomorphism (cf. R4). In the
subgraph isomorphism definition, any pair of model nodes must be connected directly
via an edge (i.e., a path of length one) whenever the two pattern graph nodes that map on
them are connected by an edge. In the relaxed notion, these model graph nodes may be
connected via paths of any length. Effectively, edges in the pattern graph can be mapped
to paths instead of edges in the model graph, but only when this is explicitly specified in
the pattern. To choose for which pattern edges this generalization shall be used, and
which kind of path definition should be applied, we define a function p: RP {edge,
normalPath, mixedPath}. It indicates whether an edge of the pattern graph shall correspond to an edge in the model graph (edge), a directed or undirected path (normalPath),
or any path regardless of the directions of its edges (mixedPath). The value must be
specified by the user for each pattern edge. In the following, we call edges of the pattern
to be mapped to paths in the model path-edges.
Definition 3 (relaxed subgraph isomorphism): Given a pattern graph P=(OP,RP,A,αP), a
model graph M=(OM,RM,A,αM), an equivalence relation ~⊆A×A, and a function p: RP
{edge, normalPath, mixedPath}, P is relaxedly subgraph-isomorphic to M if and only
if it exists an M’⊆M such that there exists a left-total relation ψ: EPP(EM') satisfying
the relaxed isomorphism condition:
(ox,oy,nP)∈RP ∧ p((ox,oy,nP))=edge ⟺ (ψ (ox),ψ(oy),nM)∈RM', α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)),
α(rPj)~α(ψ(rPj)), nP,nM∈N; {ox,oy,nP}∈RP ∧ p({ox,oy,nP})=edge ⟺ {ψ(ox),ψ(oy),nM}∈RM',
α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)), α(rPj)~α(ψ(rPj)), nP,nM∈N; (ox,oy,nP)∈RP ∧ p((ox,oy,nP))=normalPath
⟺ |pathsd(ψ(ox),ψ(oy))|=max(nP), α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)), nP∈N; {ox,oy,nP}∈RP ∧
p({ox,oy,nP})=normalPath ⟺ |pathsu(ψ(ox),ψ(oy))|=max(nP), α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)), nP∈N;
(ox,oy,nP)∈RP ∧ p((ox,oy,nP))=mixedPath ⟺ |pathsa(ψ(ox),ψ(oy))|=max(nP),
α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)), nP∈N; {ox,oy,nP}∈RP ∧ p({ox,oy,nP})=mixedPath ⟺
|pathsa(ψ(ox),ψ(oy))|=max(nP), α(oPj)~α(ψ(oPj)), nP∈N
The definition assures that, in one mapping, each node of the pattern is matched to exactly one node in the model, every simple edge of the pattern is matched exactly to one
edge in the model, and every path-edge of the pattern is matched to exactly one path in
the model. Whenever two nodes of the pattern are connected by more than one (n) path-
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edge, the definition assures that these n path-edges are always mapped to n different
paths in the model (cf. the max(nP) condition).

4 The Query Language
Based on the definitions above, pattern matching always starts with the definition of a
pattern that should be searched for in conceptual models. To that end, we introduce the
syntax of a pattern query. A pattern query is essentially a graph consisting of nodes and
edges as described in Definition 1. To define a pattern query, we propose not to have it
specified formally, but have it drawn and transformed automatically into a formal representation complying with the pattern definition afterwards. For example, consider the
pattern query shown in Figure 1. It represents a behavioral conflict in EPCs. In particular, when the triggering event fires, the succeeding AND connector may never fire when
the process instance was routed to the other path by the XOR connector [Me07].
Node,
type unspecified

Edge, undirected

Node, type
specified by icon

Edge, directed

Path, undirected

Path, directed

Exemplary pattern
Path, arbitrary
direction of
contained edges

Figure 1: Pattern specification in the graphical concrete syntax

Nodes oP of such a visual pattern query are represented by circles and edges/paths rP by
lines. If a node is assigned a node type (e.g., “entity type”) as part of α(oP), we propose
to attach an icon according to the representation of a corresponding node type in a model. In the example, three nodes are typed, so they appear as a red hexagon, a circle containing an “x” and a circle containing a “∧”, standing for “event”, “XOR connector”, and
“AND connector”. One node is not typed, so it can be mapped to any node of a model.
Labels as further parts of α(oP) should appear within the boundary of a node. Further
attributes of α(oP) should not appear as a visual part of the pattern query. In an implementation, they should be specified by opening a context menu. Pattern edges to be
mapped to edges in a model rP are represented by solid lines with one attached arrow if
they are directed. Pattern edges to be mapped to paths in a model rP are represented by
dashed lines with an arrow attached if they are directed. Without an arrow, they are undirected. With arrows at both ends, they should be mapped to paths containing edges of
any direction. As we cannot identify the type of an edge only from its representation in
many modeling languages, we propose to attach the type of the edge – if specified –
textually. Any other attributes of α(rP) should be handled like those of α(oP).

5 Implementation
To demonstrate the feasibility of our model query language, we implemented it as a
plugin for a meta-modeling tool that was available from a previous research project.
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Being a meta-modeling tool, it allows for specifying modeling languages at runtime.
Conceptually, it is based on the idea that any modeling language essentially provides a
set of object types and relationship types. To create a model these types are instantiated
into concrete objects and relationships. The query language we propose is thus based on
the same constructs that are used on meta-level to define a modeling language. This is
why the query language is essentially modeling language-independent.

Figure 2: Pattern editor

The implementation of the query language includes a pattern editor as depicted in Figure
2. This editor allows for drawing a pattern graph complying with the Requirements R1 to
R5 derived above (R6). The analyst can specify a name for the pattern query and choose
the modeling language the pattern query is supposed to be valid for (R5). The type of a
node or edge can be customized according to the corresponding modeling language. The
plugin accesses the modeling language specification in order to get all type information
that is required during the matching process. The exemplary pattern query in Figure 2
matches the example in Figure 1.
After having specified a pattern query or choosing a previously specified one, the user
can specify which models should be analyzed. We implemented an algorithm that
matches the pattern to the models according to the formal definitions in Section 3. The
algorithm determines all pattern matches in all input models. The plugin returns a list of
models that contain pattern matches. By selecting an entry from this list, the model is
loaded in the modeling environment of the meta-modeling tool. All returned pattern
matches are highlighted in different colors to allow for retracing which pattern node was
mapped to which model node and which pattern edge was mapped to which model edge
or path (cf. Figure 3). In the example, a pattern match was found that contains a path
between the XOR split and the AND join. If a model contains more than one pattern
match, the user can browse through the matches, meaning that the highlighting of the
model changes to the corresponding places for every match.
To assure the applicability of the model query approach and its implementation, we
performed a preliminary runtime experiment, in which we searched for fourteen specific
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patterns. Seven of these patterns were EPC patterns, and seven were ERM patterns. We
applied them to 53 EPCs (sizes from 15 to 294 elements) and 42 ERMs (sizes from 16 to
97 elements) coming from the retail industry (for details on the models and patterns,
please see [De14], where we used the same patterns and models to test another query
language). We conducted the performance evaluation on an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU
E8400 3.0 GHZ with 4 GB RAM and Windows 7 (62-Bit edition). We disabled the energy saving settings in Windows and executed the application as a 32-bit real-time process to avoid any unnecessary hardware slow down or process switching. As a result, we
observed runtimes for searching one pattern in one model ranging from fractions of a
millisecond to just under five seconds. In more than 90% of the pattern matching cases,
results could be obtained in less than 100 milliseconds for ERMs (in less than 10 milliseconds for EPCs). Note that the (few) long runtimes were due to path searches with
most of the restrictions like type, label etc. turned off. For instance, one ERM search that
took 2130 milliseconds returned 22856 matches. Hence, we evaluate the overall performance of the approach satisfactory.

Figure 3: Pattern match visualization

6 Related Work
Table contains a detailed comparison of our work to other model query languages proposed in the literature. We draw on the requirements for a graph-based model query
language presented in Section 2 to compare our work with existing approaches. A query
language thus has to be able to find arbitrary isomorphic substructures in a model graph
(R1), consider type (R2) and (R3) label information in its matching process and find
paths of arbitrary length (R4). A query language should furthermore support querying
conceptual models of any type or graph-based modeling language (R5) and provide a
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graphical pattern editor (R6). The table contains a “+” if the query language fulfills a
given requirement and a “-“ otherwise. The table contains a “0” if the given requirement
is only partly fulfilled (see details below).
Three classes of query languages can be distinguished. The first class contains all process model query languages. aFSA [MW06], APQL [So11], BeehiveZ [Ji10], BPMN
VQL [FT09], BPMN-Q [Aw07], BPQL [MS04], BP-QL [Be08], IPM-PQL [CKJ07],
PPSL [Fö07] and an approach based on indexing and untanglings [PRH14] belong to
this class. These query languages can only be applied to process models. Some of these
languages were designed to query models of a particular process modeling language.
BPMN-Q [Aw07] is a prominent example. Other authors define a new process modeling
language and propose a query approach for this language (cf. BPQL and BP-QL). The
second class of query languages contains those approaches that are specific to UML
models. EMF-IncQuery [Ber10] and OCL [OCL13] fall into this category. As with process model query languages, these approaches are thus designed to query models of a
particular type or modeling languages. Pattern queries are created by means of a declarative programming language. The third class contains general graph query languages.
SPARQL [W3C13] as well as the Neo4j query language Cypher [Ne13] are prominent
examples that fall into this category. They provide functionality that is similar to the
feature set of our query language. These approaches are essentially declarative programming languages. A graphical pattern editor is not provided.
Query Language / Requirement
aFSA
APQL
BeehiveZ
BPMN VQL
BPMN-Q
BPQL
BP-QL
Cypher (Neo4j)
EMF-IncQuery
IPM-PQL
OCL
PPSL
SPARQL
Untanglings
VMQL
Our work

R1
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

R2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
+
+

R3
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

R4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

R5
+
+
0
0
+

R6
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
+

Table 1: Comparison of our work to other model query languages

VMQL [St11] is a visual model query language providing functionality that is similar to
that of our approach. The language is also intended to be applicable on models developed in any modeling language. However, this has been demonstrated for UML as well
as BPMN models only (i.e., R5=“0”) [SA13]. Extending VMQL to additional modeling
languages however requires developing a new pattern editor that provides the element
types of that particular modeling language (i.e., R6=“0”).
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7 Contributions, limitations, and outlook
The purpose of this paper was to introduce a query language for conceptual models that
is applicable to models of any type or modeling language. Our work can furthermore
support multiple business objectives of analyzing models and is thus expected to be
broadly applicable. Hence, the contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows:
• The query language we propose includes a matching algorithm that is based on a new
kind of graph search problem called relaxed subgraph isomorphism, which is particularly related to the analysis of conceptual models. Therefore, we contribute to algorithmic graph theory by introducing a new class of graph search problem. With our
work, we expect to trigger further research on this problem from a graph theoretical
perspective. For instance, novel efficiency-enhanced algorithms would contribute
both to graph theory and – in turn – to conceptual model analysis.
• In practice, only few multi-purpose and language-independent model query languages exist up to now. With our work we hence contribute to a variety of different
model analysis objectives requiring pattern matching. Furthermore, our approach can
be used on models of any graph-based modeling language. Therefore, we expect
wide-spread application, as model analysis and model analysts are no longer restricted to particular modeling languages or few analysis objectives.
• Another important characteristic of our work is its graphical pattern editor easing the
usage of the query language.
However, our work reveals some limitations resulting from its broad applicability:
• Defining pattern queries for a particular application scenario is the responsibility of
an analyst. Furthermore, a pattern query has to be defined according to the modeling
languages of the models to be analyzed. Naturally, although searching for ERM patterns in EPCs is possible using our query language, it will not return any results.
• Another restriction of our query language also results from its applicability to multiple modeling languages. It is by design not able to analyze special characteristics of
special model types, for instance execution semantics of process models.
• Our approach has not yet been subject to a comprehensive utility evaluation. Despite
this, we expect analysts to appreciate it, as related works have already proven to be
highly relevant for model analysis purposes [Be11]. Moreover, due to the possibility
to specify patterns graphically, we expect an even higher utility of our approach.
Comprehensive utility evaluations are subject of short-term research. In particular,
we plan to apply our work in financial institutions to check model repositories containing integrated business process models, data models and organizational charts for
regulatory compliance violations and weaknesses. This will furthermore carve out
additional functional requirements that have to be included in the query language.
Although we already conducted performance experiments suggesting satisfactory
runtime of the query approach (not included in this paper), medium-term research will
focus on performing additional runtime experiments on extremely large models with the
aim of further increasing execution speed and applying the algorithm to further model
analysis scenarios in practice. At the moment, we investigate graph-theoretical structural
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characteristics of conceptual models that can speed up pattern matching. In particular,
we expect bounded treewidth and planarity of conceptual model graphs to be very promising characteristics to increase matching performance significantly.
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Abstract: It is a basic matter of business process modelling to determine an
adequate level of model detail, a problem which also can be derived from the
guidelines of modelling by Becker et al. [BRU00]. In literature, only few recommendations how to solve this problem can be found. In addition they are quite
unspecific and have gaps. In this paper, we investigate which measurable factors
influence the adequate detail level, and on this basis make proposals for guidelines
how it can be determined in a specific application situation.

1 Motivation
According to Becker et al. [BKR03, 4] a process is „a completely closed, timely and
logical sequence of activities which are required to work on a process-oriented business
object. (…) A business process is a special process that is directed by the business
objectives of a company and by the business environment.“ A process model helps in
abstracting the real business matter for certain modelling purposes [Ro96, 17]. To model
processes, a number of graphic modelling techniques are available, having a fixed
defined set of rules and regulations concerning the design of the models each. The most
important are the event-driven process chain (EPC), the extended event-driven process
chain (eEPC), the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), the activity diagrams
of the Unified Modelling Language (UML), Petri nets and the PICTURE method
[Ga10, 71]. By using these methods a modelling can be carried out at different levels of
detail (LOD). As a conclusion, there is the question how detailed a process should be
modelled. This question also results from the guidelines of business process modelling
as defined by Becker et al. [BRU00]. The principle of relevance leads to the question, to
which extent the modelling in relation to the modelling purpose in mind is to be carried
out. Here, the principle of efficiency stands in the way as a limiting factor, which says
that the necessary efforts to create a model have to be in an appropriate relation to the
benefits of the model. Becker et al. [BRU00] clearly state that their modelling guidelines
are rather general and require further refinement.
In the literature concerning process modelling an adequate LOD is often demanded
without giving a concrete recommendation how this LOD should be determined
[TNW12, 54]. In most of the cases only information about the hierarchical subdivision
of processes into refined sub-processes can be found. The terms ‘detail level’ and
‘hierarchy of process models’ are often used synonymously. Other possible aspects of
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detailing, such as additional information objects or the enrichment of process elements
with attribute information are rarely subject of discussion. To the best of our knowledge,
a comprehensive work dealing with the detailing problem is not available. Today it is
one of the central problems of process modelling to choose the adequate level of model
detail, a fact that is also confirmed by a study investigating current problems and future
challenges in business process management [IRR09, 9]. Therefore, this contribution
deals with the following two research questions: 1. Which factors may influence the
adequate LOD of business process models (BPMod)? 2. How can the adequate LOD of
BPMod be determined?

2 Data and methodology
A model is an artefact in the sense of Hevner [Hev04]. In our research process we refer
to the Design Science Research (DSR) Methodology Process Model (Fig. 1) of Peffers et
al. [PTR07, 54], which is widely accepted. By means of the artefact created it shall be
possible to choose the correct detail level of the process modelling in an application
situation. We demonstrate the applicability and the usability of the artefact by using it in
an exemplary scenario. The broader evaluation of our proposal will have to be left to
future work. This article is our intention to communicate the so far results to the
scientific community.

Fig. 1: DSR Methodology Process Model after Peffers et al. [2007, 54].
A literature analysis according to the procedure proposed by Fettke [Fe06] was carried
out as a basis for our design plan. For this, books, journal and conference articles with a
focus on process modelling, respectively process management, were analyzed. As a
starting literature, relevant textbooks for process management such as Allweyer [Al09],
Becker et al. [BMW09] and Gadatsch [Ga10] and for business information technology
such as Ferstl and Sinz [FS13] and Heinrich et al. [HHR11] were chosen. Furthermore,
the keywords „detail level“, „abstraction level“, „granularity“, „detailing“ and
„abstraction“ as well as „business process“, „business process modelling“, „process“ and
„process modelling“ where taken for a detailed search in data bases and scientific search
engines. The German equivalents were used as well. Next to journals and proceedings
being A-classified in the business information systems rankings of VHB and WKWI, the
following databases and search engines were consulted as well: ACM Digital Library,
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AISeL, Bielefeld Academic Search Engine, EBSCO, Gemeinsamer Verbundkatalog
(GVB), Google-Scholar, IEEE Xplore, Ilmenauer Discovery Tool, catalogue of the
library of the University of Ilmenau, Scirus, Springer Link, Web of Knowledge. In this
phase, at first only the headlines and, if necessary, the abstracts were used in order to
limit the result to relevant hits only. The then following reading of the table of contents,
abstracts, summaries or even complete texts further narrowed down the results. In
addition, a forward and backward search according to Webster & Watson [WW08] was
carried out with the aim to find further sources by using the literature already identified.
Then the relevant sources found were analysed and interpreted.

3 Preliminary considerations concerning the level of model detail
A generally accepted definition of the term LOD cannot be found in literature [BT96, 5].
None of the currently existing definitions of the LOD covers it completely. Here, the
detail level is to be understood as a characteristic of BPMod, which shows the extent,
respectively the granularity of the modelling. A practical visualisation of different LODs
is the process hierarchy, which however should have a vertical content-related
consistency. Characteristics of the LOD are the process depth, the process width, the
process length, the content of information and the attribution [Ro96, 71-84, 132-133].
The process depth describes to how many levels a process model was disaggregated and
specified until the desired detailing is reached. The process width describes which states
of the system are covered by the model. If the number of modelled special cases
increases, the process width rises. The process length is the size of a process model
under the condition that process width and process length remain constant. If the process
length is too big, it may happen that the process model shows too many details and
therefore becomes confusing. But if the process length is too small, important
information may not be included. Furthermore, the information content in process
models can be further specified. Herewith process models can be further refined with
information objects such as organisational units. By means of attributes, process models
as well as the information objects can be further specified.
Not all aspects of this definition are equally relevant for the development of a model to
determine the adequate LOD. Only the process depth and the process width are
completely relevant. A statement about the information content, the process length and
the attributes of a model cannot be given precisely. Information objects for example can
contain organisational units and by means of attributes these may be enriched. Attributes
can be attached to information objects as well as complete BPMod [Ro96, 133]. The
investigated objects are not build on one another and therefore a gradation of them is not
recommended [TNW12, 63]. For these reasons it is only possible to give hints to the
potential information objects and attributes.
Furthermore, the LOD has to be limited adequately, for example dependent on the
purpose of modelling [TNW12] [SS08] [BRU00]. An adequate LOD is the solution of a
certain process modelling task with the help of a suitable refinement level. To determine
the adequate LOD, a top-down approach is useful. This means that models have to be
further specified until the LOD needed is reached. The reason why a bottom-up approach
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is not taken, is that in this case all existing BP of a company have to be modelled on a
high LOD first [SS13, 140-142], which could already exceed the LOD needed.
Furthermore, the vertical content-related consistency can better be ensured by a topdown approach, as the detailing of the BP is raised gradually. In addition, the relevance
and the relation of the respective BPMod to the company are easier to comprehend by
means of a gradual refinement.
In literature there are already approaches that intend to identify the correct LOD [Ga83,
65-75] [BR98, 212-219]. The ‘problem-oriented approach’ concentrates on those areas
where problems arise and tries to solve them with the help of BP modelling. The existing
problems are initially too complex for a solution approach. Therefore they have to be
detailed into sub-problems and to be narrowed down. The detailing has to be continued
until concrete measures to solve the problem are possible to take. This approach has the
disadvantage that the measures developed to solve the problem may perhaps not cover
some parts of the BP and therefore a complete examination and modelling of the BP is
not performed. The ‘goal- oriented approach’ focussed on business goals. Such goals can
for example be a reduction of lead time, an optimization of capacities or a reduction of
the productions costs. These goals are further specified until concrete measures how to
achieve them can be developed with the help of BPMod. In case of the goal-oriented
approach only those parts of BP are covered that contribute to the achievement of the
goals. As a conclusion, this approach as well as the problem oriented approach involves
the risk that BP are modelled incompletely.

4 Factors influencing the adequate level of detail
4.1 Professional criteria
The following professional, respectively content-related criteria were identified to have
an impact on the adequate LOD of BPMod:
Structuring: Processes are foreseeable at different degrees, and the resulting models vary
in size. Highly structurable BP make it possible to outline the sequence with a high
LOD. Weakly structurable BP make it necessary to model the BPMod with a rather
lower LOD, as deviations and uncertainties exist [Al09, 65-66].
Repetitiveness: For processes that are carried out often, a rather higher LOD can be
strived for than for processes that are carried out rarely. It is easier to find for example
improvement potentials when using a high LOD in case of a high repetitiveness [FL97,
29-30] [Al09, 67-68].
Automation: It is necessary to have a high LOD of the modelling, when an automated
running of a BP is intended [TNW12, 61]. The more human interventions are necessary,
the more this professional criterion tends to be manual and as a conclusion the adequate
LOD connected to it decreases.
Modification frequency: Models may have to be changed, for example due to new
technologies, changing customer demands or new laws. A BPMod with a high
modification frequency should be modelled on a rather low LOD [TNW12, 61].
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Flexibility: The necessity for flexibility arises, when uncertainty factors are there or
certain liberties for the process handling are necessary. An uncertainty factor can for
example arise, when the input of a BP can be diverse and the objects to handle therefore
may vary. If the necessary flexibility for a BP is high, it should be rather modelled on a
lower LOD. The detailing of the process width may be an exemption, as it shows the
different states of the system [Ro96, 133]. In this case a high flexibility can make a high
detailing rather necessary [GS05, 137-141] [FL97, 29-30].
Knowledge intensity: According to Schmelzer and Sesselmann [SS13, 70-72] the LOD
of BPMod is also dependent on knowledge intensity of the process. Knowledge may be
available implicitly as well as explicitly and contains the totality of know how and
abilities being necessary to solve a problem [HS11, 286]. Especially the implicit
knowledge is relevant here, which is bound to the knowledge carriers. The explicit
knowledge contributes to the criterion of data and information intensity. If a BP is
dependent on implicit knowledge and therefore has a high knowledge intensity, a low
LOD is recommended as often only abstract processing specifications can be made.
Data and information intensity: This criterion is connected to knowledge intensity, with
explicit information and data being in the centre of attention here, which can be
modelled easily. In case of a high data and information intensity, a high LOD is
therefore recommended. As a result, the information and data needed can be set for the
processes [Al09, 66-72].
Security aspects: Security aspects may, for instance, concern the protection of internal
company data against unauthorised access or the reduction of the accident risk during
production processes. For the case that relevant security aspects exist, the LOD should
be rather high to show these completely and comprehensible. However, if there are no
relevant security aspects, a low LOD can be adequate [LWS08, 287].
Process KPIs: If data for calculating key performance indicators (KPI) has to be
collected in a BP, the LOD has to be chosen in such a way that it is possible to determine
the KPIs. Thus, usually a rather high LOD is necessary, as to later automatically collect
the data through information and communication systems. Furthermore, in case of a high
detailing the reasons for possible deviations from the predicted, respectively expected
KPI values can be found faster. As a conclusion, the necessary improvements of the
BPMod, respectively the BP can be carried out target-oriented and promptly [GSV94,6466] [HS98, 168-169].
Number of triggering and provisioning events: Triggering events can be seen as an input
that starts the BP. Provisioning events are an output of an BP and are able to trigger
other BP. If the number of triggering and provisioning events is too big, a detailing
should be carried out, otherwise for example uncertainties in handling the BP may arise
or the search for the causes of errors is complicated. Therefore the LOD should be rather
high, when a BP contains many triggering and provisioning events [SS08, 206].
Resources in the process: Conflicts may arise, when for example a machine is needed for
a BP, but the occupancy and release events were modelled in one function only. In this
case, the modelling should be more detailed to show the exact use of the resource. A
BPMod with an unclear use of resources suggests a higher LOD [Ga83, 81].
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Process length: It contains the size of a BPMod on an elected detail level. If the process
length is too big, the BPMod may be too complex and loose its clarity [Ro96, 133]. To
provide clarity in this case, for example parts of the BP can be summarized to explain
them in the next detailing step. Or the BPMod can be divided to raise the clarity. If the
process length is too small, there is the risk that not all relevant contents are included.
But the process length can only be seen after modelling and the correct process length
has to be determined for each model individually. As a conclusion, as general
recommendations concerning the process length with reference to the correct LOD are
not possible, this criterion is not included into our model. The adequate process length
has to be determined after modelling and to be adapted if necessary.
4.2 Model purpose
This article bases on the classification of the process modelling purposes into the
categories organisation design and application system design of [RSD08, 50-58]. For the
organisation design illustrative BPMod are needed, especially to show the processes in
the organisation. In application system design rather formal models are used, as the
objectives here have a relation to the application systems [Ro96, 45-46]. The LOD of
BPMod for the purpose of organisation design is usually rather smaller than for the
purpose of application system design [SS08, 206]. The two purposes mentioned above
can be further subdivided on a second level. So on one hand BPMod can be taken as the
fulfilment of the purpose and on the other hand as a means to an end. As a result for the
modelling purpose we have a matrix consisting of 2x2 arrays. When a BPMod is already
the result of a purpose, for example of an organisation design, it may have been created
e.g. with the objective of an organisation documentation or of a certification project.
When a BPMod serves as a means to an end, the result of the modelling is not simultaneously the fulfilment of the purpose. Herewith the BPMod are used to contribute to the
result. To choose a standard software with the help of BPMod, the existing reference
models of the software are compared to the company-specific BPMod [RSD08, 54-55].
In this case the BPMod are only needed to support the choice of standard software.
4.3 Basic conditions of process modelling
Basic conditions include factors that may influence the BPMod from the outside.
Herewith the external conditions of the BPMod are considered to determine the adequate
level of detail.
If the employees taking part in the BP have a sufficient qualification, the LOD should be
rather lower than with employees having a low level of qualification. If the LOD is too
high in case of a sufficient qualification, this may lead to a limitation of liberties and also
to a reduction of motivation. Then, improvement potentials or innovations may not be
uncovered or individual creativeness is curbed. But if the qualification of the employees
is low, the LOD should be high, as by means of detailed instructions the possibility of
processing errors can be reduced [SS08, 206] [Ro96, 139].
BP are influenced by regulations, laws and rules that must be followed by the company
and the employees (Compliance). As a conclusion they have an influence on the LOD
during BP modelling. It is not possible to give the probable LOD for this criterion, as it
has to be chosen depending on the compliance requirements in question.
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A further basic condition for the determination of the adequate LOD is the relevance that
BP, respectively parts of BP, have on the achievement of the objectives of the company
or of a higher-order BP. It makes sense to model a BP in detail, if it is able to contribute
a considerable share to the achievement of the objectives. Herewith the handling of this
BP becomes easier and improvement potentials can be discovered.
Furthermore, the urgency of a BPMod to be made can have an influence on the LOD.
Urgency here means the time horizon, until which a BP is to be modelled [Hä00, 61]. If
a BPMod has to be created contemporarily, the LOD should be rather low. But it has to
be stated that it may be a preliminary model, which should be revised, specified and
improved later. In case of high urgency, the actual LOD necessary can also be attained
by increasing the number of employees being involved in modelling.
„Best practices“ is the course of action which seems to be the best to solve certain
problems [HHR04, 116]. An existing „best practice“, consisting of already existing
models or parts of models which may be used for BP modelling, can be taken as an
orientation aid for choosing the adequate LOD.

5 Determination of the adequate detail level
In the following, a methodology to determine the adequate LOD for BPMod is outlined
that uses the relevant factors identified above. Then, in section 6, this methodology is
applied in order to illustrate its practical use.
5.1 Differentiation according to process depth and process width
The question how detailed a process should be modelled can be answered with view to
the process depth and to the process width. Therefore it is at first necessary to describe in
greater detail the classification of the adequate detail level along these two dimensions.
In this work a division of the process depth into five levels is taken, which follows
[Hü03, 88-93], who differentiates between main (end-to-end) process, process, process
step, operation and elementary activity, with the process depth and therefore also the
detailing of the BPMod rising in this order starting at main process and going to
elementary activity. Main processes as the first hierarchy level of process depth are the
value creating primary processes, which may reach across the whole company. The
levels below specify only excerpts of the respective higher level of the process depth
down to those elementary operations that cannot be further divided in a practical way.
Fig. 2 illustrates the different levels of process depth using the example of customer
order processing.
The process width shows the states of the system, which are covered by the BPMod and
rises with the number of modelled states of the system [Ro96, 133]. In literature only
one approach [TNW12, 63] dealing with the grading of the process width could be
found. Here the process width is dependent on the execution frequencies of the individual process alternatives as well as on the totality of the possible process variations. Our
model refers to this logic, but carries out a five steps differentiation of the process width.
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Fig. 2: The different levels of process depth illustrated for main process
‘customer order processing’
The process width and therefore the detailing of the BPMod rises from step one to five.
The first step is called „Happy Path“ [FRH10, 131] and shows the best case of the
process, with only those variations recorded, that are necessary to carry out the best case.
Generally the execution frequency of this best case should be higher than that of the
other variations. On the second step further variations of the BP come on board, which is
called „Standard Case“ and should cover approx. 65 % of the cases carried out in the
system. The third step in the process width is called „Special Case“ and contains more
variations than the previous steps. It covers approx. 80 % of the cases carried out in the
system. The fourth step is called „Extensive“ and covers approx. 95 % of the cases. The
fifth and highest specified step of the process width covers up to 100 % of the possible
alternatives and is called „Complete“.
On the basis of these two aspects the adequate LOD of a BPMod can be shown clearly in
short form like in the example in Fig. 3. A name field can be used to identify the BPMod
as well as a further field for the purpose of the model. The LOD determined is to be
entered in the fields process depth and process width. For this, the scale from one to five
is to be used and has to be marked until the determined practical LOD. The minimum
LOD values recommended are marked darker in the scale. Contrary to that, the lighter
colourings are a marking for the recommended maximum detailing. The annotation field
can be used for remarks like relevant information objects or attributes.
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Fig. 3: Template and example for a brief description of the adequate detail level
5.2 Determination of the adequate detail level
To design the model for the determination of the adequate LOD it is necessary to seize
on the factors involved shown before and to further structure them. Incompatible
combinations of the individual factors are excluded by rules. The individual factors
should be weighed out, so that their differing relevance for the LOD can be included.
Rules show probable relations between variations of different professional criteria (Tab.
1) and help to efficiently and consistently determine the variations, if no other
information are given. Each line in Tab. 1 represents a rule. The rules put two
professional criteria into an „if-then-relation“ and are set according to the following
scheme: If criterion one is there in its respective variation, then criterion two tends to
have the variation cited. In rule one for example a rather weak structuring is given and
therefore the automation criterion should tend to manual. For reasons of space we go
without a more precise presentation of the interrelations of the rules.
Rule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tab. 1: Rules concerning the variations of the professional criteria
If
Then
Structuring (weak)
Automation (manual)
Structuring (strong)
Knowledge intensity (low)
Structuring (weak)
Knowledge intensity (high)
Structuring (strong)
Data / Information intensity (high)
Structuring (weak)
Data / Information intensity (low)
Knowledge intensity (high)
Automation (manual)
Automation (automated)
Data / Information intensity (high)
Automation (automated)
Modification frequency (rare)
Automation (automated)
Flexibility (low)
Automation (automated)
Use of resources (unambiguous)
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Our suggestion for weighting of the professional criteria can be seen in Fig. 4. This
suggestion is open to discussion. We are currently conducting a Delphi study to identify
the best weightings. Here it also has to be taken into account that the criterion of
flexibility has a deviating weighting concerning process depth and process width, which
is made clear by the naming in brackets (W, D).
weighting

Legend:
W – process width
D – process depth

structuring
knowledge intensity
data and information intensity
flexibility (W)

0.5

flexibility (D)
automation
modification frequency
process KPIs
repetitiveness
security aspects

0.3

ressources in the process
triggering and provisioning events

0.2

Fig. 4: Weighting of the professional criteria
The highest weighting have the professional criteria structuring, knowledge intensity as
well as information and data intensity. As the criteria influence each other, the
importance of these criteria can be derived by means of the rules set above. In addition,
they are very important for the adequate LOD. Contrary to that, the use of the resources
as well as the triggering and provisioning events have to be put into the lowest weighting
category, as they only have small influence on the LOD and should only show a
tendency for the finding of the adequate LOD.
For the basic conditions of modelling, no weighting or interrelations of rules among each
other are assumed. But it is supposed that compliance always has to be fulfilled. Models
need to contain all details that are required for meeting the defined compliance
requirements. As a conclusion, the subsumed aspects indicate a minimum LOD for the
entire BPMod. A second assumption deals with the handling of best practices, which
should only serve as a clue for the LOD and not as a fixed default. An adaption of the
LOD has to be carried out for example to adapt the best practices to the qualification of
the existing employees or to the urgency of completion.
Concerning the relation between modelling purpose and LOD the assumption, taken
from literature, is made that BPMod for the purpose of organisation design have to be
rather less detailed than the BPMod for application system design [SS08, 193]. It is
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assumed that BPMod for the purpose of application system design should have a minimum LOD of 3. This detailing refers to the process depth as well as process width.
In Fig. 5 the meanwhile derived model how to determine the adequate LOD is shown.
This model consists of the three groups of factors involved: professional criteria, basic
conditions and model purpose deliver a LOD. The recommended LOD for the respective
BPMod can be derived from them. Furthermore, this model has to be completed two
times, to be able to determine the appropriate process depth and process width for a
BPMod. In the following demonstration example (referring to [KR12, 535-539]) the
application of the model is explained.

6 Application example
For a mail-order company the adequate LOD for the modelling of the BP order
processing is to be determined. In addition, this BP is to be supported by a workflow
management system in the future with the BPMod being automatically transferred into
workflows then. As a conclusion, the purpose of this BPModng can be assigned to
application system design, which already says that we have a minimum LOD of three for
the process depth and the process width.
In case of the order processing in a mail-order company mostly all steps can be fixed
before the processing starts and the arising uncertainty is rather low. For these reasons it
can be assumed that the value of the professional criterion structuring is ‘high’.
Furthermore it can be assumed that for this BP only few knowledge is needed and that
employees after a short introduction are able to carry out this BP as all relevant
information for the processing of the BP are available.
As a conclusion it can be said that this BP has a low knowledge intensity and a high data
and information intensity. As the support by a workflow management system should be
possible, the value of the automation may be considered as high, but not fully automated.
Due to the rather few uncertainties it may be deduced that there do not exist many
triggering and provisioning events for this BP. Furthermore, due to the tenth rule of the
professional criteria, the use of the resources tends to be unambiguous. Concerning the
professional criterion flexibility, a value differentiation between process width and depth
has to be set. In Tab. 2 the values of the professional criteria for this example are given
in an overview, in Tab. 3 the basic conditions for the modelling.
In Fig. 6 the model for the determination of the adequate LOD for the process depth is
filled with these exemplary data of the BP. The same table should be made for the
process width as well, but differences concern only the criterion of flexibility and the
overall condition of best practices, so this table is left out here for reasons of space.
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Fig. 5: Scheme for the determination of the adequate detail level
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Fig. 6: Recommended detailing of the process depth for the application example
(to be made analogous for the process width, left out for reasons of space)
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Tab. 2: Content-related criteria in the demonstration example
Professional criterion
Structuring
Repetitiveness
Automation
Modification frequency
Flexibility
Knowledge intensity
Information intensity
and data intensity
Security aspects
Indexes
Provisional and
triggering events
Use of resources

Value
High
Often
Automated
Rare
Low
Low
High

Process depth
5 of 5
5 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5

Process width
5 of 5
5 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5
2 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5

Medium
High
Few

3 of 5
4 of 5
2 of 5

3 of 5
4 of 5
2 of 5

Clear

1 of 5

1 of 5

Tab. 3: Basic modelling conditions in the demonstration example
Condition
Employee qualification
Compliance
Relevance
Urgency
LOD of Best Practices

Value
Low
Medium
Important
Low
High

Process depth
4 of 5
3 of 5
5 of 5
4 of 5
4 of 5

Process width
4 of 5
3 of 5
5 of 5
4 of 5
3 of 5

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the LOD should be taken rather high. According to the
modelling conditions and the professional criteria, the LOD in the process depth (and
process width) should be four (the values determined of the professional criteria are 3.9
(respectively 3.6) and those of the conditions 4.0 (respectively 3.8), they were rounded
up to four. Concerning the process depth, this BP should be modelled until the hierarchy
level of the operations. And the process width should be modelled until the step
„Extensive“, which means that up to 95 % of the possible system cases are covered. Due
to the rules and assumptions defined, the minimum LOD for the process depth and the
process width is three. This is mainly caused by the main purpose of the application
system design and also by the compliance requirements given. In this example, the upper
limit of the LOD is defined by the professional criteria and modelling conditions and the
lower limit by the model purpose.
In Fig. 7 the relevant LOD can be found as a summary. The minimum LOD
recommended has a dark marking, the maximum LOD recommended a lighter marking.
Furthermore, the annotation field suggests some information objects for the model.
Organisational units may for example show, who is responsible for which step in the BP.
Attributes for example can support the automated recording and derivation of KPI data
and the introduction of a workflow management system.
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Fig. 7: Recommended LOD for the demonstration example (overview)

7 Limitations and future work
In this work we suggested a model for the determination of the adequate LOD in process
modelling and with the help of a demonstration example its practical applicability was
shown. A detailed evaluation, for example by means of a case study or by expert
interviews, is left to future research. In addition, rules and weightings concerning the
relevant factors involved were drawn up, which may be incomplete and would have to
be verified in the future as well. A weighting of the model purposes and the basic
modelling conditions was left out, a procedure that seems to be justified here, but which
also needs further verification. And, the model purpose currently is considered only in a
very rough differentiation, which should be refined in the future, too.
Another interesting avenue of research in our context would be the LOD analysis of
existing process models in the light of the individual model purpose. This inductive
approach would complement our own considerations and might be helpful in the
evaluation.
At the moment the efforts necessary to model a BP are not considered. It can be assumed
that a rising LOD leads to a rising modelling effort. As a conclusion it is currently not
clear, at which LOD of the BPMod the relation between the efforts arising and the
benefit is optimal. Finally, it might make sense to implement the proposed model to
carry out the assumptions and rules in an automated way and to herewith facilitate the
determination of the adequate LOD.
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Abstract: Applying predictive modelling techniques to event data collected during
business process execution is receiving increasing attention in the literature. In this
paper, we present a framework supporting real-time prediction for business processes. After fitting a probabilistic model to historical event data, the framework
can predict how running process instances will behave in the near future, based on
the behaviour seen so far. The probabilistic modelling approach is carefully designed to deliver comprehensible results that can be visualized. Thus, domain experts can judge the predictive models by comparing the visualizations to their experience. Model analysis techniques can be applied if visualizations are too complex to be understood entirely. We evaluate the framework’s predictive modelling
component on real-world data and demonstrate how the visualization and analysis
techniques can be applied.

1 Motivation
Enterprises increasingly invest in data analysis capabilities to gain competitive advantage [PF13]. Areas of application are manifold and numerous fields surrounding this
topic emerged [CS12]. Not surprisingly, business process management (BPM) scholars
have recognized the merits of data analysis long ago. Most importantly, process mining
[Aa11] has emerged as a discipline developing methods for the analysis of business
process event data collected from an organization’s information systems. Typical process mining starts with discovering a process model and proceed with further analyses,
for instance to eliminate problems with the process’s implementation [ARW07].
Process mining is a discipline concerned mainly with techniques for retrospective data
analysis [Aa11]. Hence, its techniques are applied with the same goals traditional business intelligence (BI) techniques are used—enabling knowledge workers to make good
decisions fast [CDN11]—but the techniques are tailored to the BPM domain. However,
BI is also increasingly used for operational support, i.e. in real-time settings [CDN11]. In
BPM, complex event processing (CEP) software can be used to monitor events in realtime and trigger suitable actions when predefined patters are detected [EN10].
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With analysis of the past and the present being important BPM topics, it is not surprising
that analysis of the future is gaining momentum. Process mining scholars emphasize the
opportunities of using event data to predict future events of running process instances,
for instance to recommend appropriate actions [APS10]. Architectures to integrate
event-driven process analytics with technologies such as CEP have been proposed
[SMJ13]. Approaches to predict the completion time of process instances based on their
current states have been developed recently [ASS11].
Motivated by the attention paid to predictive modelling in BPM, we present a framework
for event-based predictive modelling of business processes. The framework requires the
existence of historical event data and uses it to fit a probabilistic model. By feeding realtime data of running process instances into the framework, it allows evaluating probabilistically how the process will behave in the future. To implement this functionality, we
draw on machine learning research [Mu12] and, in particular, grammatical inference,
which is a discipline concerned with learning formal languages from data [Hi10]. The
ultimate goal is to provide a technical basis for implementing process intelligence approaches capable of anticipating opportunities and threads before they occur, which
gives managers a window of opportunity to take suitable actions. For instance, such
functionality is a core part of modern intelligent BPM suites [JSC14]. These tools however require processes to be modelled explicitly, whereas our approach follows a process
mining approach in which an appropriate model is learned from the data.
In predictive modelling projects, it is often necessary to convince domain experts with
non-technical background that a predictive model will do more good than bad [PF13].
Hence, predictive modelling techniques should ideally produce comprehensible, interpretable models. Many techniques though do not lend themselves to interpretation. Thus,
comprehensible models are sometimes used even if their predictive performance is
worse than that of a black-box model [SK11]. We carefully design our framework such
that the probabilistic models can be transformed into conceptual models in notations
used frequently in BPM. This ensures that predictive models can be visualized in a form
domain experts are familiar with. As a consequence, they can view and analyse these
models to compare them with their domain knowledge.
The framework provides means to visualize predictive models at varying levels of detail.
While this abstraction mechanism can provide a small, easy to read visualization at a
high level of abstraction, a user may want analyse a visualization in more detail. These
models can easily get too complicated to be understood. Fortunately, BPM scholars have
long been concerned with managing and analysing large quantities of complex process
models [Aa13]. For this reason, we integrate model analysis functionality into the
framework. It allows domain experts to work even with complex models.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes and justifies the
design decisions we made when conceptualizing our framework. In section 3, we present
results of an evaluation with real-world event data and illustrate the use of the visualization techniques with an example. Related work is discussed in section 4, while section 5
concludes and provides an outlook to future research.
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2 Event-based Prediction Framework
2.1 Overview of the Framework
Before introducing the components of the framework in detail, we present an overview
of its architecture (cf. figure 1). There are two data sources. The first is historical event
data from finished process instances. The other source is real-time data from running
process instances. Once a running process instance is completed, its event sequence
should be added to the historical data. We use a simple data format that corresponds to
event logs as they are used in process mining [Aa11]. Conceptually, an event log 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 =
�𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (1) , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) � consists of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 sequences of events. Each event sequence 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) is a tuple
(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
�𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 � of 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 events. Thus, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the length of event sequence 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) , which may be
different for each sequence. Each event uniquely belongs to an event type 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∈ {1, … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸}.
There are 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 different event types.
Historical Event
Database

Probabilistic
Model

Model
Transformation
Algorithm

Prediction

Visualization

Model Query
Algorithm

Query Results

Presentation Component

Learning
Algortihm

Real-time Event Data

Figure 1: Overview of the Event-based Prediction Framework

Using the framework starts with selecting an appropriate subset of the event data. This is
a creative, application-specific task and its support is not within the scope of our framework. Once a dataset is created, a learning algorithm is used to fit a probabilistic model
that (hopefully) represents the event data well. The result delivered by the algorithm is a
representation that can be used to make predictions. To this end, event data from running
process instances must be fed into the framework. Given a sequence of events observed
so far, the probabilistic model allows evaluating the probabilities of the process continuing with certain other event sequences. In particular, this functionality can be used to
predict the most likely type of event with which a process will continue.
A user of the framework may want to make sure the predictive model does not contradict
common sense. This analysis starts with deriving a conceptual model from the probabilistic model using a transformation algorithm. This conceptual model can be visualized
and interpreted. It allows a user to compare the model with his expectations. As a result,
he may either conclude that the probabilistic model is adequate or he may identify be-
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haviour that contradicts his expectations. In the latter case, problem analysis could follow to find out if the probabilistic model is inadequate or if the expectations were wrong.
When the conceptual model generated by the model transformation algorithm is too
complex to be read easily by humans, the framework provides algorithmic support to its
users. In particular, model query algorithms can be used to determine whether certain
patterns are found in the model. The patterns can represent model structure that a user
either expects to find or expects not to find. By comparing this expectation with the
query results, a model can be evaluated even if it is highly complex.
All components implemented are summarized in table 1 and described in detail in the
following subsection. The framework is implemented entire in Java and is publicly
available at https://github.com/DominicBreuker/RegPFA. It is meant to be used as a
library and provides only rudimentary support for visualization. This paper describes the
current state of the implementation and the rationale behind the framework’s design,
which should be understood as work in progress rather than a final version.
Table 1: Summary of the current components
Area
Learning
algorithms
Model
transformation
algorithms

Component
EmMapLerner

Model query
algorithms

Subgraph pattern
search

Threshold pruning
Automaton
minimization
Petri net synthesis

Description
Learns a regularized PFA with EM-based MAP
parameter estimation combined with grid search.
Visualizes a PFA at varying levels of detail.
Simplifies the structure of an automaton obtained with
threshold pruning.
Creates a petri net from an automaton and ensures that
both models describe the same behavior.
Decides whether a subgraph pattern is part of a model
created by a model transformation algorithm.

2.2 Learning Algorithms and Probabilistic Models
Given event data in the form described in section 2.1, modelling the event data probabilistically means finding a representation that specifies a probability distribution over the
event sequences in the event log. Hence, the first design decision in our framework is to
define what kind of probabilistic model should be used. Approximating distributions
over sequences of symbols (~events) from a discrete alphabet (~set of event types) is a
problem extensively researched in the field of grammatical inference [Hi10]. For this
reason, grammatical inference constitutes the starting point of our discussion.
While numerous different probabilistic models are considered in the literature, the two
best known are the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the Probabilistic Finite Automaton (PFA) [VEH13]. The commonality of both models is that the process generating the
events is explained with a process of traversing an invisible state space. At each discrete
step in time, the process is in exactly one state, and the event observed depends on that
state. In the HMM [Ra89], the state space traversal is independent of the events, i.e.,
given a current HMM state, the next state depends only on the current state. A PFA
[VTH05] is different. The next state depends on the current state and the current event.
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For business processes, the PFA is more adequate than the HMM. To illustrate why,
consider the simple example business process in figure 2 (a), represented as a business
process model and notation (BPMN) diagram. Assuming that the performance of each
BPMN activity corresponds to observing a corresponding event, the possible event sequences are ABE, ACDE, and ADCE. Their probabilities are 0.3, 0.35 and 0.35. A corresponding PFA is illustrated in figure 2 (b). By comparing the two models, it is obvious
how the PFA’s states can be interpreted as states of the BPMN process. For instance, the
PFA can express that observing event B in state s2 leads to state s5 while observing D
leads to s3. In a HMM, the states would not have this direct correspondence. For this
reason, we decided to use the PFA as a probabilistic model.
A
0.7

0.3

0.5

0.5
C

D

s1
A(1.0)
D(0.35)
B(0.3)
s2
C(0.35)

B

s3

s4
D(1.0)

C(1.0)

s5
E(1.0)

E

s6

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) shows a business process in BPMN notation with annotated probabilities. Annotations to the XOR-split represent probabilities of following the corresponding paths, while annotations to the AND-split represent probabilities of performing either C or D first. (b) shows a corresponding probabilistic automaton.

Numerous techniques for PFA learning have been developed in the literature. The authors of [VEH13] distinguish three types: state merging, Bayesian inference and parameter estimation. State merging techniques build a large PFA and iteratively merge states
that are similar. Bayesian inference methods use sampling techniques to average over a
large number of models. Parameter estimation uses maximum likelihood (ML) techniques to fit a standard PFA, usually with a fully connected state space.
In [VEH13], the authors also report results of a competition in which several methods
have been benchmarked. The winning technique was based on Bayesian inference, directly followed by an ML parameter estimation approach. On first sight, these results
suggest using Bayesian inference. However, prohibits model visualization as a huge
number of models is drawn to average predictions over all of them. Since visualization is
crucial to ensure comprehensibility, which is a key requirements of our approach, we
resort to ML parameter estimation and defer Bayesian inference to future research.
ML estimation is prone to overfitting if the sample size is small. Small samples are considered a major challenge in working with event-based process data [AAM11]. Thus,
precautions are necessary. We apply Bayesian regularization, which assumes that the
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PFA’s parameters are themselves random variables with a distribution [SJ02]. The
standard choice for a PFA is the (symmetric) Dirichlet distribution, which is conjugate to
the discrete distributions used in the remaining parts of the PFA [SJ02]. A user can modify the Dirichlet parameters to increase or decrease the tendency of the learning algorithm to output more evenly distributed parameters. Parameter estimation for models
regularized in this way is called maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
For PFAs, MAP estimation ca be done with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [DLR77], which was also used in [VEH13]. We have implemented a version of
EM modified to work with a regularized PFA. We call this learning algorithm the EmMapLerner. A formal specification of the model can be found in equations (1) to (6).
Equation (1) defines the distribution over the state in which the PFA is at the beginning
of a process. Equation (2) defines the state-dependent distributions over the types of
events observed at any point in time. Equation (3) defines the state- and event-dependent
distributions over the states to which the PFA moves. Equation (4) to (6) define the corresponding Dirichlet distributions. 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 is the symbol denoting the number of states.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍0 )~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋0 , … , 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 )

(1)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 |𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘0 , … , 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )

(2)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 |𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘0 , … , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 )

(3)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋1 , … , 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 )~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌1 , … , 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 )

(4)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘1 , … , 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘1 , … , 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ),
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘1 , … , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 )~𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘1 , … , 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 ),

∀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾}

∀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾}, 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ∈ {1, … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸}

(5)
(6)

As 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 defines the dimension of the PFA, it is an input for EM. Determining appropriate
values is known as the model selection problem [Mu12]. A standard approach is grid
search, i.e., trying a range of values, fitting a model for each, and selecting the best of
these candidate models [Mu12]. Applying grid search usually requires splitting the data
into two separate parts, one to which the learning algorithm is applied, another to compare the candidate models. We have implemented grid search in the framework. It can
also be used to systematically compare different degrees of regularization.
2.3 Model Transformation Algorithms and Visualizations
As the probabilistic model was chosen such that it can be interpreted as an automaton
with a finite number of states and probabilities attached to the transitions, it is possible to
visualize it graphically. For a given state 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the (estimated) probability of observing an event of type 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, and 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the (estimated) probability of the PFA moving to state
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 if an event of type 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is ovserved. Hence, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the probability of the transition
between the states 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 which is labeled with event type 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.
Unfortunately, our EM learning algorithm estimates a transition probability for all the
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 2 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 possible transitions of a fully connected PFA. A visualization will therefore be
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unreadable unless the number of event types and states is very small. Thus, abstraction is
necessary to generate a useful visualization. A simple but effective approach is to discard
all transitions with a probability below a given threshold. This way, only the most important parts are visualized. This is the basic model transformation approach implemented in our framework and we call it threshold pruning. It delivers a visualization such as
the one shown in figure 2 (b). Users can generate visualizations with varying thresholds
to view the probabilistic model at varying levels of detail.
Even when using thresholds, the visualization can be unnecessarily complex. Different
automata can be equivalent in terms of the behavior they describe, yet their structure can
be different. Most importantly, the number of states can vary, which is why automata
minimization is a problem with a long tradition in computer science [HMU01]. Different
standard algorithms exist and have been evaluated in the BPM literature [BDD14]. They
are all equally effective as they transform any automaton into an equivalent one with the
minimum number of states. The Hopcroft algorithm however turned out to be most efficient in terms of runtime complexity [BDD14]. Hence, we integrated automaton minimization based on Hopcroft’s algorithm into our framework.
Additionally, we provide a third transformation approach extending the other two. In
BPM, higher-level notations such as BPMN, Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), and
Petri nets are most popular [Aa13]. Thus, domain experts may refuse to use low-level
automata-based visualizations. Fortunately, techniques exist that can transform automata
to higher-level representations. We included Petrify [CKK97] into our framework, which
is a tool used as a component of a process discovery algorithm [ARV10]. It transforms
an automaton-based visualization into a Petri net. We call this model transformation
approach Petri net synthesis. It is particularly useful for highly concurrent processes
since petri nets can represent concurrency more compactly than automata.
2.4 Model Query Algorithms
The decision whether to use predictive models operationally is often not made by technical staff alone. Typically, at least one manager is involved. Managers often demand to
understand the models at least at a basic level [PF13]. With our model transformation
approaches, different visualizations can be produced that visualize the inner workings of
a PFA. However, depending on the complexity of the event data and the visualization’s
level of detail, a visualization may just be too complex to be understood easily. Particularly because threshold pruning comes along with information loss, users may demand
analysis on a low level of detail. A visual analysis could be tedious in these cases.
The problem of working with large sets of complex business process models is relevant
in the BPM domain, which motivated scholars to develop numerous model-based analysis techniques [Aa13]. In particular, model query techniques allow specifying a pattern
and then decide whether a process model contains this pattern. For instance, a pattern
can be a partial specification of behaviour such as “event B can follow on event A”
[Aa13]. Queries of these kinds applied to our visualizations can be used to verify that a
probabilistic model actually behaves in a way that external domain knowledge suggests.
It allows specifying and testing assumptions about the process.
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Many model query algorithms can be found in the literature, either based on established
theory such as temporal logic and graph theory, or based on custom-made algorithms
(for surveys, see [Aa13], [BDD14], [DRR12], [WJW14]). As our primary objective is to
include a generic query approach that could be applied to any type of model created by a
model transformation approach, we decided to implement a graph-based approach first.
A wide range of graphical visualizations can be interpreted mathematically as graphs,
which consist of nodes and edges between the nodes. Both nodes and edges can be labelled to encode any information required for the matching. Our model query algorithm
is based on an established algorithm for subgraph matching [CFS04], which was evaluated in the BPM domain and recommended as the most efficient algorithm [BDD14].
We call this model query algorithm the subgraph pattern search.

3 Demonstration and Evaluation
3.1 Data
To illustrate how our framework can be used and to evaluate how effective it is for predictive modelling of business processes, we apply it to real-world event data collected at
Volvo IT Belgium [Do13]. The event data describes the incident and problem management processes. As process execution is supported with a dedicated information system,
different status changes for registered incidents and problems are available.
The incident management event log consists of 3777 process instances with a total of
36730 events. Each event belongs to one of 11 types. The types describe the incident’s
status (accepted, queued, or completed) and substatus (awaiting assignment, assigned, in
progress, in call, resolved, closed, wait, wait-user, wait-implementation, wait-vendor, or
wait-customer). Similarly, the problem management event log consists of 744 process
instances with a total of 4045 events. Each event belongs to one of 5 types which describe the status (accepted, queued, or completed) and substatus (awaiting assignment,
assigned, in progress, wait, or closed) of the problem. This event log only contains data
about problems that are already closed. To each process instance in both event logs, we
added one event of a special event type called END to make process completion explicit.
After this modification, the event logs had 40507 events of 12 different types and 4789
events of 6 different types respectively.
3.2 Analysis
To evaluate how effective the EmMapLerner is in building predictive models, we used it
to implement predictors for different prediction problems. The first is predicting the type
of the next event in a running process instance (or predicting that no more events will
follow, i.e., that the process is finished). The second problem is focused on specific types
of events. For each type of event and given a running process instance, the task is to
decide if the next event will be of this type.
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To build a predictor, we used the framework to fit a probabilistic model to both the incident and problem management event logs. We applied the EmMapLearner with the
following parameters. As discussed in section 3.2, the number of states and the degree of
regularization must be determined with grid search. For the number of states, we considered [2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,30,40] as a set of candidate values. To express the
degree of regularization, we make use of the interpretation of the (symmetric) Dirichlet
distributions’ parameters as pseudo-observations. This means that the degree can be
specified relative to the number of events in the event logs [SJ02]. For instance, a degree
of 0.1 can be interpreted as follows. For each of the event log’s events providing evidence that any of the event type or state transition probabilities defined in equations (1)
to (3) should be biased towards specific event types or transitions, 0.1 artificial events
are added which provide evidence that all probabilities are equal.
[0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] is the set of candidate degrees we used. For each combination,
we ran the EM algorithm. It is an iterative algorithm converging to a local optimum. We
stopped iterating once the increase of data’s log-likelihood was less than 0.001. The
local optimum found with EM is not necessarily a global optimum, which is why EM is
usually run many times with different initial values [Mu12]. We repeated EM 5 times
per combination of state number and regularization degree with randomly generated
initial values to reduce the risk of hitting bad local optima.
It is good practice to evaluate predictors on held-out test data not touched when fitting
predictors [Mu12]. Moreover, grid search requires to split the event logs into one part
used for EM and another part used for model selection. Hence, we spitted both event
logs into three parts. 50% were used for EM, 25% to select the best model, and the remaining 25% were held-out test data to evaluate predictive performance. To measure
performance, we generated all possible prefixes of all process instances in the test data.
We recorded the accuracy with which the type of the next event was predicted (#correct
predictions / # of predictions) as well as the sensitivities (true positives) and specitivities
(true negatives) of the predictors deciding whether a given event type will be next. The
results can be found in table 2. Sensitivities and specitivities have been averaged over all
event types to present compact results.
To establish a benchmark for the performance of our approach, we implemented a simple prediction technique based on n-grams. It was also used as a benchmark in the
grammatical inference competition [VEH13]. For each consecutive sequence 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
of 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 evens, the next event’s type is recorded. From the resulting frequency tables, probability distributions 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛+1 |𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ) are built which can be used for prediction. 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 must
be chosen arbitrarily. We considered values from one to five. The results of these
benchmark predictors can also be found in table 2.
The results demonstrate that no predictor can accurately predict what will happen next.
However, this is not surprising since given a running instance, there is likely some degree of uncertainty regarding the type of the next event. However, the predictors are all
much better than a predictor returning random guesses would be. For instance, with 12
(6) different types of events, the expected accuracy of random guessing is 0.083
(0.167). All accuracies of the predictors in table 2 are much higher.
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Table 2: Results of the evaluation of the predictive power. Results of the EmMapLearner and the
best of the predictors based on the last 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 events are boldface.
Process

Incident management

Problem management

Predictor
EmMapLearner
Last1
Last2
Last3
Last4
Last5
EmMapLearner
Last1
Last2
Last3
Last4
Last5

Accuracy
0.714
0.621
0.633
0.635
0.631
0.624
0.686
0.690
0.699
0.686
0.680
0.665

Ø Sensitivity
0.383
0.346
0.368
0.377
0.378
0.375
0.519
0.521
0.564
0.553
0.543
0.530

Ø Specitivity
0.974
0.965
0.966
0.967
0.966
0.966
0.944
0.945
0.948
0.946
0.944
0.942

The EmMapLearner performed better than the best of the benchmark predictors on the
larger and more complex incident management event log. This is true for all three performance measures. However, the situation changes when considering the smaller problem management event log. While the predictor delivered by the EmMapLearner outperforms some of the benchmark predictors, it also is outperformed by others. These results
suggest that building predictors with simple techniques such as using the last 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 events
can be more effective for some datasets than using a more complex technique fitting a
PFA. However, the PFA has its merits when processes are complex and context information not contained in the last 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 events is important.
To demonstrate how model transformation and model query analysis can be applied to
gain insights about a PFA fitted with the EmMapLearner, consider the example in figure
3. On the left, the result of applying threshold pruning to a PFA fitted on the problem
management event log is illustrated. The threshold was set such that only transitions with
more than 15% probability are shown. Transitions are labelled with the corresponding
event types and probabilities.
The visualization allows characterizing the predictive model’s structure. The process
most likely starts with an event of type Accepted(in progress), which can lead to two
different states. In the first, the process either proceeds directly with Completed(closed)
or there is an event of type Accepted(wait) observed before completion. In the second
state, the process proceeds with Queued(awaiting assignment) and then either returns
back into the initial state with the same two event types observed so far or proceeds with
Accepted(in progress), Accepted(assigned), Accepted(in progress), and Competed(closed). This description of the process can now be given to the users of the problem
management system so that they can compare it to their experience with the system. It
allows them to judge the appropriateness of the probabilistic model. It is important to
note though that this visualization represents only the PFA’s most likely transitions.
Clearly, the process may behave differently in rare cases.
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With a model query approach, judging the appropriateness of a probabilistic model could
be done in a different way. It could start with defining patterns such as the two illustrated
on the right of figure 3. The upper pattern shall specify a situation in which there are two
transitions, one labeled Accepted(in progress) and the other labeled Accepted(assigned).
The probabilities do not matter, which is indicated with the symbol *. The dashed line
from the second to the third state shall indicate that any path through the automaton
should be a match in this query. From a system user, it could be known that whenever
Accepted(in progress) is observed, it often happens that Accepted(assigned) will be
observed later. To find out if the probabilistic model reflects this, a visualization could
be queried with this pattern.
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Figure 3: Visualization of a predictive model for the problem management process. Possible patterns for model queries can be found on the right.

Another possible pattern is illustrated on the lower right of figure 3. It matches if there is
a transition labeled Completed(closed), immediately followed by a transition labeled
anything else than END (denoted with the != modifier). It expresses a situation in which
the process does not end after seeing the Completed(closed) event. Again, a model query
algorithm can be used to ensure that there is actually no match for this pattern. It could
be used even with very complex visualizations.
These two example patterns illustrate the limits of the subgraph pattern search algorithm, which is currently the only model query algorithm implemented in our framework. While the second pattern can be applied, the dashed line of the first pattern is a
problem. Subgraph search does not support paths of arbitrary length. Hence, future versions of our framework require more extensive model query support.
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4 Related Work
Predicting the future behaviour of running process instances is a topic in BPM research
that has emerged only recently [APS10]. Thus, only few such approaches can be found
in the literature. A notable example is presented by [ASS11], who use automata constructed with a process discovery technique to predict the time at which running process
instances will be completed. Similar approaches for time prediction have been proposed
as well (e.g., [RW13], [PNC11]). Our approach is different since its goal is to predict the
events that are about to happen, not quantities such as time until completion.
There is also work on providing employees with recommendations. For instance,
[SWD08] use an approach that compares running process instances with a set of (already
finished) similar instances. Given a target to optimize, e.g., the total working time required for a process instance, the approach identifies the best action by predicting the
outcomes of all actions available. Our approach is different since the goal is to predict
what employees are likely to do, not what they should do to optimize a target function.
Similar to our approach is that of [LSD13]. Their goal is also to predict the event that
will happen next, yet they consider different data. Their approach is tailored to caseoriented semi-structured business processes for which a large amount of context data is
available. They characterize the current state of the process as all the data available and
apply decision trees to predict the decisions employees will make. Another similar approach applying decision trees is presented in [Ro06]. Our approach is different since it
assumes the existence of sequential event data.
In [RWA09], a simulation approach is presented which is designed to support operational decision making. By combining available process models from workflow management
systems with operational event data, a simulation model is built and used to predict how
running instances will behave. Our approach is different since it does not assume the
existence of a process model.
Also related to our approach is the work of [Da98]. The author’s goal is not to predict
future events but to discover process models. However, the probabilistic technique they
use is based on the same principles we applied in section 3.2 to construct the benchmark
predictors. Effectively, the model discovery technique developed in [Da98] could be
used to visualize the benchmark predictors in form of automata.

5 Current Status and Future Research
In this paper, we presented a framework designed to support predictive modelling of
business process event data. We integrated techniques from different fields of research,
most importantly grammatical inference, process mining, and conceptual model analysis.
The learning algorithm has been evaluated on real-world event data and was compared
against a suitable benchmark technique identified in the literature. Results indicate that
the approach is effective. How to use the other parts of the framework has been illustrated with an example based on the data used in the evaluation. It uncovered a shortcoming
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of the current model query component. Our framework is free to use and can be downloaded from https://github.com/DominicBreuker/RegPFA. We hope to encourage practitioners to use the approach and scholars to benchmark other approaches against it.
In the future, we plan to extend the framework in several areas. Since the evaluation of
the EmMapLearner revealed that the benchmark predictors perform well and can even
outperform our approach, including the benchmark predictors as learning algorithms is
the next step. In [Da98], it is described how to construct a visualization using this approach, which is why it does not conflict with our requirement of easy visualization.
Furthermore, by applying the model transformation and model query approaches to the
probabilistic model constructed in the experiments, we identified simple patterns that
cannot be used with the model query algorithm that is currently implemented. Hence, a
deeper analysis of the requirements will be conducted in order to prepare for a structured
comparison of the more advanced model query approaches available in the literature.
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Abstract: The execution of business processes generates a lot of data representing
happenings (also called events) that may be utilized for process monitoring and analysis.
This, however, is not supported by typical Business Process Management Systems
(BPMSs). Especially, in manual executing business process environments, i.e., not
driven by a BPMS, the correlation of events to processes for monitoring and analysis is
not trivial. At design-time, Process Event Monitoring Points are used in process models
to specify the locations, where particular events are expected. Therewith, occurring
events can be assigned to a process during run-time. In this paper, we introduce an
extension to BPMN, which implements this connection between process models and
events. We show applicability of this extension by applying it to a logistics scenario
taken from an EU project.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, the availability and creation of process-relevant information in terms of events1
increases substantially, e.g. through the Internet of Things, Big Data as well as new and
faster in-memory and data streaming technologies. Furthermore, sensors such as GPS
receivers, RFID chips, transponders, detectors, cameras, or satellites enable the depiction of
the current status of processes. Although the amount of events would lead to a ﬁne-grained
monitoring, mining, and decision support for business processes, a large number of business
processes controlled by a BPMS operate without them. Especially, monitoring events of
business processes not controlled by a single system and across enterprise boundaries is
valuable for gaining insights about business process execution [Luc02, Luc11], e.g., to
ensure a business process is executed as expected. However, enabling business process
monitoring through events is not trivial [RLM+ 12, HMW13, DGD12].
Central to Business Process Management (BPM) [Wes12] are process models as they
specify business processes and, therefore, capture the operations that need to be carried
out to achieve a business goal. Therewith, process models are used, among others, for
documentation, veriﬁcation, enactment, process monitoring, and process analysis. Thus,
∗ The

research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement 318275 (GET Service).
1 In this paper, we refer to events as real-world happenings (and not as the modeling elements in BPMN).
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the event information of different sensors and produced by novel technologies need to
be aggregated over these process executions to see the overall performance of a deﬁned
business process, e.g., the consumed resources, the time spend for the operations, and the
arisen cost of the business process execution. Especially for process analysis but also for
monitoring, it is valuable to have the process context, i.e., the process model, connected to
the business process execution data – the events.
In [BBH+ 13a], we introduced an approach to allow model-driven business process monitoring by automatically creating Complex Event Processing (CEP) queries from appropriately
annotated process models. In this paper, we present the corresponding extension to the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) metamodel, which formally describes the
association of events to process models for business process monitoring and analysis. Associating event information to business processes is supported by the concept of Process
Event Monitoring Points (PEMPs) [HMW13] that specify where and when which event is
expected during business process execution. We extend BPMN to integrate PEMPs into
process models veriﬁed by a prototypical implementation of the connection of PEMPs and
process models.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates and demonstrates
our BPMN extensions with a scenario from the logistics domain. We elaborate on event
modeling in business process models in general in Section 3, before we present the BPMN
extension with process event monitoring points to establish process monitoring and analysis
in Section 4. Afterwards, an application and implementation of the BPMN extension is
shown in Section 5. In Section 6, major related literature is discussed before we conclude
this paper in Section 7.

2 Motivating Scenario
Especially for logistics, monitoring (resp. tracking and tracing) the complete logistics
process from client to customer is essential to locate the shipment, reveal the progress
in delivery, and to inform other stakeholders as well as the customer about arrivals and
departures. Furthermore, monitoring a logistics process allows to replan and avoid penalties
in case of deviations. However, the ongoing globalization including an internationalization
of production and distribution [SP09] leads to more and more complex logistics processes
that get harder to monitor because of the increasing amount of transportations and transshipments between countries, as well as the increasing amount of often distributed and loosely
coupled systems to support these. Below, the example of a container pick-up handling is
used to describe our approach as well as show the necessity of a BPMN extension enabling
the connection of processes and event information.
Figure 1 shows a business process model for the container pick-up handling at a terminal
modeled in BPMN. After receiving the container location, a driver needs to drive the
corresponding truck to the pick-up location (activity Drive to container location).
Afterwards, a container is assigned to the driver, which then needs to be checked for
appropriateness (sufﬁcient capacity, special capabilities as cooling support if required) and
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Figure 1: Business process model of a container pick-up process modeled in BPMN with a connection
to event information via PEMPs associated with state transitions ((e)nable, (b)egin, (t)erminate, and
(ex)ecute) occurring during node execution (see Section 3 for terminology).

mint condition (including tidiness and integrity). While the appropriateness checks are
rather guaranteed due to the booking in advance of containers, the mint condition checks
are critical and fail sometimes. If any of the checks fails, the activity Check container
gets canceled and the corresponding intermediate event Container rejected is raised. This
triggers another container assignment to the driver followed by another check. If all checks
succeed, the driver mounts the container to the truck and departs from the pick-up location.
An unobstructed process of the container handling is very important for the logistics
company, as this is one of their core business processes. Any delays while picking up the
container will affect schedules, contracts with customers, and partners as well as resources,
i.e., drivers and truck availability. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor and analyze the
process as detailed as possible. This allows for the measurement of activity execution times,
delays, and resource consumption for instance. Establishing basic monitoring capabilities
is possible in BPMN, however, the deﬁnition of process monitoring and analysis in a
ﬁne-grained and by the industry required manner is not possible. Establishing valuable
process monitoring and analysis requires the capturing of events at certain locations within
a process and the correlation of them to the process context speciﬁed by process models.
In this paper, we present a BPMN extension that implements the framework proposed by
Herzberg et al. [HMW13] connecting event and process information via PEMPs associated
to transitions describing state changes of nodes occurring during execution of a node.
For the example, we stick to simpliﬁed node life cycles. An activity may be in states
enabled, running, or terminated with the corresponding transitions (e)nable, (b)egin, and
(t)erminate while for gateways and BPMN events only transitions (e)nable and (ex)ecute
may be triggered; for details about terminology, see Section 3. Potentially, each of these
transitions may be connected to a PEMP [HKRS12] used for process observation. However,
this does not mean that each transition is observable and therefore monitored during process
execution.
In practice, the start of the process may be observed, i.e., the receipt of the location details
can be tracked. Therefore, an event called ’Container location received’ is associated to the
transition (e)nable of the start event in the process model in Figure 1. For activity Drive
to container location, the model associates Global Positioning System (GPS) coor-
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dinates aggregated to identify when the truck arrived at its destination, i.e., modelling when
an activity termination will take place. In contrast, we model activity Check container
as not observable, because it is a manual task without any IT system interaction. Likewise,
the intermediate conditional event cannot be captured, because it represents a manual
interaction between the driver and the pick-up location worker. However, indirectly, the
happening of both may be derived whenever another container is requested. Altogether, at
design-time, we model six different events as observable and correlate them to the correct
locations in the process model and utilize this information for subsequent process analysis
during process execution. If the PEMPs would have not been speciﬁed, events still occur,
but correlation to the process (model) becomes a time-consuming and probably manual
task depending on the information existent within the events.

3 Modeling Events in Business Processes Models
In this section, we formally introduce the concepts for Complex Event Processing (CEP)
in the context of BPM and correlate both worlds. Figure 2 provides an overview about all
concepts and their relations. The Process Event Monitoring Point (PEMP) is the connection
between process models and events by relating events to transitions of the node life cycle
deﬁned for each node of a process model. The structure of a process model aligns with
Deﬁnition 4 discussed below.
An event is a real-world happening occurring in a particular point in time at a certain place
in a certain context [Luc02]. Processing an event requires to ﬁrst store it in an information
system. Thereby, the event gets transformed into an event object which structure is deﬁned
by its corresponding event object type . In accordance with [BBH+ 13a] and [HMW13], we
deﬁne both concepts in the context of BPM as follows.
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Figure 2: Model of relations for process models and events.
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Deﬁnition 1 (Event object type) An event object type ET = (name, cd) refers to a
unique name indicating the object type identiﬁer and has a content description cd that
speciﬁes the structure of a particular event being of this event type.
+
Deﬁnition 2 (Event object) An event object E = (ET , id, P, timestamp, C) refers to an
event object type ET , has a unique identiﬁer id, refers to a set P of process instances being
affected by the event object, has a timestamp indicating the occurrence time, and contains
an additional event content C.
+
Deﬁnition 3 (Event content and event content description) A content description cd =
{(attributename, datatype)} of an event object type ET is a collection of key-value-pairs
specifying the available attributes by name attributename and by the data type datatype in
which the corresponding attribute may be given. The datatype may be a complex, i.e., allowing hierarchical structures of attributes. For example, the coordinate which is identiﬁed by
its latitude and longitude. Consequently, the event content C = {(attributename, value)}
of an event object E is also a collection of key-value-pairs containing the speciﬁc values for
the attributename that references the attribute speciﬁed in the corresponding event object
type.
+
Event objects exist on different levels depending on the information provided as described
in [HMW13]. We refer to an event object containing at least one reference to a process
instance as process event; the corresponding structure deﬁnition is named process event
type. The execution of business processes is described by process instances which follow
instructions speciﬁed in process models. As indicated above, events affect the execution
of business processes in multiple ways. They may, for instance, trigger the execution of
speciﬁc activities or indicate a speciﬁc state of the business process meaning that some
activity has been successfully or unsuccessfully executed.
Deﬁnition 4 (Process model) A process model M = (N, F, ψ) consists of a ﬁnite nonempty set N ⊆ A ∪ E ∪ G of nodes being activities A, event models E, and gateways G.
F ⊆ N × N represents the control ﬂow relation over nodes. Function ψ : G → {xor, and}
assigns a type to each gateway.
+
During process execution, each node follows its own node life cycle that speciﬁes the states
the node may be in and the transitions between pairs of states. The control ﬂow relation and
these node states inﬂuence each other such that the control ﬂow triggers state transitions
and some state transitions trigger the control ﬂow. In the context of this paper, the life
cycle LA for activities consisting of states initialized, ready, running, terminated, disrupted,
and skipped as well as the initial state visualized by a blank circle. These node states are
connected by transitions initialize, enable, begin, terminate, disrupt, skip, and (ex)ecute.
For events and gateways, we utilize a subset of these states removing states running and
disrupted and the transitions leading to them. Upon process instantiation, i.e., start of the
process instance, all nodes transition into state initialized. If the control ﬂow reaches a
node, it transitions into state ready. Completing the execution of a node (reaching the
state disrupted, terminated, or skipped) triggers the control ﬂow. Formally, we deﬁne the
underlying state transition net as follows.
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Deﬁnition 5 (Node life cycle) A node life cycle L = (S, T, ϕ) consists of a ﬁnite nonempty set S of node states and a ﬁnite set T ⊆ S × S of node state transitions. Let L be the
set of all node life cycles deﬁned for the nodes N of process model M . Then, there exists a
function ϕ : N → L assigning a node life cycle to each node n ∈ N of M .
+
Process monitoring deals with capturing events based on node execution. We deﬁne process
event monitoring points (PEMPs) [HKRS12] to specify on model level where we expect
events to occur. Assigning PEMPs on node level is possible but results in issues identifying
whether the start, end, or some other happening during node execution shall be captured.
Assume, there exist waiting times between the enablement and the start of an activity.
Then, the enablement of the activity does not indicate the immediate start (state running).
Capturing the time passed between activity enablement and activity begin is only possible,
if both state transitions are captured. Therefore, we assign each PEMP to one speciﬁc state
transition in the life cycle of the corresponding node. We distinguish node state transitions
into the ones observable by occurring events and the ones requiring the context of the
process instance to deduce their triggering. For a given node of a process model, each
state transition belongs to either group. As utilizing PEMPs for process monitoring is
independent from the process instance execution, a PEMP can only be attached to directly
observable node state transitions. A PEMP is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 6 (Process event monitoring point) Let M be a process model, L a node life
cycle, and OL ⊆ TL the set of state transitions not requiring process instance information.
Then, a process event monitoring point is a tuple P EM P = (M, n, t, et), where M is the
process model it is contained in, n ∈ N is the node of the process model it is created for,
t ∈ OL is a state transition within the node life cycle L it is created for, and et ∈ ET is an
event object type specifying the event object to be recognized.
+
Recapitulating the concepts introduced in this section, there exist two direct connections
between CEP and BPM. At design-time, PEMPs specify where in the process model which
event is supposed to happen by linking a node state transition and a process event type. At
run-time, each event object is or can get related to a set of process instances by utilizing the
framework described in [HMW13].

4 Extending BPMN with Process Event Monitoring Points
Typically, business process execution is monitored by BPMSs on the basis of a process
model. In distributed environments, however, parts of this execution can only be monitored
via CEP techniques. To combine BPM and CEP, process models must include the node life
cycles and the deﬁnition of PEMPs (see Section 3).
A widely accepted standard for process modeling is BPMN. Although it does not provide native language elements to model node life cycles and PEMPs (see Deﬁnitions 5
and 6), it beneﬁts from its organizational maintenance through the Object Management
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Group (OMG), builds upon the standardized metamodel Meta Object Facility (MOF)2 , and
provides its own extension mechanism [OMG11]. Thus, using metamodel extensions, we
are able to transform process models to platform-speciﬁc models and code.
In this paper, we provide a BPMN extension deﬁnition for modeling the life cycle and
PEMPs as deﬁned in Section 3 for each node in a BPMN model. This extension can, for
example, be used to transform a process model to CEP-speciﬁc code for event detection
and, thus, enable the monitoring of events in distributed systems that are associated with a
single business process (cf. [BBH+ 13a]).
In particular, we extend the BPMN metamodel based on MOF to deﬁne new domain-speciﬁc
language concepts used to serialize BPMN models in the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
speciﬁcation without contradicting the semantics of any BPMN element. This BPMN
metamodel extension implements node life cycles and PEMPs in BPMN models. Figure 3
illustrates our extension (shown in white) to the existing BPMN metamodel elements
(shown in gray). We associate a life cycle with a FlowNode of the BPMN speciﬁcation.
This life cycle includes states and transitions that can be associated with a PEMP that is
deﬁned by an event object type (see Section 3).
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Figure 3: BPMN metamodel extension for including PEMPs and life cycles in BPMN models.

Complementary, in a BPMN speciﬁcation, new attributes and elements have to be speciﬁed
in an ExtensionDeﬁnition that can be bound to a model deﬁnition by an Extension to
any BaseElement (see [OMG11]). As this paper concentrates on the general concept of
automating the derivation of CEP queries from business models, we use BPMN and its
own eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format for demonstration purposes. This is also
because the transformation from BPMN’s own extension mechanism to a direct extension
of the BPMN metamodel and MOF’s own interchange format called XMI can be found
in [SCV11b].
For the representation of BPMN models, BPMN deﬁnes a set of XML Schema documents
specifying the interchange format for BPMN models. Thus, to model and exchange BPMN
models that include nodes’ state transitions and PEMPs, we derive an own XML Schema
for our extension (see Listing 1). In particular, we developed a BPMN+X model [SCV11b]
to specify our extension as shown in Figure 4. It allows the attachment of a transition
element to a FlowNode. This transition element references a PEMP and deﬁnes its type by
enumeration (see Figure 5). In this way, any state transition of an activity, gateway, or event
2 http://www.omg.org/mof/
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<<BPMNElement>>
tBaseElement

<<BPMNElement>>
tFlowNode

<<ExtensionRelationship>>

<<ExtensionElement>>
Transition
-pemp : string
-type : TransitionType

0..*

1
-transition

<<enumeration, ExtensionEnum>>
TransitionType
-terminate
-begin
-initialize
-enable
-skip
-execute
-disrupt

<<ExtensionDefinition>>
NodeLifeCycle

Figure 4: BPMN+X model for including PEMPs and life cycles in BPMN models.

models including a PEMP that references an event type can be represented in a BPMN
model.
Applying the approach described in [SCV11b] to our model shown in Figure 4 generates
the XML Schema that is conform with BPMN’s extension deﬁnition shown in Listing 1.
The node life cycle is an ExtensionDeﬁnition introduced as <xsd:group> element that
includes a transition (ExtensionAttributeDeﬁnition) as <xsd:element> (Listing 1 Lines
6-10). The type of a transition is externally deﬁned by an <xsd:complexType> element
(Listing 1 Lines 12-15). Finally, we added the literals for node’s transitions as enumeration
(Listing 1 Lines 16-21) that can be made available for the type attribute deﬁnition in the
transition itself. Although possible, we did not explicitly specify the event types that can be
bound to a transition as we assume those are deﬁned differently in each CEP environment.
However, we allow referencing the event type via its identiﬁer (e.g., its name) for a binding
of event types in CEP implementation (see Section 5).
Listing 1: XML Schema for the deﬁnition of PEMPs and life cycles in BPMN models.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema
xmlns:cep="http://www.extensions.bpmn/cep/deriviation"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.extensions.bpmn/cep/deriviation">
<xsd:group name="NodeLifeCycle">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref="transition" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:group>
<xsd:element name="transition" type="tTransition"/>
<xsd:complexType name="tTransition">
<xsd:attribute name="pemp" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="type" type="TransitionType" use="required"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType name="TransitionType">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="initialize"/>
...
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>

Finally, using our XML schema deﬁnition we can deﬁne BPMN-conform models in XML
format. The transitions, we deﬁned above via our schema, are added as elements in a
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BPMN-element through its <extensionElements>. For instance, Listing 2 shows an
example of a BPMN task and its two transitions begin and terminate for which the PEMP requires events from the event types ContainerDocsReceived and ContainerReceived
respectively to monitor the state transitions of this task. These event types must be available
in the CEP system of usage. An example derivation of a query is shown in the next section.
Listing 2: Deﬁnition of a PEMP for a BPMN activity with XML.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
xmlns:cep="http://www.extensions.bpmn/cep/deriviation"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.extensions.bpmn/cep/deriviation CEPDerivation.
xsd"
targetNamespace="">
<import importType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" location="CEPDerivation.
xsd"
namespace="http://www.extensions.bpmn/cep/deriviation" />
<extension mustUnderstand="true" definition="cep:NodeLifeCycle" />
<process id="Process_1">
<task id="Task_2" name="Get assigned container">
<extensionElements>
<cep:transition pemp="ContainerDocsReceived" type="begin" />
<cep:transition pemp="ContainerReceived" type="terminate" />
</extensionElements>
...
</task>
...
</definitions>

5 Experimental Evaluation
While the scenario in Section 2 introduced the beneﬁts of the modeling extension at design
time, this section discusses how we use the extension during process execution of the
scenario for monitoring the current progress of its process instances. In particular, we
implemented a service that is able to import the BPMN models speciﬁed in Section 4. The
service decomposes the BPMN models and generates interleaving CEP queries with which
we are able to monitor business process executions. Furthermore, this service may be
used to detect execution violations related to a process model speciﬁcation. This service
is directly implemented in the Event Processing Platform (EPP) [HMW13, BBH+ 13b]3 .
In general, the EPP provides services to capture real-world events from different sources,
to process these events, e.g., by aggregation or transformation, to correlate the events
to its corresponding business process, and to provide and to manage these events for
event consumers, e.g., business process monitoring applications. Especially for the event
correlation to the right business process and the distribution of the events to the responsible
3 The whole project is currently under development. Downloads, tutorials, and further information of the stable
version can be found at: http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Public/EPP. To see the preliminary
application of this paper, we refer the interested reader to our screencast available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=doAFKwIEp6w, starting from minute 7:37.
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Figure 5: EPP implementation showing the manipulation opportunities of PEMPs in a BPMN process.

party of this business process, the platform not only stores event object types but also
business process models and event queries.
A series of actions is necessary to use our extension for event processing and business
process monitoring in the EPP. First, the user has to deﬁne the available event object
types by name and its content description (see Deﬁnition 1). These event object types are
determined by the real-world event sources that the EPP is connected to. The EPP is able
to upload event object type descriptions deﬁned as XML Schema. Second, event types
must be correlated to group event objects to process instances. This is usually done by
using one or more attributes deﬁned in the content description of an event object type. In
the introduced example in Section 2, this grouping to process instances could be based
on the driver’s identiﬁcation and the truck she drives. It is also possible to deﬁne such
a group based on the booking number of the transportation order that each event object
references. Subsequently, the BPMN model must be created. In this BPMN model, each
BPMN element that we want to monitor should include the deﬁnition of its state transitions
including the event object types referenced in its PEMP as speciﬁed in Section 4.
The EPP enables the import of business process models speciﬁed in the BPMN-conform
XML format including PEMPs. Furthermore, the user gets the possibility to change the
association of event types to state transitions of each imported BPMN model directly in
the user interface of the EPP as shown in Figure 5. Thus, we are able to upload arbitrary
BPMN-speciﬁc models and even associate event objects types that are stored in the EPP
to PEMPs in a speciﬁc BPMN model. Next, the uploaded models can be used to derive
CEP queries. Queries in the EPP are implemented using the Event Pattern Language (EPL)
provided by Esper [BV07]. The EPP registers each CEP query in Esper via listeners. These
listeners get informed if the query matches observed events with the speciﬁed conditions
deﬁned by the query. For instance, Listing 3 shows an example query in Esper query
language for our scenario process model in Section 2; in total, four queries could be derived.
As not every activity is observable, the derived queries are restricted to those events that are
observable. Listing 3 shows the St1 query that monitors the sequence of two monitoring
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Figure 6: EPP implementation showing the monitoring of process instances.

points with the event types of the Get assigned container activity.
While the deﬁnition of the sequential ordering of the events for this query is enclosed in
PATTERN[...] in the FROM-clause, the WHERE clause checks whether the events from
both event types have occurred in the same process instance. In particular, this query is activated for each ContainerDocsReceived event object imported in the EPP that is followed by
a ContainerReceived event object belonging to the same process instance. Similar queries
are generated for all other PEMPs of the example (cf. [BBH+ 13a]). Altogether, we are now
able to monitor all instances of the process and their status as shown in Figure 6.
Listing 3: Example of a monitoring query using Esper.
St1:
SELECT ∗
FROM PATTERN [ ( ( EVERY S0= C o n t a i n e r D o c s R e c e i v e d −> EVERY S1= C o n t a i n e r R e c e i v e d ) ]
WHERE S e t U t i l s . i s I n t e r s e c t i o n N o t E m p t y ( {S0 . P r o c e s s I n s t a n c e s , S1 . P r o c e s s I n s t a n c e s } )

6 Related Work
With the proposed BPMN extension, the basis for high quality process monitoring and
analysis is established. Besides process monitoring and analysis, prediction, control, and
optimization are further major disciplines of Business Process Intelligence (BPI) [MR06,
GCC+ 04]. [MR06] describes a reference architecture for BPI containing an integration, a
functional, and a visualization layer. However, business process models are not integrated
into that architecture. We argue that correlating events and the process monitoring and
analysis results need to be done in the context of the process, which is described with process
models. Process mining [vdA12] discovers this in the same direction by proﬁling process
models from event logs using process discovery techniques [vdAea12] and enriching that
models by execution information. Process Mining is utilizing information that is available
in a well-deﬁned event log, while our BPMN extension allows the deﬁnition of PEMPs that
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describe which event respectively information is required at which point in the process for
process monitoring and analysis purposes.
Another area of BPI focuses on Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). [DWC11] presents
an overview of BAM and gives a four class-categorization of BAM systems: pure BAM,
discovery-oriented BAM, simulation-oriented BAM, and reporting-oriented BAM. All of
these classes beneﬁt from the BPMN extension as the resulting process events will have
high information content and BAM techniques and methods can be applied to these process
events to provide valuable monitoring results.
Del-Rı́o-Ortega et al. [dRORRC10] present the concept of Process Performance Indicators
(PPI), the process related form of key performance indicators, to enable process evaluation.
They propose a metamodel called PPINOT that supports the graphical notation of PPIs with
process models, e.g., modeled with BPMN [dRORCRC13].
Furthermore, we focused on the automation of BPI with the help of CEP. [BPG12] introduces techniques to automatically generate Esper queries by taking a choreography
model as a formalization of the process. In [WZM+ 11], BPMN models are taken as a
basis to create EPL statements to monitor process violations but not to monitor the process
execution in general as it is our goal. Barros et al. [BDG07] present a set of patterns
describing relations and dependencies of events in business processes that have to be captured in process models to observe the overall process context. Their assessment of the
modeling languages BPMN and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) resulted in
their language proposal called Business Event Modeling Notation (BEMN) [DGB07], a
graphical language for modeling composite events in business processes. BEMN allows to
deﬁne event rules, e.g., speciﬁc combinations of events, that are to be used in stand-alone
diagrams or as integration into BPMN. In the CEP context, Rozsnyai et al. [RLM+ 12]
introduce an approach to monitor the execution of semi-structured processes. Our extension
of the metamodel complements these approaches by providing an interchange format that
may be used by various systems to combine BPM and CEP.
Several approaches have extended BPMN to represent their domain speciﬁc requirements [RFMP07, ZSL11, SCV11a]. For example, Rodrı́guez et al. [RFMP07] present
a metamodel extension of the diagram speciﬁcation of BPMN 1.0 in order to model security
requirements, while Stroppi et al. [SCV11a] specify resources in business processes using
BPMN’s own extension mechanisms. In addition, Stroppi et al. [SCV11b] presented a
generic approach to transform metamodel extensions into BPMN’s own interchange format.
Furthermore, Zor, Schumm, and Leymann [ZSL11] graphically extend BPMN models
for the manufacturing domain. Complementary, our approach used the tools presented
in [SCV11b] and extended the BPMN metamodel to consider CEP concepts.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a BPMN extension to facilitate the concept of Process Event
Monitoring Points (PEMPs) within process models. PEMPs are utilized to specify at which
place in the process model a speciﬁc event is expected. Applying this concept, process
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monitoring and analysis based on events occurring during business process execution is
enabled. This is important, especially in manual executing business process environments,
as the event information is usually not directly correlated to the business process execution.
In essence, we used PEMPs to relate the domains of BPM and CEP. Based on the proposed
BPMN extension, we modeled and implemented a scenario taken from the logistics domain
and have shown the applicability and value of the approach.
In future work, we will investigate how PEMPs can be graphically represented in BPMN
models and how this can be supported with appropriate implementations. Furthermore,
we will apply the BPMN extension to process monitoring and analysis tasks in different
domains, e.g., to measure run-time or process cost analysis. Further, we will adapt the
approach to analyse process event occurrences.
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Abstract: Enterprises want to improve the lifecycle support for their businesses processes by modeling, enacting and monitoring them based on process management systems (PrMS). Since business processes tend to change over time, process evolution
support is needed. While process evolution is well understood in traditional activitycentric PrMS, it has been neglected in object-aware PrMS so far. Due to the tight integration of processes and data, in particular, changes of the data and process schemes
must be handled in an integrated way; i.e., the evolution of the data schema might
affect the process schema and vice versa. This paper presents our overall vision on
the controlled evolution of object-aware processes. Further, it discusses fundamental
requirements for enabling the evolution of object-aware process schemas in PHILharmonicFlows, a framework targeting at comprehensive support of object-aware processes.

1 Introduction
Aiming at improved process lifecycle support, a decade ago, many researchers started
working on process schema evolution. In general, business processes may evolve for several reasons; e.g, due to changes in the business, technological environment, or legal context [RW12]. Consequently, business process changes need to be rapidly mapped to the
process-aware information system (PAIS) implementing these processes.
Activity-centric process management systems (PrMS) like YAWL [vdAtH05] and ADEPT
[RD98, RRD04, RW12] already provide comprehensive process lifecycle support, including the controlled evolution of business processes. Regarding object-aware processes
[Kün13], however, this does not apply yet. Due to the tighter integration of process and
data, changes of the data and process schemes must be handled in an integrated way. In
other words, changing the data schema may affect the schema of an object-aware process
and vice versa. Note that respective dependencies might become complex when taking
different levels of process granularity as well as authorization constraints into account as
well.
The example below is based on a real educational scenario. It comprises a process for
managing extension course projects. Extension courses target at professionals that want to
refresh and update their knowledge in a certain area. In order to propose a new extension
course, the course coordinator must create a corresponding project description. The latter
must then be approved by the faculty coordinator and the extension course committee.
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Example 1 (Object-aware Process: Extension course proposal). The course
coordinator creates an extension course project using a form. In this context, he
must provide details about the course, like name, start date and description. Following this, professors may start creating the lectures of the extension course. In
turn, each lecture comprises study plan items, which describe the topics to be covered by the lecture. After creating the lectures, the coordinator may request an approval
of the extension course project. First, an approval must be provided by the faculty
director. If he wants to reject the proposal, the extension course must not take place.
Otherwise, the project is sent to the extension course committee, which will evaluate it. If there are more rejections than approvals, the extension course project is
rejected. Otherwise, it is approved and hence may take place in future.
The process from Example 1 can be characterized by its need for object-awareness; i.e.,
business processes and business objects must not be treated independently from each other.
In general, object-aware processes show three major characteristics. First, they are based
on two levels of granularity. On the one hand, the behavior of individual object instances
needs to be considered during process execution; on the other, the interactions among
different object instances must be taken into account. Second, process execution is datadriven; i.e., the progress of a process depends on available object instances as well as
the values of their attributes. Third, ﬂexible activity execution is crucial. In particular,
activities need not always coincide with process steps.
The PHILharmonicFlows framework we are developing targets at a comprehensive support
of object-aware processes [KR09b, KR09a, KR11, Kün13]. It comprises modules for the
modeling, execution and monitoring of object-aware processes. In this framework, object
behavior is captured through micro processes. In turn, object interactions are captured by a
macro process. Furthermore, data is modeled separately from micro and macro processes.
Note that each of these models comprises different components. For example, a data model
comprises object types as well as their attributes and relations to other object types.
Schema evolution has neither been considered by PHILharmonicFlows nor other frameworks for artifact-based or object-aware processes yet. As a major challenge, one must
cope with the complex interdependencies that exist between the models and components
(e.g., data model, object types, attributes, or micro process types) of the framework;
i.e., changing one component (e.g., deleting an object attribute) may require concomitant
changes of other components (e.g., changing the behavior of the object type). Moreover,
changes must be handled at both the static and dynamic (i.e., instance) level. Changing an
object-aware process without any user assistance will be error-prone and time-consuming.
Therefore, user interactions should be properly supported in order to guide the modeler
when changing an object-aware process. In particular, any guidance must hide complexity
from users, taking correctness constraints and component dependencies into account.
This paper presents requirements necessary to enable schema evolution for object-aware
processes. To illustrate how these requirements were derived, we sketch our vision on
how the user should interact with the PHILharmonicFlows tool when changing an objectaware process. Sect. 2 provides an overview of the PHILharmonicFlows framework. Sect.
3 presents research questions to emphasize the scope of our work. In Sect. 4, we introduce
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our vision on how the user (i.e., modeler) should be supported when evolving object-aware
processes. Sect. 5 presents major requirements emerging in this context. Sect. 6 discusses
the related work and Sect. 7 gives a summary and outlook.

2

The PHILharmonicFlows Framework

The PHILharmonicFlows framework enforces a modeling methodology governing the
object-centric speciﬁcation of business processes based on a well-deﬁned formal semantics
[KR11, Kün13]. In general, an object-aware process schema comprises the following subschemas: data model (cf. Fig. 1a), micro process types (cf. Fig. 1b), macro process types
(cf. Fig. 1d), and authorization settings (cf. Fig. 1c). In turn, each sub-schema comprises
a set of components (e.g., a data model comprises object types, object type attributes and
relations to other object types), which may be related to components of other sub-schemas
(e.g., a micro step type depends on an attribute of an object type). When changing components, hence, concomitant changes of dependent components become necessary as well.
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Macro Process
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Figure 1: The PHILharmonicFlows framework

As a fundamental prerequisite, object types and their relations need to be captured in a data
model (cf. Fig. 1a). Furthermore, for each object type, a corresponding micro process type
needs to be speciﬁed (cf. Fig. 1b). The latter deﬁnes the behavior of related object instances, and consists of a set of micro steps as well as the transitions between them. In
turn, each micro step is associated with an object type attribute. Further, micro steps are
grouped in object states. At run-time, for each object instance, a corresponding micro
process instance is created. A micro process instance being in a particular state may only
proceed if speciﬁc values are assigned to the object instance attributes associated with this
state; i.e., data-driven process execution is enabled. In addition, optional data access is accomplished asynchronously to micro process execution based on the permissions granted
for reading or writing object attributes. In this context, access rights for an object instance
depend on the progress of the corresponding micro process instance as well. Altogether,
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the framework maintains an authorization table assigning data permissions to user roles
which may also depend on the respective state of the micro process type (cf. Fig. 1c).
a (Simplified) Data model
Object type

Attributes

Extension Course
Project
name: string
start_date: date
credits: integer
description: string
decision_faculty: string
faculty: string
reason_rejection: string
date_rejection: date
date_approval: date
1..n

Lecture
1..10
Study Plan Item

1..n

b Micro process type Extension
Course Project
name

under creation
start_
faculty
date

under approval faculty
decision_faculty
APPROVED
REJECTED

User role

Course coordinator
description

Micro step type

under approval
committee

State type
approved

date_approval
reason_rejection
date_rejection

rejected

Decision
Commitee
Faculty director

Micro transition type

Figure 2: Data model and micro process type modeled with PHILharmonicFlows

Taking the relations between the object instances of the overall data structure (i.e., the
instance of a data model) into account, the corresponding micro process instances form a
complex process structure; i.e., their execution needs to be coordinated according to the
given data structure. In PHILharmonicFlows, this is accomplished by means of macro
processes. A macro process type consists of macro steps linked by macro transitions (cf.
Fig. 1d). Opposed to micro steps, which refer to single attributes of a particular object
type, a macro step refers to a particular state of an object type. In addition, for each macro
transition, a coordination component must be speciﬁed (cf. Fig. 1e). The latter hides the
complexity of large process structures from modelers as well as end-users. More precisely,
such a coordination component coordinates the interactions among the object instances of
the same type as well as different types. Opposed to existing approaches, the semantic
relations between the object instances and their cardinalities are also taken into account.
Figs. 2 and 3 show how Example 1 can be modeled based on PHILharmonicFlows. Micro
process type Extension course project is derived from the object type having same
name (cf. Figs. 2a+b). In this micro process type, the course coordinator must write
attributes name, start date, faculty, and description. Note that this conﬁguration needs
to be reﬂected in the authorization settings (cf. Fig. 3a). Furthermore, attribute credits
may be optionally written. In turn, a macro process type (cf. Fig. 3b) is composed of
macro step types. The latter reference state types from the micro process types. For
example, macro step type Extension Course Project - under creation refers to state
type under creation of micro process type Extension Course Project (cf. Fig. 2b).

3 Research Questions
To emphasize the scope of our problem, we consider the following research questions:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): How to change an object-aware process schema without
violating correctness neither of the modiﬁed component itself nor any dependent compo-
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Figure 3: Authorization settings and macro process type modeled with PHILharmonicFlows

nents?
Research Question 2 (RQ2): How to handle active instances (i.e., object and micro process instances) when evolving the object-aware process schema?
Research Question 3 (RQ3): How to assist users in evolving an object-aware process
schema?
RQ1 refers to changes at the static level. It deals with structural changes of an object-aware
process schema; i.e., its sub-schemas and their components. In turn, RQ2 addresses issues
related to dynamic changes; i.e., managing different schema versions and adopting the best
policy to migrate active instances to the new schema version. Finally, RQ3 deals with user
issues, such as providing user guidance while hiding the complexity of schema changes
from them. These research questions guide our vision discussed in Sect. 4. Further, they
serve as starting point for eliciting requirements related to the evolution of object-aware
processes.

4 Overall Vision
To illustrate the scope of our research, we deﬁne a number of scenarios (i.e., user stories)
dealing with schema changes of our sample process. While some scenarios are rather
simple, not requiring any concomitant change, others are more complex involving several
schemas of the object-aware process. Thereby, a major challenge concerns user interaction
as changing an object-aware process schema constitutes an error-prone and complex task.
Hence, user guidance is required to assist users when changing the schema of an objectaware process, e.g., by indicating the components affected by an intended change. For
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credits
4

illustration purpose, we provide a mockup showing how to guide a user in the context of a
concrete change scenario.
Change scenario (SC): The extension course project needs not be approved by the
anymore, and the overall schema shall be adapted accordingly.

faculty director

Since for an extension course project the approval of the faculty director is no longer
needed, the user wants to delete the attributes referring to it (e.g., decision faculty,
reason rejection, date rejection, and date approval); i.e., he wants to change the data
model. In turn, this requires concomitant schema adaptations. First of all, the user should
be notiﬁed about the effects of the change; i.e., a change impact analysis is required. Based
on such an analysis, it can be visualized which sub-schemas and components are affected
by the change and how they are related. Regarding our mockup (cf. Fig. 4a), the objectaware process schema is divided into four levels corresponding to the sub-schemas data
model, micro process types, authorization settings, and macro process type. The dotted
arrows represent potential effects caused by the change. In the given scenario, changing
object type Extension Course Project affects the corresponding micro process type as
well as the authorization settings. Changing the micro process type Extension Course
Project, in turn, may further affect the macro process type.
Being aware of the possible effects of the intended change, the user may then be guided
in performing required concomitant changes (cf. Fig. 4b). According to PHILharmonicFlows (cf. Sect. 2), micro steps of a particular micro process are directly related to the
attributes of the corresponding object type. Therefore, when an attribute is deleted, the
corresponding micro step type needs to be deleted as well. In Fig. 4c, in turn, the deletion
of the respective micro step types will result in an “empty” state type. According to the
correctness constraints of the framework, this is not possible, and would leave the micro
process type in an inconsistent state. Therefore, the user should be notiﬁed about this
problem and guided in resolving it. In Fig. 4d, the user decides to delete the entire state
type, which, in turn, causes another inconsistency in the macro process type. Again, the
user should be notiﬁed about this, enabling him to redeﬁne the macro transition types that
link the respective macro step type. In general, every time the user changes a component,
respective correctness checks should be performed automatically in order to be able to
guide the user in resolving potential inconsistencies.
Since changes of one component might trigger changes of others, the user will not always be aware of the number of components actually changed. Hence, after guiding him
through required adaptations of the object-aware process, an overview of all components
to be changed should be provided; e.g., such overview could present information about
the components to be changed as well as quantitative metrics (e.g., number of components
and models to be changed) (cf. Fig. 4e). Finally, the user should explicitly commit the
changes, resulting in a new version of the object-aware process schema.
In addition to structural adaptations and structural consistency, active instances must be
taken into account; i.e., it should be possible to adapt the running instances according
to the changed object-aware process schema. Fig. 4f presents the active instances that
may be migrated to the new schema version without causing any run-time error. To foster
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visualization, instances are grouped according to the underlying object type; i.e., each
instance group refers to one particular object type. In our example, the instances refer to
an extension course project. Then, the user may choose which group of instances he
wants to migrate. Further, he may retrieve more detailed information about the respective
instances (cf. Fig. 4g). Finally, like in the context of model changes, the user will get an
overview of the instances to be migrated.

5

Requirements

Based on our research questions, the sketched vision, and an extensive literature study, we
derived major requirements. The requirements of Sect. 5.1 are related to RQ1, while the
ones of Sect. 5.2 are related to RQ2. Finally, the requirements of Sect. 5.3 are related to
user guidance issues (i.e., RQ3).
5.1 Structural Changes at the Static Level
Requirement 1 (Change primitives). To accomplish structural adaptations of an objectaware process schema, change primitives are required to directly operate on single schema
elements. In our context, such primitives denote atomic operations like add attribute
type, delete micro step type, and add state type. In general, the set of available
change primitives should be complete and minimal [CCPP98, RD98, RW12]. Completeness means that the available set of change primitives shall allow transforming any objectaware process schema S into any other object-aware process schema S’. In addition, the
core set of provided change primitives should be minimal; i.e., it should not contain any
primitive that can be simulated through the combination of other primitives. Finally,
for each change primitive, a precise deﬁnition of parameters, pre-conditions, and postconditions (i.e., effects) is required [CCPP98].
Example 2 (Requirement 1: Change primitives). For removing micro step type
date rejection of state type under approval faculty, change primitives for deleting
the micro step type and its related micro transition types are required (cf. Fig. 5).
under approval faculty
(…)

decision_faculty
APPROVED
REJECTED

date_approval
reason_rejection

(…)

date_rejection
DELETE MICRO
TRANSITION TYPE

DELETE MICRO STEP TYPE
date_rejection

DELETE MICRO
TRANSITION TYPE

Figure 5: Example of change primitives

Requirement 2 (Cascading effects). Fig. 6 presents the meta model of PHIlharmonicFlows, expressed in terms of an UML class diagram. The dependencies between the
different components of the framework are represented as bidirectional associations, compositions and aggregations. Regarding the class diagram, the bidirectional association
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represents components linked with each other in the context of a particular model (e.g.,
micro step types are linked with micro transition types within a micro process type). A
composition dependency indicates a “strong” association between components, making
one component (i.e., parent component) responsible for the creation and destruction of
other components (i.e., child components). For example, an object type is strongly associated with attribute types. If the object type is deleted, all related attributes must be
deleted as well. In turn, the aggregation dependency constitutes a “weaker” relationship
between components: even when deleting the parent component, the child components
will not be removed. An example of an aggregation dependency is provided by the relationship between the micro step types and attributes. If a micro step type is deleted,
the associated attribute is preserved. Due to these dependencies and associations among
different components of the framework, changing one of them might require changes of
dependent components as well. In turn, such concomitant changes might again trigger additional changes on other components (i.e., a cascading change). In general, mechanisms
are required to detect necessary concomitant changes and to guide the user in applying
them.
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Figure 6: PHILharmonicFlows meta-model

Requirement 3 (Change operations and change patterns). Realizing structural adaptations based on change primitives might introduce errors and inconsistencies. Usually,
at such a low level of abstraction, the combined application of several change primitives
is required to ensure schema correctness. As an alternative, high-level change operations
may be used; e.g., it should be possible to move an entire state type within a micro process type based on a single change operation. Like change primitives, high-level change
operations should have pre-conditions. Generally, empirically-grounded change patterns
should be deﬁned, which capture the semantics of frequent changes, thus raising the level
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of abstraction [WRRM08, RW12].
Example 3 (Requirement 3: Change operations). Deleting state type under approval
faculty (cf. Fig. 5) requires deleting all micro step types associated with this state type as
well (i.e., decision faculty, date approval, reason rejection, and date rejection).
Further, this deletion includes the micro transition types linking the micro steps and the
authorization settings of state type under approval faculty. In this context, a change
operation allowing for the deletion of the entire state type together with its components
would facilitate change deﬁnition signiﬁcantly, and hence reduce errors and inconsistencies of the object-aware process schema.
Requirement 4 (Complex changes). When adapting an object-aware process schema, the
integrity and consistency of the various sub-schemas must be preserved; i.e., the changes
applied to the sub-schemas will only be applied if this does not result in any inconsistency. Like for database transactions, the changes applied jointly to an object-aware process schema must be treated atomically (i.e., as transaction). Accordingly, modelers must
explicitly commit complex changes. Finally, multiple users may want to change the same
schema version at the same time, requiring proper concurrency control.
Requirement 5 (Change traceability). When changing an object-aware process, information on who applied which changes, when and why shall be recorded in logs; i.e., change
traceability needs to be ensured.
Requirement 6 (Correctness). Changing an object-aware process schema must not result
in errors in any of the sub-schemas and not lead to soundness violations (e.g., deadlocks
due to data inconsistencies or missing data at run-time). Moreover, a changed objectaware process schema must comply with the correctness criteria established in [Kün13].
Correctness checks are required at two different stages. First, when specifying the various
changes of an object-aware process schema, correctness checks are “soft”; i.e., they provide basis to inform the modeler about potential inconsistencies or missing components.
Second, correctness needs to be ensured when committing a change transaction; i.e., all
sub-schemas forming an object-aware process schema must be correct.
5.2 Changing Active Instances at the Dynamic Level
Requirement 7 (Versioning support). Active instances whose processing started before
the schema change must be properly handled. One strategy frequently applied in the context of database and process evolution, is schema versioning [Rod96, GdSEM05, KG99].
Every time a schema is changed, a new schema version is created; already active instances
continue their processing based on the old schema version. In our context, there are various
sub-schemas forming the overall object-aware process schema (i.e., data model, micro and
macro process schemas, and authorization settings). Hence, for each object-aware process
schema version, the versions of its sub-schemas need to be maintained (cf. Fig. 7). In
particular, the instances are linked to a sub-schema version as well as the object-aware
process schema version.
If a change is performed, which concerns only a part of the entire object-aware process
schema, creating a new version of all sub-schemas involved (even the unchanged ones) will
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Figure 7: Object-aware process schema versions

not be optimal. Hence, a new version of an object-aware process schema shall comprise
the new versions of the changed sub-schemas in combination with the versions of the
unchanged sub-schemas. Fig. 7 illustrates this concept. The object-aware process schema
S on the left side contains a data model with object types A, B and C. Each object type is
associated with a micro process type as well as authorization settings. The latter express
who may access which attributes at which stages during process execution. Finally, macro
process type MP-a describes the interaction of the object types. The small squares represent
the instances created according object-aware process schema version S and being active at
the moment. On the right side, a new version S’ of S is depicted; it resulted due to a change
of micro process type b. The latter led to a new version b’ of b and a change of related
authorization settings. Instead of generating copies for all sub-schemas, S’ comprises the
new version b’, the new version of the respective authorization settings, and references
to the versions of the unchanged sub-schemas. New instances run according to the new
schema version S’, while the older, but still active instances continue running on the old
schema version S; i.e., instances running on the two schema versions will co-exist. In Fig.
7, new instances are represented as triangles and old ones as squares.
Requirement 8 (Instance migration). To ensure that active instances may continue running on the old schema version is not sufﬁcient. In addition, it shall be possible to reassign active instances to the new object-aware process schema version if desired. Like
in activity-centric PrMS [CCPP98, JH98, RD98, RRMD09], such migration of active instances must be handled in a controlled manner. In general, not all instances can be migrated to the new schema version, particularly if they have progressed too much in their
execution. Since there may be numerous concurrently running instances of an objectaware process (i.e., object and micro process instances), the selection of the migratable
instances should not handle the instances individually. In the example from Fig. 8a, a new
state is inserted in micro process type A. Moreover, the progress of the instances of micro
process B now depends on the execution of micro process A; i.e., the instances of B will
only reach state s5 if all instances of A’ reach state s7 (cf. Fig. 8b). However, not all
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active instances of micro process A can be migrated to A’. More precisely, micro process
instances A1 and A2 have already completed their executions, which means that they cannot be migrated to A’. In turn, micro process instance A3 may be migrated. However, the
individual migration of A3 will cause a deadlock at run-time, since micro process instance
B1 will continue waiting for instances A1 and A2 to reach state s7. Therefore, a group of
instances associated to a particular changed component must not be migrated individually.
Object-aware process schema S
Micro Process Type A
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s2

Object-aware process schema S‘
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Figure 8: Example of instance migration

Requirement 9 (Data consistency). One of the biggest issues concerning database schema
evolution is to prevent data loss when changing a database schema [Ra04]; i.e., the deletion
of object types or attributes must not delete the data associated to them, since there may be
software systems that still depend on this data. In the context of object-aware processes,
data inconsistency might cause run-time errors (e.g., deadlocks). Therefore, it becomes
necessary to prevent data inconsistencies (e.g., data loss or missing data important to the
logic of the process) relevant for process execution.
5.3 User Requirements
Requirement 10 (User guidance). Changing an object-aware process schema is a nontrivial task from the viewpoint of the user (i.e., process modeler). Our experiences with
the change scenarios have shown that user guidance is required to hide this complexity and
hence to make schema changes more intuitive and less error-prone (cf. Sect. 4). Moreover,
user guidance not only eases the adaptation of an existing schema, but also the modeling
of new object-aware process schemas.
Requirement 11 (Change impact analysis and metrics). To better control potential costs
of a change, a change impact analysis should be performed before actually applying the
change. Such an analysis must consider the cascading effects; i.e., it must show to users
which components are going to be affected by the change. Moreover, metrics help users
to evaluate change complexity.

6

Related Work

The described requirements have been partially addressed by existing work. Fig. 9 summarizes which requirements have been addressed by which approach. We investigated
data-centric approaches and traditional activity-centric ones.
Data-centric Approaches
Data-driven Process Coordination (COREPRO) [MRH07, MRH08] presents a set of change
primitives and operations to change both data and process structures. Since the latter
are directly related, the approach automatically adapts the process structure when chang-
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Figure 9: Evaluation of different approaches

ing the corresponding data structure. Moreover, it enables change traceability as well as
change transactions. Correctness is ensured when changing the structures at static or instance level. In case of inconsistencies, the modeler is notiﬁed accordingly. However, even
though the data objects are explicitly represented, the control of the data structures is still
realized outside the scope of the PrMS. Hence, versioning support and instance migration
is only available for the process structures.
Regarding artifact-centric processes, [WW14] proposes an approach for dealing with the
change impact analysis of three-level artifact-centric business processes (ACBP). The authors ﬁrst classify the types of changes that may be applied to an ACBP. This classiﬁcation
provides the basis for the change analysis. For this analysis, a graph representing the
different element dependencies is created. Based on this graph, it becomes possible to
calculate the direct impact of a change. The approach, however, just covers the changes at
static level, without addressing the problems of complex changes and traceability. In turn,
[XSY+ 11] allows for ad-hoc changes on the artifacts’ life cycles. Such changes are based
rules and declarative constructs such as skip, add and replace and are applied to the tasks.
The artifacts, in turn, cannot be changed. Besides, the authors do not provide information
on how the active instances should be handled when a change is applied.
In the context of product-based workﬂows, [RVV10] presents four change primitives enabling changes of the product (i.e., data) structure. These are then reﬂected in the corresponding process models without need for any manual adaptation. Changes at the process
level, however, are not considered. Moreover, information regarding change traceability
and run-time issues are neglected.
The case-handling system FLOWer [vdAWG05, MWR08] does not address cascading effects; i.e., inconsistencies in a dependent component caused by a change are not properly
handled by the system. Moreover, the system does not use formal correctness criteria in
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the context of schema evolution [WRRM08]. Regarding schema versioning, FLOWer allows for overwriting a process schema as well as for the co-existence of instance running
on different schema versions. Instance migration is not considered.
Activity-centric Approaches
In activity-centric approaches, the processes are described on a single level (i.e., the process model). Additionally, data is managed outside the scope of the PrMS. For these
reasons, requirements regarding cascading effects (Req. 2) and data consistency (Req. 9)
were not addressed to the analyzed approaches. ADEPT [RD98, RRD04, RW12] is an
activity-centric PrMS that enables both schema evolution and ad hoc changes of single
process instances. Moreover, it focuses on the ease of use of its process support features.
Additionally, metrics regarding instance migration are provided. In turn, YAWL supports
evolutionary changes in workﬂows based on Worklets [vdAtH05]. The latter refer to an
extensive repertoire of self-contained sub-processes and association rules, which can be
inserted into the process model without any system downtime. Even though it provides
primitives for changing the process model, there are no change patterns or operations to
realize changes at a higher abstraction level. Regarding the user, no guidance or change
impact analysis are provided.

7

Summary and Outlook

Our overall vision is to enable schema evolution in object-aware processes. The major
challenge lies on the very tight integration of the components of the framework. Such
component dependencies might not only affect the object-aware process schema at static
level, but active instances as well; i.e., new versions of a particular sub-schema must coexist with unchanged versions of other sub-schemas. Moreover, we observed that user
guidance is crucial to hide the complexity from the modeler and to avoid schema errors.
In future work, we will provide detailed insights into our solution tackling the discussed
requirements.
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Abstract: The choice of a business process modelling (BPM) tool in combination
with the selection of a modelling language is one of the crucial steps in BPM
project preparation. Different aspects influence the decision: tool functionality,
price, modelling language support, etc. In this paper we discuss the aspect of
usability, which has already been recognized as an important topic in software
engineering and web design. We conduct a literature review to find out the current
state of research on the usability in the BPM field. The results of the literature
review show, that although a number of research papers mention the importance of
usability for BPM tools, real usability evaluation studies have rarely been
undertaken. Based on the results of the literature analysis, the possible research
directions in the field of usability of BPM tools are suggested.

1 Introduction
Business process modelling (BPM) has emerged as a popular and relevant practice in
information systems (IS) [In09]. While academics tend to review existing and propose
new approaches for process modelling and analysis, practitioners apply these approaches
to real-world modelling projects. A successful BPM project requires proper management,
in which preparatory activities play an important role [RSD11]. These activities start
with the identification of relevant perspectives, communication channels and modelling
technique, followed by selection of a BPM tool [RSD11].
The choice of a BPM tool is influenced by a number of factors, such as modelling
methodology support, overall functionality or collaboration support [Ka07], [RSD11].
Numerous studies were conducted to compare BPM tools based on functionality aspects,
such as collaboration support [RHI11], model analysis or process collections
management [DRR12], [Ro11]. However, available research publication often neglect
actual user experience and quality of user interaction with BPM tools.
Personal user experience during the interaction with a product is studied by performing
usability evaluation [AT13]. Usability is an important aspect in such areas of IS as
software engineering or web development. Nielsen states that nowadays usability is a
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necessary condition for survival in a constantly changing web environment [Ni94].
Usability studies are becoming more and more popular in the area of eLearning systems
[OKU10], IS design for people with disabilities [Fu05] or clinical information systems
[Am09].
In the area of BPM usability plays an equally important role [PCV10], [MR13].
Considering that the target user group of BPM tools is shifting from modelling experts to
domain experts from the departments without specific IT knowledge [FT09], [LR12] the
usability becomes even more crucial. BPM tools have to become less complex and more
understandable [LR12], easy to learn and memorize [Re08], and efficient to use for an
overall effective outcome. Usability is seen as the fore factor for technology choice and
acceptance [VD00]. Moreover, considering usability goals and guidelines already during
the tool design phase reduce the costs of tool support after the product has been released
[BB00]. Despite these statements solid usability studies seem to be underrepresented in
the BPM community. Therefore the goal of this paper is to evaluate the current state of
research on the usability in the field of BPM and identify a set of future research
opportunities for BPM tools usability.
The paper is structured as follows: in the related work section we provide the usability
definition and brief overview of available evaluation methods, together with the
definition of BPM tools. We then proceed with the description of the research method
and present the main findings from the literature analysis. We conclude the paper with a
discussion of the obtained results and definition of possible research directions.

2 Related Work
2.1 Usability
Usability is a concept widely used in IS, e.g. in evaluation of the interface design and
quality of interactive systems [IF08], [Ni94]. Numerous definitions of usability can be
found in the literature [AT13]. ISO 9241-11 defines usability as an extent to which a
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use [In98]. [Sh91] and IEEE glossary
[In90] extend the above definition by including also speed, time and ease of learn,
retention, errors, amount of support needed when working with a software and user
specific attitude to the product. Therefore usability is a multi-dimensional concept,
composed of the following attributes [Ni94], [In98], [Sh91], [In90]:






effectiveness – accuracy and completeness of achieving specified goals;
efficiency – resources expended in relation to effectiveness;
learnability – ease of learning the functionality of the software;
memorability – retention of the functionality while using the tool on irregular
basis;
satisfaction – subjective attitude of the user towards the product.
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A set of metrics has been defined for usability measurement and evaluation, e.g. task
success, number of errors, time to complete a task, user satisfaction. [AT13]. Usability
metrics reveal the personal user experience during interaction with a product,
characterised by the dimensions presented above [AT13]. At the same time usability does
not measure general preferences or attitudes, it only evaluates actual experience when
using a particular software product. Usability metrics provide information, helpful for
improvement of the product functionality and market position, as well as for comparison
of various products [AT13].
The metrics are collected during usability experiments, which might employ quantitative,
qualitative or neuroIS methods. By using quantitative methods, the performance aspects
of effectiveness, efficiency, learnability and memorability can be estimated. Qualitative
methods are mostly employed for measuring satisfaction, a subjective variable, which
cannot be revealed by performance evaluation. NeuroIS methods, such as eye-tracking,
emotion measurement or analysis of brain activity, despite their unusualness are
becoming more and more popular among IS researches as an additional perspective on
user behaviour evaluation [BRL11].
2.2 Business Process Modelling Tools
BPM tool is a piece of software, which provides the user with a possibility to create,
store, share and analyse business process models. Typical examples of BPM tools used in
academia and practice are: Software AG's ARIS Business Process Analysis Platform1,
ADONIS [KK02], APROMORE [Ro11] and a web-based modelling tools, such as
Signavio [KW10] or icebricks [Be13].
[Ro11] distinguish between standard and advanced BPM tools functionality. While the
first group incorporates such features as creation, modification and deletion of process
models, access control, and simple search queries [Ro11] and is provided in both
academic and practice-oriented tools, the extended functionality, such as quality and
correctness analysis, pattern-based analysis, or reporting functions are at the moment not
widely presented in the commercial software, but have a great potential to become a part
of it in the nearest future [Ro11].

3 Research Method
To address the research questions a systematic literature review [Br09], [WW02] was
chosen as an appropriate research method. We put the focus on analysing and criticising
research methods and outcomes regarding usability in the BPM field. We argue that in
order to get the full picture of the current state of usability research in BPM, both studies
on BPM languages and BPM tools have to be taken into account. It is important to
review and compare the usability investigation approaches in both areas. The future
research directions derived from the literature analysis are targeted only on BPM tools.
1

http://www.softwareag.com/de/products/aris/bpa/overview/default.asp. Accessed 19.05.2014
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The results of the review should be of value to the academics, who perform design
science research in the area of BPM, as well as to the general IS audience interested in
BPM and usability.
Based on the key terms defined in the previous chapter, we came up with a set of
keywords for the literature search: “usability” combined with “BPM”, “process
modelling”, “process management” and “conceptual modelling”. We searched for the
keywords in the digital publication databases (ACM, AIS, DBLP, EbscoHost,
ScienceDirect and SpringerLink) as well as Google Scholar (first 100 hits). The time
frame of the publications was not restricted, so all the peer-reviewed conference papers
and journal articles, published before November 2013, which satisfied the search criteria,
were taken for the consideration.
As a result of the search we got a set 2402 publications, which was reduced to 386
papers by analysing titles and abstracts. After removing duplicates, ensuring if the terms
“process” and “usability” were both present in the full text, as well as checking the
possibility of downloading the paper, we have taken 74 papers for detailed analysis.
From 74 papers 12 turned out to be not suitable for the review either because the
usability was not used in appropriate context, or because BPM was not the main topic.
The rest 62 paper were thoroughly analysed and included in the concept matrix.

4 Findings from the Literature Analysis
As a basis for the analysis we have constructed a concept matrix with the following
dimensions: (a) year of publication, (b) domain - BPM languages and process models
themselves (1) or BPM tools (2), (c) usage of usability term - presence of references to
the established usability literature, and (d) research phase, e.g. motivation, requirements
specification, evaluation or future steps.
4.1 Year of Publication
All the analysed papers and journal articles were published between the years 2005 and
2013. Therefore the topic of usability in BPM is relatively new. Moreover, the growth of
interest to the topic of usability can be noticed starting the year 2010 (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Publications’ distribution by year
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4.2 Publication Domains
We have identified the publications on different aspects of process modelling, such as
development of new and analysis of existing BPM languages, evaluating quality of BPM
models, as well as development of new functions for BPM tools. We then classified all
the papers into two main groups: BPM languages and models (1) and BPM tools (2).
Some of the papers covered both aspects and thus are included in both groups.
The first group includes 29 papers, which mostly propose new approaches to BPM
[BSM11], [Bu10], [Fe10], [GK10], [Hu08], [Li12], [LR12], [SGN07], [Sc11].
Furthermore publications regarding evaluation [GHA11], [Ro09a], [Ro09b], [SG10] and
comparison [BKO10], [BO10], [Fe10], [Fi10], [Ka07] [LS07] of already existing
modelling languages (e.g. BPMN, UML Activity Diagram) were identified, together with
extensions of the existing modelling notations (BPMN) [BFV11], [Ku11], [MB12],
[Na11], [Pa11], [WS07], [WSM07]. Moreover, [GD05] proposed a framework for
measuring business process quality, in which usability was one of the characteristics,
[MRR10] analysed different activity labelling approaches and [FT09], [SA13] proposed
a new business process visual query language.
The rest 38 papers either presented new, or analysed existing BPM tools. Most of these
publications present prototypes or completely implemented tools for process design
[An13], [Be13], [Bu10], [DV11], [Fe10], [JCS07], [KH09], [LWP08], [Mo09], [Re08],
[RKG13], [Sc11], [WR06], [WBR10]. However, [Co13], [FT09], [KKR11], [KRR12],
[KHO11], [Ku08], [LMR11] proposed functional extensions for existing BPM tools – a
piece of some specific functionality, such as model querying or change tracking,
recommendation based modelling or automatic labelling of process activities. Two
papers were devoted to the architecture of process model repositories [GK10], [WW10]
and four specifically investigated the collaboration aspects of BPM tools [AN11],
[SCS13], [WO12]. Moreover, requirements for BPM tools were summarised based on
empirical research [ASI10], [PCV10] or comparison of existing tools or repositories
[EJ12], [MR13], [RSS13].
[KL11] conducted a solid usability evaluation of software process modelling tools.
Although the paper does not fully suite the analysed domains, we still included it in the
review as a good example of a thorough usability study.
4.3 Usage of the Usability Term
As the next point of analysis we looked if the papers provided definition of usability and
used the references to the standard usability literature [In90], [In98], [Ni94], [Sh91].
Only 3 papers used the definitions from these sources [BKO10], [BO10], [Fi10]. Besides
this, [Ro09a], [Ro09b], [SG10] used the definition from ISO/IEC 9126 standard2 on
software engineering product quality, where usability is a characteristic of external
quality and is actually seen as understandability.
2

http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=22749 Accessed
20.05.2014
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Approximately the same set of publications discussed the metrics, used for usability
evaluation [BKO10], [BO10], [GD05], [Ro09a], [Ro09b], [SG10]. In [SG10] the
usability (understandability was used as the actual term in the paper) was measured as
time, number of correct answers and efficiency, defined as the number of correct answers
in relation to time. [Ro09a], [Ro09b] used answer time, success rate, efficiency,
subjective evaluation as measures of usability (understandability). [GD05] employed an
extended subset of metrics from ISO 9126 for evaluating the quality of process models:
understandability (description completeness), operability (cancellability, undoability and
monitorability) and attractiveness of interaction. [BKO10], [BO10] used efficiency,
effectiveness, and satisfaction measures. “Number of commands used” metric and a
standard usability questionnaire for the evaluation were employed in [DV11].
4.4 Usability as a Main Topic of the Study
Only in two publications [BKO10], [BO10] a systematic usability evaluation was
presented. Both works compared the usability of BPMN and UML activity diagrams. As
already stated in the previous chapter the papers have references to the standard usability
literature and use the metrics of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction to measure the
usability of two modelling languages. Other papers included the concept of usability only
in particular steps of their research, as discussed in the next section.
4.5 Research Phase
We have identified six main areas, in which usability was mentioned in analysed
publications: comparison of BPM languages or tools; requirements specification;
evaluation; ensuring usability before conducting an experiment; and future steps. Figure
2 presents the distribution of papers depending on the research phase, in which the
usability was mentioned. The most popular phases were requirements specification,
evaluation and future steps. However, the works on BPM languages mention the
usability more on in the requirements, and the papers on BPM tools – in future steps.

Figure 2. Relevant papers’ distribution by research phase
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Comparison
The more notations are developed for BPM, the more research publications on
comparison of existing ones are made. Each of these publications tend to choose the most
appropriate notation for a certain purpose. Thus, [BKO10], [BO10] analysed and
compared UML Activity Diagrams and BPMN. One of the criteria for comparison was
usability of the notations, measured according to [In98] as effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction. [Fi10] used the usability definition, provided by [Ni94], and stated that
usability is important in two cases: model creation and model interpretation. They further
discussed representation of routing elements in BPM languages from the usability
perspective. [LS07] compared graphical BPM approaches to the rule-based specifications
of business processes, where they understood usability as simplicity of use. And finally
[Ka07] proposed a selection framework of BPM method, in which one of the criteria was
usability, understood as functional capability to express certain process behaviour.
The comparison of BPM tools is performed quite seldom, which is explained by the fact
that research in this area is targeted on creation of new BPM tool functionality. [KL11]
compared two software process modelling tools, using ISO metrics and [EJ12] compared
existing BPM repositories to identify challenges that affect their usability in supporting
re-use of process models [EJ12].
Requirements specification
Usability is seen as important characteristic of BPM languages and tools, and thus should
be taken into account when proposing new solutions [KH09], [Sc11], [SA13]. The same
statement is supported by empirical research [ASI10], [PCV10], [RSS13], [MR13].
Usability requirements arise mostly due to shifting of the target user group from IS
engineers to business users [BSM11], [FT09], [Ku08], [LR12], [Mo09].
Despite the common belief that increasing usability usually means decrease in flexibility
of the modelling tools [DV11], [Mo09], [Re08] or expressiveness of modelling
approaches [BSM11], the authors still try to find a trade-off [BSM11], [DV11], [Mo09],
[Re08]. Common usability requirements demand less complex and more understandable
BPM tools and languages [DV11], [Ku11], [LR12], [Mo09], [Na11]; better graphical
tool support and user-friendly visual representation of models [FT09], [Ku11], [Ku08],
[Mo09], [Ku11]; intuitive interface and improved functionality together with shorten
learning period for BPM tools [DV11], [WSM07], [Re08].
Evaluation
From the total 20 publications, which mention usability in the evaluation section, 7 were
devoted to the evaluation of BPM notations or process models [BFV11], [Fe10],
[GHA11], [Li12], [MB12], [Sc11], [SA13]. The authors used different evaluation
approaches, such as conducting user survey [Sc11]; experiment, where the participants
were asked to interpret process models [MB12], use two different process model
querying techniques [SA13], and comparing how correctly users were solving modelling
tasks [GHA11]. [Li12] performed the evaluation with use-cases, when different possible
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modelling scenarios were implemented using the provided BPM language. [BFV11]
evaluated the proposed notation by implementing it in a modelling environment and
showing that the proposed constructs and rules are realizable. One of the interesting
evaluation approaches was used by [Fe10], where the BPM notation was compared to
user interface and its elements to the icons in a software program. Thus, it was possible
to use a method of [Ni95], which was originally developed for evaluation of
iconographic usability.
The other 15 papers were devoted to the usability of BPM tools. The most popular
evaluation approach was conducting an experiment and surveying the participants on
their personal experience with the tool [AN11], [Co13], [DV11], [Do13], [KHO11],
[Mo09], [SCS13], [WW10], [WR06]. In one of the papers a special attention was put to
the fact that “not computer scientists” participated in the interviews. In comparison to
subjective evaluation, performance metrics were gathered only in two cases [KHO11],
[SCS13], and in one case the clickstream data was analysed [WW10]. Participant
observation was used in [An13], [DV11], [Do13], [WO12]. [WW10] and [Be13] based
their evaluation on deployment of the tool in different settings and gathering the user
opinion after some period of usage. [LWP08] made the “theoretical evaluation” by
discussing the functionality of the tool, which were supposed to increase its usability.
Ensuring usability before conducting an experiment
[Cl12], [Pi13], [Pi12a], [Pi12b] ensured the usability of the tool by conducting a pre-test
before carrying out an experiment, which was not connected to the usability evaluation.
Unfortunately the authors did not provide any details on the pre-test.
Future steps
A great part of the analysed papers mention usability among the future steps. Most of the
papers state that they plan to conduct a usability evaluation of the proposed modelling
approach or developed modelling tool in empirical study [MRR10], [Pa11] [SGN07],
real world usage scenario [GK10], [RKG13], [WBR10] or experiment [FT09], [KRR12],
[Sc11]. Others claim they plan to improve the usability by applying user-centric design
approach based on prototype iteration [WS07], focusing on usability aspects [KKR11],
applying design principles in support of usability and flexibility [Hu08], incorporating
usability features based on conducted evaluation [AN11], [An13], [Be13], [LWP08],
[Sc11], [WO12], following usability inspection methods [Fe10] or by just analysing and
addressing usability and performance of the system while extension [JCS07]. Two
publications compared the usability of the proposed approach to the existing ones
[LMR11] using Delphi method [Bu10]. And only one author has explicitly specified that
usability metrics will be discussed in future publications [RKG13].
Combination of several steps
In some cases usability was mentioned not only in a single research phase, but in a
combination of two. [DV11], [Mo09], [SA13] state that usability is an imporatant
requirement for a BPM artifact and thus has to be taken into account when developing
new solutions. They then perfomed an evaluation of the proposed visual quering
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language [SA13] and BPM tools [DV11], [Mo09]. Similary [FT09], [Sc11] indentify
usability as an important requirement for BPM tool, but as the implementation of the
artefact has not been yet finished by the moment of the paper publication the actual
evaluation has been postponed to the future steps. Finally usability was mentioned in
both evaluation and future steps sections. [Sc11] proposed a new BPM approach and
[AN11], [An13], [Be13], [LWP08], [WO12] presented new BPM tools. All the
publications stated, that the usability of the proposed artefact was evaluated and revealed
possibilities for improvement, which were postponed to the future steps.

5 Discussion and Future Research Directions
Usability has established itself as an important topic in such areas of IS as web
development and software engineering. The goal of this research paper was to evaluate
the current state of research on usability in the area of BPM and identify a set of future
research opportunities for the topic of BPM tools usability. For this purpose a systematic
literature review was conducted, in which we have analysed papers and journal articles,
which have either BPM languages or BPM tools as a main topic and at the same time
mention usability as one of the aspects of their research. In this section we summarize the
main findings from the literature analysis and synthesis and suggest possible research
directions on the usability of BPM tools.
Foremost it should be said that usability is a relatively new aspect of research in the area
of BPM and its popularity has been growing in the last five years. The empirical research
underlines the importance of usability, which can be primarily explained by the shift of
target user group of BPM tools from IS engineers to the business users without particular
IT knowledge. Therefore it is definitely necessary to continue the research in this area.
However, the review also revealed quite unimpressive results concerning the usage of the
term itself – usability is still often used just as a “buzzword”, without providing any
concrete definition. Only few publications are referring to the established literature on
usability. Taking into account that usability in web and interface design has been
investigated already for 25 years, the academic works on BPM should benefit from the
available research results by applying already existing usability practices.
The number of thorough usability studies in BPM is still quite small. Mostly these solid
studies are conducted for BPM languages, but not for BPM tools. Usability has been
successfully employed for comparing existing BPM notations (e.g. BPMN and UML
Activity Diagrams), however comparison of BPM tools is rarely conducted. We suggest
that more attention should be paid to comparison, evaluation and improvement of
existing BPM tools, rather than implementation of similar functionality in new artefacts.
BPM publications without primarily focus on usability still mention it in separate
research phases, such as requirements specification, evaluation and future steps. Our
analysis shows that there is still a room for improvement at each of these phases. The
usability requirements specified for BPM tools are still relatively vague and unstructured.
We however argue, that based on the similarity of the available BPM tools’
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functionality, the requirements could be summarized in a set of usability guidelines
applicable to a generic BPM tool. Furthermore evaluation of the artefacts is nowadays
mostly performed with surveys. Although qualitative techniques are valuable for
measuring user satisfaction, performance metrics, which require quantitative analysis,
should not be disrespected. One of the reasons for this deficiency is the absence of
usability metrics tailored for BPM tools. Therefore development of a set of such metrics
can be a potential research direction. The future steps part of the paper is always “a
fertile ground for buzzwording”, however even here more attention can be paid to the
aspect of usability by providing details on the possible evaluation approach or methods
for ensuring and improving BPM tool usability. Finally, the researchers should not
neglect employing the usability methods at several research phases to increase the quality
of the developed BPM artefact. BPM tools will only benefit from the usability research
and thus improve the acceptance of BPM in both academic and practical environments.
As a limitation of the current research we should mention that the suggested future
research directions are just a first research step towards the construction of the final
research agenda. In the future research we plan to evaluate the suggested research
directions with BPM experts from academia and practice, prioritize them according to
their importance and finally compose a research agenda for the topic of BPM tools
usability.
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Abstract: This article presents the basic concepts of OPTOSA, a Visual Analytics
solution for the optimization of online sales, designed to support manufacturers in all
phases of the online sales process from the product speciﬁcation to the price ﬁxing and
more. OPTOSA combines a data processing module that builds and constantly updates
operational knowledge related to sales positioning with a decision assistant that uses
relevant aspects of the knowledge for helping the tasks of the different teams along
the integrated chain of the sales. After reviewing the challenges of the approach, we
discuss the ﬁrst signiﬁcant experiments with OPTOSA on some formalized use-cases.

1 Introduction
Everybody realize that the future of selling lies on the Internet. Therefore, most manufacturers and uncountable merchants devote themselves in a hard and continuous competition
over the online marketplaces. However, many of them do not develop any structured approach to increase their market shares. Others use rather naive procedures, commonly
based on lowering prices and thus reducing sales margins. An intelligent approach, based
on timely usage of dynamic information directly available from the Internet will give us
unique and decisive advantage.
Generally speaking, one of the greatest challenges for the manufacturers is that in online sales the distributors in the online market do not fulﬁll the same function as in the
stationary market. In particular, in the stationary market the distributor, especially the procurement manager, supports the manufacturer with his know how on the consumer needs,
namely the optimal speciﬁcation and presentation of products. In contrast, in the online
distribution, the manufacturer is given full freedom to manage all aspects of the sale process.
There is therefore a strong need to provide the sales business with an alternate solution that
could make up for the human competence that is not at hand any more. This is the purpose
of the OPTOSA system, developed in a partnership with researchers and practitioners, and
speciﬁed after a thorough operational state of the art driven by three progressive investigation steps:
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• In what way it would be possible to rely on data nowadays at disposal with a view
to maximizing turnover and margin?
• Based on this knowledge from the data, which processes in online sales could be
automated?
• Last, which decisions within the other processes could be supported by a knowledge
based assistant?
With regard to the data, there has been a lot of research done and some tools are available
in the domain of Search Engine Optimization (SEO), in particular [Sis, Wis], or tools
from the search engines themselves like Google Analytics. However, those tools focus on
search engines like Google and not on online market platforms. The ranking mechanism
of search engines and market places are similar but not identical, the essential difference
being that search engines aim to deliver most relevant content while market places aim to
deliver products that are most likely to be bought. The goal of OPTOSA goes beyond this
current state of the art, in order to ﬁgure out those differences and to develop algorithms
that for instance analyze the meta-content of successful products and to extract the most
relevant key-words and to compute the optimal structure for our meta-content.
Complementary, a lot of data sources like [Adv] propose business information that could
be formalized to automatic handle or optimize several tasks in the sale process. Made
of static knowledge about common best practices, this information can be outdated when
applied to the fast evolving domain of online sales. In contrast, the OPTOSA system is
based on the monitoring of live data in view of delivering to the sales collaborators an
accurate business handling and a pro-active decision support.
In this paper, we present a software architecture that aims to optimize online sales. This
architecture integrates several building blocks for data management, data mining, visualization, knowledge extraction and endly prediction.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Firstly, challenges are presented. Secondly,
the management of data is described in details. Finally, the architecture of the software is
presented, and the results of experiments are discussed.

2

Challenges

Within the preliminary state of the art, we identiﬁed two main challenges towards a system
that could cure the lack of expert knowledge.
The ﬁrst one is to extract business information from the available data. A lot of sales data
are available from online marketplaces, either directly to the general public or to registered users. As such, the raw data cannot be straightforwardly used to solve any concrete
problem such as optimizing the sales through a given platform. We need to understand the
data in their speciﬁc context of use, and then to mine them according to the knowledge we
intend to build: remove outliers, ﬁnd correlations, etc. Moreover, user control and interaction should be possible during the processing of so diversiﬁed bunches of data: we follow
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here the Visual Analytics paradigm, a way of addressing such complexity through an efﬁcient combining of the respective powers of the computer and the human brain [HA08].
The second challenge is to process this business information within concrete usecases by
means of a collaborative expert system and a transparent data model. The OPTOSA system primarily intends to generate recommendations for operating on an online platform,
dedicated to the sales collaborators. The recommendations must be in any case supported
by a clear and suitable justiﬁcation. The justiﬁcation exhibits both the trace of the reasoning and available references to knowledge extracted from the data. The traceability
brings constraints on the architecture and the technology used to implement the system. In
particular, OPTOSA will use a referencing mechanism associates rules with documentary
sources. Also, when updating the knowledge base, the references allow identifying the
impact of a given knowledge source on the rules model, in order to replace them.
Sales processes are modeled through different procedures and algorithms. We structured
the functionalities of the OPTOSA system according to separate optimization needs that
could be reﬁned independently:
• Direct optimization of the sale of a product.
• Optimization in relation to sales and delivery channels: How to deal with competitors?
• Reporting and analysis: How to improve the offer through the consolidation of the
sale channels?
As mentioned above some of the functionalities can be fully automated, given the values
of parameters asked by the system. An example is the dynamic price adjustment: for
each product to be sold, the user can specify a minimal and maximal price. OPTOSA will
autonomously monitor the market situations, especially the prices of the competitors, and
ﬁnally adapt the product price in such a way that turnover and margin is optimized. Other
functionalities can be only partially automated and serve as decision support for the user.
For instance, when description text or search tags are to be deﬁned, OPTOSA will scan
other, comparable product descriptions on the sales platforms, and evaluate which key
words correspond to sales success. From this it computes suggestions that are presented
to the user. In any case, the input data processed by the rules is information extracted
through data mining from recorded characteristics of past sales. The business knowledge
to process the data is speciﬁed and tested in partnership with intended users of the system.

3

Data handling

In order to tackle the optimization of online sales, data about sellers and products have to
be collected, preprocessed, analyzed and ﬁnally used for extracting knowledge models for
decision support.
In fact, the OPTOSA platform aims at providing decision support features [TPD+ 11] by
combining:
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• The insights that are automatically discovered from data (for instance: ’the price of
a given product should be lower than the price of similar concurrent products, with
at least a difference of X%’).
• The business know-how that is brought by the user (for instance: some rules on
prices to take into account margin).
As a result, the goal is to provide predictive models to help price positioning: a typical
output can be a model that evaluates the price of given product (according to the product
features and the similar products prices). The following sections brieﬂy describe each step
of the process that supplies the OPTOSA platform (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The worﬂow that is applied into the OPTOSA platform for data handling.

Recent papers about data analysis argue that Visual Analytics is needed to build accurate
models by considering both data and business knowledge [KAF+ 08, KHP+ 11]. But is
it realistic to apply the straightforward Visual Analytics approach in a real-time system
which continuously manages huge heterogeneous data? The OPTOSA platform aims at
combining state-of-the art techniques and pragmatical choices in order to provide operational results.

3.1 Data retrieving
By using online marketplace platforms like eBay or Amazon, it is possible to retrieve and
aggregate a lot of data about products and sellers. The best way is to use the API that are
provided by these systems. Generally stable and well-documented, these API allow to get
data easily in order to store them into a local database for further analysis. In addition,
the produced database can be completed by using services provided by dedicated data
providers like icecat ([ice]).
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3.2 Data wrangling
Traditionally used as a preliminary step in data visualization and knowledge extraction,
data wrangling is a semi-automated process that aims at transforming data in order to
facilitate further usage of them [KHP+ 11]. More precisely, data wrangling consists in iteratively applying different kinds of preprocessing tasks like inconsistent data cleaning,
missing values imputation or sampling [ET98]. As it induces modiﬁcations and information loss, data wrangling has to be carefully applied; in addition, it is a painful and
time-consuming task that requires efﬁcient tools [KPHH11].
We plan to use different tools to wrangle data: Excel for quick transformation prototyping,
and speciﬁc modules for more complexes tasks into the OPTOSA system.

3.3 Decision support & Visual Analytics: data mining, machine learning, visualization, user interaction
Once the data are ready to be analyzed, a classical cascading process can be implemented
in order to build efﬁcient predictive models [CTTB06]: in order words, the idea is to mix
unsupervised and supervised machine learning methods in order to obtain efﬁcient models
for each kind of products. In a few words, the process is the following:
• Features selection in order to ﬁlter the data that are the most signiﬁcant [YL03].
• Clustering in order to regroup similar objects and to detect/ignore outliers. [Jai10].
• Computation of predictive models for each cluster. In this ﬁeld, regression trees are
helpful and popular because they use an intuitive formalism that is easy to understand for domain experts [B+ 84, Mur98]. Moreover, they can be built from data by
using well-known algorithms like CART [B+ 84] and M5 [Qui92] (Figure 2).

Figure 2: A regression tree obtained from the ’winequality-red’ dataset [BL13], to evaluate the wine
quality score: a score of 0 represents a poor wine and a score of 10 represents an excellent wine.
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Figure 3: Visualizations to inspect a clustering result (’credit-a’ dataset, clustered with k-means). At
the left, a colored PCA projection: the x axis represents the ﬁrst principal component, and the y axis
represents the second principal component. At the right, a Silhouette plot: the x axis represents the
Silhouette value, and the y axis represents the elements (sorted by clusters and Silhouette values). In
practice: larger Silhouette values indicate a better quality of the clustering result.

Even if this process is well-known, obtaining operational results is not straightforward:
in fact, various parameters can have a great inﬂuence on the ﬁnal results. For instance,
the usage of clustering is not trivial and depends of the ﬁnal application [AR13]: what
kind of clustering algorithms should be used? Which settings have to be applied? Should
some data be manually processed? Generally speaking, applying machine learning can be
considered as a black art that requires a strong background and experiment [Dom12].
However, pragmatical solutions can be considered. For instance, by following the Visual
Analytics approach [KAF+ 08], and by providing interactive features to the ﬁnal user, results can be produced, evaluated, visually inspected and reﬁned in order to obtain clusters
are simple to interpret and predictive models that are efﬁcient.
More precisely:
• Clustering can be adapted to reﬁne the predictive models: in an automatic way
[PDBT14], or by taking into account the user domain knowledge.
• Predictive models can be simpliﬁed by using various simpliﬁcation techniques: for
instance, a recent technique has been proposed to simplify them by using data preprocessing [PBDT13].
• Results can be visualized using simple scatter plots or more sophisticated visualizations like MDS projections [KW78].
As a result, the predictive models can be used to support decision regarding the price
positioning objective.
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4 The OPTOSA platform
A ﬁrst prototype has been implemented in Java as a standalone tool. The core system is
based on several libraries that provide building blocks for Visual Analytics and Decision
Support:
• Data wrangling, data mining and machine learning features are provided by Weka,
a widely-used data mining library [WFH11]. More precisely, it provides several
implementations for features selection, regression trees induction and clustering.
• As the Weka licensing policy can cause further issues in the case of commercial
uses, some alternatives to Weka have been tested and integrated: Sandia Cognitive
Foundry ([BBD08]) and apache-commons ([Com]). These libraries are two main
advantages: they provide implementations of the state-of-the-art techniques, and
they are distributed under licences that are permissible and compliant to potential
commercial use.
• For the graphical representation of the price evaluation model, the tool uses Jung, a
robust and well-known graphical library [OFWB03].
In addition to these building block components, the prototype is completed with a graphical interface for manipulating data, computing predictive models, exploring the results
(statistics about the datasets, visual representations of the clusters and the predictive models, etc.) and taking into account the user knowledge (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The prototype module that allows to check and reﬁne if needed the clustering results.
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5 Use-case
For our ﬁrst technical trials, we processed datasets relevant to different business use cases.
As explained in the previous sections, the knowledge is formalized at the end on the shape
of decision trees and regression trees [Kot13], based on a user readable formalism, the
trees being directly extracted from real life data.
Data considered as input are: the list of products and information about each product (features description, prices, sales ranks, etc.). The information can be structured in the shape
of clusters of products, and for each cluster the products proﬁle is deﬁned (core features,
prices ranges, sales rank ranges, etc.). The use cases are groups of tasks deﬁning some
concrete sales activity, such as the following examples. Some use cases are principally
handled by data mining (on relevant data) such as ’Price ﬁxing’ based on similar products.
Other ones contain more domain related knowledge (from vendor or buyer point of view)
such as ’Calculation of a similarity index between products’.
In Figure 5, we illustrate the ’Price positioning’ use case for a laptop. First, from a dataset,
a decision tree is computed to determine the price range according to the features of the
laptop. The decision model is then applied to evaluate and justify the price of a given
product. Second, the knowledge is used for the computation of a clustering of the laptops
recorded on a dataset, according to their main features. A planar projection of the laptops
shows the correspondence between the features (horizontal axis) and the price (vertical).

Figure 5: Visual Analytics for price positioning.

By using these models, a user interface has been built to interactively evaluate the price of
a given product (Figure 6). In this interface, the evaluation is completed by a justiﬁcation:
here, the justiﬁcation corresponds to the rules that are veriﬁed for the given product. In
addition, several data mining features have been added to complete the evaluation: for instance, the ’k-nearest neighbours’ technique allows to automatically ﬁnd the products that
are the most similar to the given product, so the price positioning result can be checked.
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Figure 6: User interface to evaluate the price of a given product. At the top left, the price and the
justiﬁcation are given. At the top right, the similar products are shown, in order to check if the
evaluated price is compliant with the others. At the bottom left, the clusters are represented into a
pie chart. At the bottom right, the graphical model is presented.

The processing of the use cases shows the possibility to extract knowledge, track evolutions and build decision models. From the debrieﬁng on the data mining results, it was
also clear that a lot of business information must be taken into account to reinterpret the
results, in order to be able to formalize rules that could automate the handling of marketing
activities.
Finally, the integration of expert of business knowledge is a critical step for decision support: to handle this issue, the prototype provides a module to edit the price evaluation
model (Figure 7). By using it, the user is able to adapt and reﬁne the price positioning
module according to the business requirements.
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Figure 7: Graphical user interface for the edition of the price evaluation model: the structure of the
regression tree can be changed and/or the rules can be modiﬁed by the expert.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a software architecture has been proposed to optimize the online sales: the
OPTOSA platform aims at integrating both clever methods for data processing and visualization techniques in order to provide an efﬁcient and useful decision support.
Drawing from these promising results, the innovative approach of OPTOSA will be carried
on and reﬁned to efﬁciently support the work of both manufacture companies and distribution channels. The monitoring of online sales include many time consuming tasks for the
human operator that could be automated by enriching OPTOSA with business knowledge.
The user will thus be free to concentrate on crucial parts of the process through relevant
interaction with the system. Thanks to our operational partnership, further steps towards
such integrated tool will continue to be regularly assessed on live data from market places.
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Abstract: A Cloud Service is usually classified as Infrastructure as a Service,
Platform as a Service or Software as a Service. This classification ist not sufficient,
when Business Processes are considered. Therefore, Business Process as a Service
(BPaaS) as next level of abstraction is in discussion. BPaaS is already an important
topic for analysts and cloud providers. In the scientific community a discussion
about BPaaS has been started. This contribution presents a literature analysis of the
current state-of-the-art in BPaaS. In order to investigate how a Business Process
can be built on top of a cloud service, a prototpye of an external application is
presented, which is built on top of a cloud service using a RESTful API. For the
realization of BPaaS existing architectures for cloud computing are discussed. A
proposal for an advanced Architecture for Business Process as a Service is
presented. Based on these findings, a brief outlook on future research questions
concerning Business Process as a Service is derived.

1 Business Process as a Service
A common classification of cloud services has been developed by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), which assigns cloud services to three layers
[LTMBMBL11]
•

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

•

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and

•

Software as a Service (SaaS).

This classification starts with IaaS, which refers to basic services e.g. for storage and
reaches up to SaaS, where applications are provided as a service. In this classification
each level abstracts from the functionality of the level below. The next level of
abstraction above SaaS is Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) [SPBB12]. BPaaS
means not only that software is provided to the user as a service. BPaaS means as well to
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deliver the logic and control flow of the business process the user wants to execute as a
service. As a result, a classification of services is obtained as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Classification of Cloud Services

Despite of the fact that consulting and software companies as well as market analysts are
using the term BPaaS frequently, neither the exact meaning nor a concrete architecture
of a BPaaS system are clearly defined in the scientific literature. Therefore this paper
presents a state-of-the-art analysis of BPaaS, which starts with a literature analysis. As
Business Processes as a Service have to be set up on existing cloud services, a protoype
of an app is presented, that runs on top of a cloud service. Based on that analysis and the
discussion of different architectures for cloud computing, an extension of current
architectures is presented.

2 BPaaS in Literature
The state-of-the-art analysis of BPaaS starts with a review of the scientific literature on
that topic.
2.1 Methodology
The lack of rigour of scientific literature analysis in the information systems discipline is
often criticized. This criticism is especially related to the missing documentation and
traceability of the analysis. Based on that analysis a procedure model for a literature
analysis was proposed that consists of five steps [vBSNRPC09]: Step 1 to 3 addresses
the preparation and literature selection and step 4 and 5 the analysis and classification of
the results. In order to achieve traceability the literature analysis is based on that
approach. The first step is the definition of the research questions for the literature
analysis. This paper’s research questions are:
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•

Question 1: How common is BPaaS in the scientific literature?

•

Question 2: What are the research perspectives on BPaaS?

Step 2 is the conceptualization of the literature search process. Therefore search terms
and context has to be defined [Co88]. For this analysis “Business Process as a Service“
and “BPaaS” are defined as search terms. The context in which the search takes place is
the international scientific literature in the field of information systems. Step 3 is the
selection of the literature base in which the analysis should be done. This decision is
directly related to the context defined in the step before. For this analysis these wellknown two portals and two journals are chosen: SpringerLink, EBSCO, Business &
Information Systems Engineering (BISE), MIS Quarterly (MISQ). Publications in
English and German language have been considered in the search. Step 4 and 5 of the
analysis are the literature search itself and the analysis of the publications found. The
results of these steps are presented in the next section.
2.1 Results
The literature search, step 4, reveals that the keywords “Business Process as a Service”
and “BPaaS” match with 40 publications in SpringerLink and with 59 in the
EBSCOHost. Figure 2 shows the matches by keyword and portal or journal:
Terms
“Business Process as a Service”

“BPaaS”

SpringerLink

40

24

EBSCO

59

36

BISE

0

0

MISQ

0

0

Searched in

Figure 2: Literature overview

For step 5 the search results have been refined by an analysis of the title and the abstract
of each publication that was found. During this process all publications that don’t have a
strict relation to BPaaS and all publications that were found in non-scientific media have
been eliminated. Especially on EBSCOHost many publications from analysts or
newspapers have been found. The result of this process is 16 BPaaS publications. In
order to answer the first research question all publications have been displayed in a chart
that shows the number of publications per year on BPaaS (Figure 3). The chart illustrates
that only two relevant publications have been published before 2011. The largest number
of publications is found in 2013. These numbers indicate that BPaaS is an actual topic in
nowadays and starts to get in the focus of scientific research at the moment.
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Figure 3: Publication on BPaaS per year

The second research question is about the perspective on BPaaS that the analyzed
publications take. All found publications have been classified into four perspectives that
are shown in Figure 4:
Publication

Classification

[YW13]

Business Perspective

[AR12]

Business perspective

[HHLM13]

Business perspective

[LM06]

Business perspective

[Be14]

Business perspective

[ME13]

Business perspective

[Fe 13]

Business perspective

[GWVLJ13]

Development

[HSGMB09]

Development

[WITZYHL12]

Development

[OOM13]

Development

[Ra13])

Development

[MH11]

EA in the Cloud

[Ma11]

EA in the Cloud

[MA13]

Security

[Pe13]

Security
Figure 4: Classification of selected BPaaS publications
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The following paragraphs describe the specific classifications in more detail:

Business Perspective
The seven publications that regard BPaaS form a business perspective focus on
economic aspects of the business software. The major topic is outsourcing of business
processes into the cloud or special business tools that are provided in the cloud. All these
publications have in common that they stress the impact of BPaaS or its measurement
and not the architecture or implementation of BPaaS.

Development
The five publications that have been classified in the development perspective focus just
the opposite of the business perspective publications. Their focus is on the architecture,
implementation or on technology stacks that could be used to implement cloud services
and BPaaS. The work presented in these papers is often based on standards like BPEL or
RESTful services.

EA in the Cloud
The two publications that are classified in the enterprise architecture perspective regards
how cloud services can be integrated in the software architecture of a company. The
found publications in that category describe fundamentals and basic principles on the
topic. In relation to the publications form the business and the development perspective
these papers are in-between these two categories. They are less technical than the
development publications but are more focused on the realization und integration of
BPaaS in a company than the business perspective publications.

Security
The last category is security. The two publications in that category describe security lags
of processes in the cloud and privacy and security concerns. They analysis what security
problem occur by outsourcing business processes into the cloud. But a final solution to
this problem is still an unsolved research question.
The literature analysis reveals that BPaaS has gained importance in the scientific
literature in 2013. Despite of the increasing impact most publications neither define the
term BPaaS nor do they propose how to build BPaaS applications. The development of
BPaaS applications requires to develop applications on top of cloud services. Therefore,
the following sections start with the presentation of an application, which was built on
top of a cloud service. Finally, the architecture of BPaaS applications is considered,
where a proposal for an advanced Architecture for Business Process as a Service is
presented.
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3 Building Applications on top of Cloud Services
This chapter follows the question how to build an applications on top of a cloud service.
In order to show how an external application can be built, an application is presented,
which has been developed on top of the popular OpenStack software using so called
RESTful APIs.
3.1 RESTful APIs
APIs are used to connect different applications. And, new applications are developed by
integrating existing applications with each other. Such a new application is called
mashup. A lot of APIs, which are used in order to develop mashups, rely on an
architectureal style, which is called REST (REpresentational State Transfer). The main
principles of RESTful Services are as follows [Fi00, Ti11, Ba14]:
•

•

•
•
•

RESTful Services are based on resources, which are identified by URIs. In
general, any source of information, which serves a special purpose, describes a
resource. The weather forecast of a city or the descriptions of a product are
examples of a resource. A collection of resources e.g. all products of a specific
product group is also a resource.
RESTful Services have a uniform interface. In case, data have to be retrieved
(read only) within an order-management application, there is only one single
method, which has to be carried out. As an example, both order and product data are
retrieved with the same method.
For every Resource, data should be available in different data formats. As an
example, a consumer should be able to request information for a product in an XML
or JSON format.
The communication within a RESTful Service is stateless. A change of state may
be recorded by a provider by means of a changed resource. On the other hand, it
may be the task of a consumer to handle the state of an application.
A RESTful Service uses Hypermedia to carry out follow-up processes. In case, a
consumer has carried out an order, the Service reply should contain hyperlinks
which allow e.g. to check or cancel this order.

In case of internet applications HTTP is commonly used as protocol. As a consequence,
the uniform interface is formed by the well-known HTTP methods GET, POST, PUT
and DELETE.
3.2 The OpenStack project
There are a lot of projects, which offer RESTful APIs. In the area of Infrastructure as a
Service, OpenStack is a very popular example. OpenStack is an open source solution for
a standard cloud computing infrastructure for both public and private clouds [OS].
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Figure 5: Overview of the OpenStack Software [OS]

The OpenStack software, as shown in Figure 5, is organised around three major
concepts: compute, networking and storage. Additionally, there are shared services like
e.g. identity management. The OpenStack dashboard is the graphical interface for
administrators and users. Different OpenStack components are integrated with each
other by means of RESTful APIs. For this purpose every OpenStack project offers a
RESTful API [OSAPIs]. Therefore, it is on one hand easy to continuously enhance the
functionality of OpenStack by means of further projects. On the other hand, building
applications on top of cloud services is simplified, when RESTful APIs are available.
3.3 Building an app on top of OpenStack
OpenStack contains „Shared Services“, which offer several functions for all components
via RESTful services. In case of functions for authentification and user administration
the Identify API is responsible to answer internal and external requests. The main
resources for a user administration and there relation to the unifrom interface, which
consists of four methods, are represented in Figure 6. The resources are as follows: The
accumulative resource „/v2.0/users“ stands for all users. The resource
„/v2.0/users/{userId}“ identifies a single user with identification numberer {userId}. All
operations, which are carried out for a single user, like e.g the change of the password,
occur at resource „/v2.0/users/{userId}“. Method GET serves for requesting information
for a resource. GET is used with the accumulative resource to list up all users and to
receive the details of a single user, when it is applied to the resource, which identifies a
single user. By means of method PUT a single resource is updated, it is not used in
relation to a accumulative resource. The creation of a new user is carried out, when
applying method POST on the accumulative resource „/v2.0/users“. POST is not used in
relation to a single resource. DELTE serves to delelte single users. The deletion of all users
via the accumulative resource is not implemented in the Identify API.
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Figure 6: Main resources for user administration

The Identity API is used to build an external application on top of OpenStack. This
application runs on a Android smartphone. It has been developed in Java using Eclipse
as an integrated devevloment enviroment. In order to develop this application the
Identify API is applied to the resources, which are shown in in Figure 6. The application
contains four functions, which are shown in a screen shot (Figure 7).

Figure 7: App for user administration (overview)
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The application allows to list up all users, to add a single user, to change the password of
an existing user and to delete a single user. The application interacts as an external
application with a Identify service in OpenStack by means of a RESTful API.

4 BPaaS Architectures
This chapter contains the closing part of the state-of-the-art analysis. It examines the
architecture for cloud computing in order to realize BPaaS.
4.1 Cloud Computing Reference Architecture
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) define a Cloud
Computing Reference Architecture. The main actors are Cloud Consumer and Cloud
Provider. A Cloud Consumer is an individual or organization that acquires and uses
cloud products and services. A Cloud Provider is a person, an organization or an entity
responsible for making a service available to a Cloud Consumer [LTMBMBL11].
Within this work a scenario is considered, where only the main actors Cloud Consumer
and Cloud Provider are involved. Other actors are not considered here.

Figure 8: Representation of the NIST cloud computing reference architecture (only two actors and
two activities are shown)

Figure 8 shows an overview of the NIST cloud computing reference architecture with
the following restrictions: Only Cloud Consumer and Cloud Provider are considered as
actors. In addition only two activities are shown: Service Orchestration and Service
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Management. Service Orchestration refers to the arrangement, coordination and
management of cloud infrastructure to provide different cloud services in order to meet
IT and business requirements. The service layers within a Cloud Provider define the
interfaces for Cloud Consumers to access cloud services. The resource abstraction and
control layer contains system components to provide and manage access to physical
computing resources. The physical resource layer includes all computing resources.
Service Management implies all the service-related functions that are necessary for the
management and operations of services for Cloud Consumers [LTMBMBL11]. Within
it’s Cloud Computing Reference Architecture IBM has defined an own reference
architecture for cloud computing. In addition to the existing three Service Models IaaS,
PaaS and SaaS, IBM defines a fourth Service Model named Business Process as a
Service (BPaaS) [SPBB12].
4.2 BPaaS Architecture and RESTful Services
In order to set up an architecture diagram for Business Process as a Service the cloud
computing reference architecture, as suggested by NIST and as shown in Figure 8, is
taken as a starting point. To consider BPaaS, another layer has to be introduced. In
contrast to IBM’s cloud computing reference architecture BPaaS should not extend the
already existing layer for the Service Levels, which belong to the Cloud Provider,
because a layer for Business Process as a Service cannot be strictly allocated to either a
Cloud Provider or a Cloud Consumer or any other actor.

Figure 9: Architecture for Business Process as a Service
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There has to be always the choice for an enterprise to determine where a layer for
Business Process as a Service should be located. Certainly, a lot of CIOs would not
agree to delegate Business Processes to any actor outside their companies. Therefore, a
layer for BPaaS should extend already existing layers without any assignment to an
actor. As a consequence Cloud Consumer and Cloud Provider cannot be included in an
architecture diagram for BPaaS. Business Process as a Service requires functions to set
up Business Services and to orchestrate Business Services within on demand
applications. As a sufficient standardization RESTful APIs shall be available in order to
connect to different applications and projects. RESTful Services could serve as enabler
to connect software components with each other (Figure 9).Furthermore the BPaaS layer
on top of the three standard NIST layers can be used to integrate different software
business models. In order to integrate different software business models in order
execute one Business Process the following scenario is considered (Figure 10). It shows
one on-demand application in the area of Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
and one on-premise application for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). The BPaaS
layer on top of the SaaS layer can be used to integrate these different application
business models. This can be realized by an orchestration service on the BPaaS layer.
And, the BPaaS layer can either be controlled by the cloud provider or by the cloud
Customer or in a hybrid way, where the control is distributed between these two parties.

Figure 10: BPaaS scenario for an on-demand and an on-premise application

5 Summary and Outlook
The literature analysis in chapter 2 reveals that the number of papers on BPaaS has
increased during the last two years, which indicates that BPaaS has been put on the
research agenda.
By means of an app for OpenStack, as shown in chapter 3, a proof of concept has been
presented, that an external application can be built on top of a cloud service, where
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REST APIs are used as interfaces to connect the external application with a cloud
service.
IBM’s Cloud Computing Reference Architecture has been analyzed. As a result, an
additional BPaaS layer on top of the Cloud Computing Reference Architecture, as
suggested by NIST, has been included, which is not necessarily under control of the
cloud provider. RESTful APIs shall be used to connect services on a BPaaS layer with
cloud services on IaaS, BPaaS or SaaS layers. The new BPaaS layer may be used to
integrate the two different software business models, on demand and on premise.
Despite of the research presented in the reviewed paper and the architecture discussion
presented here, there are further open requirements, which should be subjects of future
research:
•

First of all, a consistent description on Business Process as a Service with clear
definition of the term has to be formulated.

•

Secondly, a concept for distributed REST based modeling and design of Business
Processes has to be developed.

•

At third, it has to be clarified, how the orchestration of such a Business Process that
is located into a BPaaS layer on top of the SaaS layer is carried out. Furthermore the
prototypic implementation of such a Business Process as a Service system has to be
considered.
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Ira Diethelm, Christina Dörge,
Claudia Hildebrandt,
Carsten Schulte (Hrsg.)
Didaktik der Informatik
Möglichkeiten empirischer
Forschungsmethoden und Perspektiven
der Fachdidaktik
Michael Kerres, Nadine Ojstersek
Ulrik Schroeder, Ulrich Hoppe (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2010 - 8. Tagung
der Fachgruppe E-Learning
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
Felix C. Freiling (Hrsg.)
Sicherheit 2010
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit
Werner Esswein, Klaus Turowski,
Martin Juhrisch (Hrsg.)
Modellierung betrieblicher
Informationssysteme (MobIS 2010)
Modellgestütztes Management
Stefan Klink, Agnes Koschmider
Marco Mevius, Andreas Oberweis (Hrsg.)
EMISA 2010
Einflussfaktoren auf die Entwicklung
flexibler, integrierter Informationssysteme
Beiträge des Workshops
der GI-Fachgruppe EMISA
(Entwicklungsmethoden für Informationssysteme und deren Anwendung)
Dietmar Schomburg,
Andreas Grote (Eds.)
German Conference on Bioinformatics
2010
Arslan Brömme, Torsten Eymann,
Detlef Hühnlein, Heiko Roßnagel,
Paul Schmücker (Hrsg.)
perspeGKtive 2010
Workshop „Innovative und sichere
Informationstechnologie für das
Gesundheitswesen von morgen“
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P-182
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Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für
die Informatik
Band 1
Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für
die Informatik
Band 2
Witold Abramowicz, Rainer Alt,
Klaus-Peter Fähnrich, Bogdan Franczyk,
Leszek A. Maciaszek (Eds.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Business Process and Service Science –
Proceedings of ISSS and BPSC
Wolfram Pietsch, Benedikt Krams (Hrsg.)
Vom Projekt zum Produkt
Fachtagung des GIFachausschusses Management der
Anwendungsentwicklung und -wartung
im Fachbereich Wirtschafts-informatik
(WI-MAW), Aachen, 2010
Stefan Gruner, Bernhard Rumpe (Eds.)
FM+AM`2010
Second International Workshop on
Formal Methods and Agile Methods
Theo Härder, Wolfgang Lehner,
Bernhard Mitschang, Harald Schöning,
Holger Schwarz (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW)
14. Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
„Datenbanken und Informationssysteme“
(DBIS)
Michael Clasen, Otto Schätzel,
Brigitte Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Qualität und Effizienz durch
informationsgestützte Landwirtschaft,
Fokus: Moderne Weinwirtschaft
Ronald Maier (Hrsg.)
6th Conference on Professional
Knowledge Management
From Knowledge to Action
Ralf Reussner, Matthias Grund, Andreas
Oberweis, Walter Tichy (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2011
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Ralf Reussner, Alexander Pretschner,
Stefan Jähnichen (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2011
Workshopband
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)
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P-194
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P-196

Hagen Höpfner, Günther Specht,
Thomas Ritz, Christian Bunse (Hrsg.)
MMS 2011: Mobile und ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme Proceedings zur
6. Konferenz Mobile und Ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme (MMS 2011)
Gerald Eichler, Axel Küpper,
Volkmar Schau, Hacène Fouchal,
Herwig Unger (Eds.)
11th International Conference on
Innovative Internet Community Systems
2
(I CS)
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
4. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien, Beiträge der Fachtagung
20. Juni bis 21. Juni 2011 Bonn
Holger Rohland, Andrea Kienle,
Steffen Friedrich (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2011 – Die 9. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
5.–8. September 2011, Dresden
Thomas, Marco (Hrsg.)
Informatik in Bildung und Beruf
INFOS 2011
14. GI-Fachtagung Informatik und Schule
Markus Nüttgens, Oliver Thomas,
Barbara Weber (Eds.)
Enterprise Modelling and Information
Systems Architectures (EMISA 2011)
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2011
International Conference of the
Biometrics Special Interest Group
Hans-Ulrich Heiß, Peter Pepper, Holger
Schlingloff, Jörg Schneider (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2011
Informatik schafft Communities
Wolfgang Lehner, Gunther Piller (Hrsg.)
IMDM 2011
M. Clasen, G. Fröhlich, H. Bernhardt,
K. Hildebrand, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Informationstechnologie für eine
nachhaltige Landbewirtschaftung
Fokus Forstwirtschaft
Neeraj Suri, Michael Waidner (Hrsg.)
Sicherheit 2012
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit
Beiträge der 6. Jahrestagung des
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2012
Proceedings of the 11th International
Conference of the Biometrics Special
Interest Group
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Jörn von Lucke, Christian P. Geiger,
Siegfried Kaiser, Erich Schweighofer,
Maria A. Wimmer (Hrsg.)
Auf dem Weg zu einer offenen, smarten
und vernetzten Verwaltungskultur
Gemeinsame Fachtagung
Verwaltungsinformatik (FTVI) und
Fachtagung Rechtsinformatik (FTRI)
2012
Stefan Jähnichen, Axel Küpper,
Sahin Albayrak (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2012
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Stefan Jähnichen, Bernhard Rumpe,
Holger Schlingloff (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2012
Workshopband
Gero Mühl, Jan Richling, Andreas
Herkersdorf (Hrsg.)
ARCS 2012 Workshops
Elmar J. Sinz Andy Schürr (Hrsg.)
Modellierung 2012
Andrea Back, Markus Bick,
Martin Breunig, Key Pousttchi,
Frédéric Thiesse (Hrsg.)
MMS 2012:Mobile und Ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Helmut Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
5. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien
Beiträge der Fachtagung
Gerald Eichler, Leendert W. M.
Wienhofen, Anders Kofod-Petersen,
Herwig Unger (Eds.)
12th International Conference on
Innovative Internet Community Systems
(I2CS 2012)
Manuel J. Kripp, Melanie Volkamer,
Rüdiger Grimm (Eds.)
5th International Conference on Electronic
Voting 2012 (EVOTE2012)
Co-organized by the Council of Europe,
Gesellschaft für Informatik and E-Voting.CC
Stefanie Rinderle-Ma,
Mathias Weske (Hrsg.)
EMISA 2012
Der Mensch im Zentrum der Modellierung
Jörg Desel, Jörg M. Haake,
Christian Spannagel (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2012: Die 10. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft
für Informatik e.V.
24.–26. September 2012
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Ursula Goltz, Marcus Magnor,
Hans-Jürgen Appelrath, Herbert Matthies,
Wolf-Tilo Balke, Lars Wolf (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2012
Hans Brandt-Pook, André Fleer, Thorsten
Spitta, Malte Wattenberg (Hrsg.)
Nachhaltiges Software Management
Erhard Plödereder, Peter Dencker,
Herbert Klenk, Hubert B. Keller,
Silke Spitzer (Hrsg.)
Automotive – Safety & Security 2012
Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit für
automobile Informationstechnik
M. Clasen, K. C. Kersebaum, A.
Meyer-Aurich, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Massendatenmanagement in der
Agrar- und Ernährungswirtschaft
Erhebung - Verarbeitung - Nutzung
Referate der 33. GIL-Jahrestagung
20. – 21. Februar 2013, Potsdam
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2013
Proceedings of the 12th International
Conference of the Biometrics
Special Interest Group
04.–06. September 2013
Darmstadt, Germany
Stefan Kowalewski,
Bernhard Rumpe (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2013
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Volker Markl, Gunter Saake, Kai-Uwe
Sattler, Gregor Hackenbroich, Bernhard Mit
schang, Theo Härder, Veit Köppen (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013
13. – 15. März 2013, Magdeburg
Stefan Wagner, Horst Lichter (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2013
Workshopband
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)
26. Februar – 1. März 2013, Aachen
Gunter Saake, Andreas Henrich,
Wolfgang Lehner, Thomas Neumann,
Veit Köppen (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013 –
Workshopband
11. – 12. März 2013, Magdeburg
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, Helmut
Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
6. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien
Beiträge der Fachtagung
03.–04. Juni 2013, Erlangen
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Andreas Breiter, Christoph Rensing (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2013: Die 11 e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft
für Informatik e.V. (GI)
8. – 11. September 2013, Bremen
Norbert Breier, Peer Stechert,
Thomas Wilke (Hrsg.)
Informatik erweitert Horizonte
INFOS 2013
15. GI-Fachtagung Informatik und Schule
26. – 28. September 2013
Matthias Horbach (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2013
Informatik angepasst an Mensch,
Organisation und Umwelt
16. – 20. September 2013, Koblenz
Maria A. Wimmer, Marijn Janssen,
Ann Macintosh, Hans Jochen Scholl,
Efthimios Tambouris (Eds.)
Electronic Government and
Electronic Participation
Joint Proceedings of Ongoing Research of
IFIP EGOV and IFIP ePart 2013
16. – 19. September 2013, Koblenz
Reinhard Jung, Manfred Reichert (Eds.)
Enterprise Modelling
and Information Systems Architectures
(EMISA 2013)
St. Gallen, Switzerland
September 5. – 6. 2013
Detlef Hühnlein, Heiko Roßnagel (Hrsg.)
Open Identity Summit 2013
10. – 11. September 2013
Kloster Banz, Germany
Eckhart Hanser, Martin Mikusz, Masud
Fazal-Baqaie (Hrsg.)
Vorgehensmodelle 2013
Vorgehensmodelle – Anspruch und
Wirklichkeit
20. Tagung der Fachgruppe
Vorgehensmodelle im Fachgebiet
Wirtschaftsinformatik (WI-VM) der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
Lörrach, 2013
Hans-Georg Fill, Dimitris Karagiannis,
Ulrich Reimer (Hrsg.)
Modellierung 2014
19. – 21. März 2014, Wien
M. Clasen, M. Hamer, S. Lehnert,
B. Petersen, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
IT-Standards in der Agrar- und
Ernährungswirtschaft Fokus: Risiko- und
Krisenmanagement
Referate der 34. GIL-Jahrestagung
24. – 25. Februar 2014, Bonn
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Wilhelm Hasselbring,
Nils Christian Ehmke (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2014
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
25. – 28. Februar 2014
Kiel, Deutschland
Stefan Katzenbeisser, Volkmar Lotz,
Edgar Weippl (Hrsg.)
Sicherheit 2014
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit
Beiträge der 7. Jahrestagung des
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)
19. – 21. März 2014, Wien
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2014
Proceedings of the 13th International
Conference of the Biometrics Special
Interest Group
10. – 12. September 2014 in
Darmstadt, Germany
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Helmut Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek
(Hrsg.)
7. DFN-Forum
Kommunikationstechnologien
16. – 17. Juni 2014
Fulda
E. Plödereder, L. Grunske, E. Schneider,
D. Ull (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2014
Big Data – Komplexität meistern
22. – 26. September 2014
Stuttgart
Stephan Trahasch, Rolf Plötzner, Gerhard
Schneider, Claudia Gayer, Daniel Sassiat,
Nicole Wöhrle (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2014 – Die 12. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
15. – 17. September 2014
Freiburg
Fernand Feltz, Bela Mutschler, Benoît
Otjacques (Eds.)
Enterprise Modelling and Information
Systems Architectures
(EMISA 2014)
Luxembourg, September 25-26, 2014
Robert Giegerich,
Ralf Hofestädt,
Tim W. Nattkemper (Eds.)
German Conference on
Bioinformatics 2014
September 28 – October 1
Bielefeld, Germany
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